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This thesis doc ments m jo rne in designing and facilitating a series of artmaking and
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these programs

artmaking sessions cond cted o er a period of t o ears I

project called Her Story Press

artmaking and stor telling
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hich consisted of sessions of
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hich took place at Tock otton on the Waterfront an assisted li ing
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important
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it incl des references to some bold and

ork b other acti e practitioners and scholars in the eld of art programming for
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to join in this kind of ork

ork that allo s o to engage in e citing artmaking in a

comm nit setting and that

o ld s rel transform o as an artist ed cator and h man
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Welcome

1

The true failure here is not old age rather it is the failure of our own
creativity and willingness to conceive that life up until its last
moments has its own ways and meanings
Marc Agronin
We seem to ﬁnd it very di cult to believe that there can be joy
commingled in the challenges of aging and or disability In the
presence of loss we ﬁnd it impossible to see anything else
Anne Basting
Why not go out boldly And what does that look like What does
engagement and activation look like till the very end
Karen Young

2

How I came into this work
I want to explain how I came into this work through several di erent themes each of which I
represent with a word these will guide us through this text
The ﬁrst word is LACK a word which I encountered and kept seeing in my mind when I ﬁrst
started academically looking at old age I had enrolled in a Rhode Island School of Design
RISD course called Design for the Aging Population and one of the ﬁrst assignments was
something that was called an empathy experiment where we had to try to feel what it s like
to be in the body of an older person But strangely enough it was always through a deﬁciency
lack and impairment perspective We had to put Vaseline on our glasses to simulate a visual
impairment Figure 1 2 and we had to block our ears block our nose and put straps on our
bodies to limit our movement
Then as part of that course we actually went to Tockwotton an assisted living community
across the river from India Point Park in East Providence One of our assignments there was to
conduct resident interviews These began with Hello you re an older person What is missing
in your life What do you need Let me as a design student solve it for you They really
embodied this perspective of lack and the perception of lack
Then while talking to one of the Tockwotton residents I encountered there I came across an
activities program Looking through the names of these activities armchair travel UNO
Bingo I began thinking about lack again I began thinking about how older adults are clearly
according to this program lacking decision making power variation in their abilities interests
and preferences How they are seen as monolithic and also how they are passive and in need
of entertainment to be kept busy

3

Clockwise from top left
Figure 1 1 Design for the Aging Population class presentation at Tockwotton assisted living community
Figure 1 2 Photograph from coursework for Design for the Aging Population class at RISD
Figure 1 3 Tockwotton assisted living community daily schedule

This was curious to me because by contrast the word that I associate with older people in my
own life is FULL I think about FULL when I think about Anarkhan my maternal grandmother
She s a person a woman who is full of life and energy For my whole life she has been and still
is full of curiosity and desire to learn new stories but also to share her stories wisdom
anecdotes and skills Recently we had a conversation on Skype where we were cooking and
she couldn t sit and just watch people kneading dough

she had to show us how it s done She

asked my cousin to
bring her some dough which she had in the fridge Just like that she was giving us a
masterclass in dough shaping So my grandmother is deﬁnitely a person who I think of as full
of life
I also have a good friend in Providence named Franco who is a set designer and a painter and
whenever I see or hear him he is full of activity and fully engrossed in his endeavors He is in
the downtown cafes making friends with RISD students and catching up with neighbors
whom he remembers by name but he s also busy with social commentary painting Trump
caricatures on envelopes and sending them to the White House He regularly takes my partner
Je and myself to see art house movies at the Avon and to debrief them during dinner at a
nearby Greek restaurant He is open to learning new skills he recently started an Instagram
account and a Netﬂix subscription and to going on spontaneous trips be it to Boston galleries
newly opened restaurants or Rhode Island s beaches In short at his 2 Franco is curious
about life and eager to see and experience more of it

Clockwise from top left
Figure 1 4 Photos of author s grandmother Anarkhan in her apartment with a mobile and on a Skype call
Figure 1 5 Photos of author s friend Franco at Small Point Cafe and in his studio
Figure 1

Photo of one of Franco s Trump caricatures

Years full of Life, Life full of Years
So

fullness I think of old age as fullness years of fullness So what is happening What is

this dichotomy between lack and fullness This goes to something for which I created a kind of
visual metaphor for see image Basically we re dealing with two assumptions about aging

Figure 1

Object illustrating the concept of LIFE FULL OF YEARS vs YEARS FULL OF LIFE designed by author

One of them is a medical model That s the one on the left in the image above It s about old age
as life full of years That is in your old age all you are is the sum of your deﬁciencies and
impairments and you deﬁnitely need to be helped and treated 1
The other model a positive view of aging is thinking of old age as years full of life Yes there
are impairments but they are natural transitions But think about what you bring into the
space of your life the years of experience all of your interests all of YOU Actually life is still
continuing These two models are important to keep in mind because our assumptions and

1

Myerson Jeremy Why do we abandon great design when it is for the elderly
201

Presentation January

ideas about aging are in very real terms shaping the worlds of older adults They re shaping the
products we create for older adults the services infrastructure they re shaping programing in
long term care As an educator this is what piqued my interest

Purpose: how my work began
As I processed these issues I began to think about my art making programs and what it would
mean to ground them in the positive view of aging in this idea of old age as years full of life If
we were to design such programs what e ects could they have What would be the
characteristics of such programs What kinds of bigger changes could they bring How could
they challenge negative assumptions about aging And more broadly how could they help us
rethink old age The central guiding question became for me

How might art-making programs for older adults look, if
they were grounded in a positive view of aging?
All of the work I was doing was action based The ﬁrst e ort was a series of events known as
Tockwotton Makes which consisted of bi monthly art making workshops at Tockwotton
Assisted Living Gradually I recruited a group of fellow facilitators consisting of students from
the Rhode Island School of Design as well as my friends from the wider Providence community
The word that I associate with Tockwotton Makes is ALIVE This feeling of being alive was what
our workshops were about We tried to convey this by bringing vibrant colors in tablecloths
and stationery in art supplies in our posters We talked to people

we wanted things to be

exciting and our message to people to be exciting We wanted there to be more people so we
also did a lot of outreach on Instagram to say that everyone is welcome and that we want
people of all ages and from di erent places in that space
We held

workshops and prior to Coronavirus we had been doing them every two weeks for

almost two years We never repeated workshops because we worked from the idea that life
means doing things and life means trying new things So let s keep it coming let s be working
on individual projects and group work Let s try weird things Let s be amazed and excited and
let s just have fun Let s dye a ﬁsh in black sumi ink and make a print of that Let s have these
moments of magic where a lifeless miniature kite just becomes a living creature Let s stay on
top of the news Let s share it but also be part of the news We found ways to respond to what
was happening in my home country of Kazakhstan There were protests there and so we said
let s create protest banners

and that s what we did

Figure 1

Participant in gelatin printmaking Tockwotton Makes workshop

We were creating things We were challenging this idea that you are productive if you work
you earn a wage

if

no you can be productive for yourself You can be making things for

yourself or your loved ones For two years in a row we made calendars We were also trying to
value process as much as outcomes holding both of them as beautiful and enjoyable And
saying sometimes let s just not care about outcomes at all Let s just enjoy the process Let s
close our eyes and feel the ﬂowers
Appreciation is being in a relationship with each other and people at our workshops felt good
In my literature review I found that scientists and di erent scholars have indeed made art
interventions in di erent older adult communities and have found that art making encourages
measurable well being and subjective well being

10

Out of this came the idea of Her Story Press a new and more ambitious project to explore new
directions beyond the format of Tockwotton Makes I was interested in exploring di erent
scales and durations from 2 hours to a four month long project to develop new meanings and
purposes in public spilling out into the city and inviting in artists In this project we could
challenge existing roles to develop a more equal collaboration bringing in storytelling
alongside making and to try to use the imagination and life experiences of the women we
worked with to make work together I hoped to center the experience and stories of older
women I aimed for our work to take up space and claim visibility for this demographic All
these ideas in the end morphed into the idea of forming a feminist publishing house at
Tockwotton

Methodology
My project consisted of an action research case study based on two arts programs run by
myself an artist and art education practitioner researcher at a single community Tockwotton
On the Waterfront assisted living I sought to investigate my research question
art programs for older adults look if grounded in a positive view of aging

how could

by being on site

with a consistent group of people trying a variety of programs and formats Structuring my
research as a case study allowed me to dedicate considerable time to producing detailed
documentation of the processes and interactions occurring during the art programs I
facilitated
Similarly because I was not just an observer of a case study but an active participant and
reﬂective facilitator I characterized my research as action research in which I combined
action and reﬂection theory and practice in participation with others in the pursuit of
practical solutions to issues of pressing concerns to people and more generally the ﬂourishing
of individual persons and their communities Reason and Bradbury 2001 p 1
Because of my interest in the individual and idiosyncratic responses of older adult participants
to the programs I designed mine was a qualitative research project To gather information I
used the following qualitative research methods participant observation ﬁeld notes and
participants artwork

11

I was carrying out participant observation as I facilitated two types of arts programs at
Tockwotton On the Waterfront assisted living community over the course of 2 years
Tockwotton Makes was a series of 0 bi monthly 2 hour art making workshops while Her
Story Press was a series of weekly 2 hour art making and storytelling workshops that after
sessions was cut short by the COVID 1 pandemic of 2020 As a head facilitator in both art
programs my tasks involved instruction support and occasional participation
After each session I and in many instances my team of facilitators would take time to debrief
with myself writing ﬁeld notes These notes included our observations feelings reﬂections
and analysis in outline format On a weekly basis my ﬁeld notes were expanded through
conversations with my Thesis Advisor Professor Paul Sproll
All along the older adults artwork provided invaluable data In a sense these artworks
encapsulated the workshop during which they occurred

through their formal and imaginative

characteristics I was able to glimpse and interpret the participants state of mind their
thoughts and feelings and their creative journeys
Throughout this time I was augmenting the learnings and understandings garnered from my
own practice with the work of other active practitioners Karen Young of Older and Bolder and
Susan Tacent of Bold Point Literary Society and scholars concerned with the subjects of art
programs for older adults art education and old age

Scope

Limitations

Tockwotton on the Waterfront is a long term residential care community in Providence RI
o ering a variety of facilities including assisted living nursing home memory care and
rehabilitation The older adult residents that frequented our art making workshops were
predominantly from the assisted living wing of the building In the context of Tockwotton that
meant that most of our participants didn t require an aide were mobile either on their own or
with the help of a walker and that according to Tockwotton sta
some degree of memory loss
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about a quarter of them had

Her Story Press was envisioned as a long term project which here meant a duration of four
months When the COVID 1 pandemic paused our work we were robbed of the two and a half
months which would have consisted of

10 additional workshops Consequently we were

unable to host a variety of activities outlined in the initial Her Story Press proposal These
include ﬁeld trips artist visits and most importantly a whole range of printing and publishing
activities What this means is that Her Story Press activities described in this thesis do not yet
embody the public traits that I wished for

we were not able to take up space in public and

claim visibility for older women through our presence outside the walls of the assisted living
community or through our published work The publicness of Her Story Press project is
something that I cannot wait to explore once this crisis is over
Both Tockwotton Makes and Her Story Press happened within the Tockwotton long term care
community which is a well resourced space with a mostly white educated a uent
demographic I am aware that the Tockwotton community is not representative of the majority
of older adults living situations My partnership with Tockwotton was the result of a RISD
connection but I aspire to produce work that is more broadly applicable I think of my work at
Tockwotton as a pilot project where I and my team have the trust of the community and
resources like space time and materials to experiment and reﬁne our work However I have
also started facilitating workshops at the Federal Hill House senior center in Federal Hill
Providence with a mostly POC group of community residing older adults I see this as an
important part of the future of the Her Story Press project

Structure
This thesis is divided into several sections I begin by recounting and discussing prior work
which has inspired mine starting with two case studies and interviews and including a
literature review From there I explain my prior work in the Tockwotton Makes project over the
past two years Then I present the original proposal for Her Story Press which built on that
work and extended it in new directions I recount and discuss how over seven sessions prior
to the interruption of my work by the Coronavirus pandemic the work evolved changed and
improved and how my own views and approach to the work transformed Finally I conclude
with thoughts about the future of this work
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1

Art Programs for
Older Adults

1

How will we imagine old age?
Life expectancy has increased globally and for almost every social and ethnic group This is at
once a triumph for humankind and an important challenge

and opportunity

that every

society must address In the US the population is not only living longer but is also aging
dramatically Within the next 30 years the number of Americans aged
than double from 0 2 million in 2010 to
already in 1 years 203
aged

and older will more

million in 20 0 U S Census Bureau 2011 And

for the ﬁrst time in this country s history there will be more people

and older than there will be people under the age of 1

Figure 2 1 Diagram of expected proportion of older adults and children in 201

2034 and 20 0 by author

How will old age look and feel like in 203 and beyond What kinds of life will older adults in
America have
In thinking about these questions I turned to Design Studio for Social Intervention s 2020
recently published IDEAS ARRANGEMENTS EFFECTS framework This framework proposes
that our IDEAS

about how the world is or should be

1

lead to the creation of certain

ARRANGEMENTS social economic spatial etc that themselves bring in existence certain
EFFECTS Crucially we tend to spend time looking and thinking about the EFFECTS positive or
negative while in many cases ignoring the IDEAS that we or other people had in creating the
EFFECTS causing ARRANGEMENTS pp 1 22 This way our assumptions about old age
IDEAS shape the kinds of worlds experiences and spaces ARRANGEMENTS we create for
our elders And this constructed tangible and intangible reality makes old age look and feel in
Jeremy Myerson s 201

words either as years full of life or as life full of years EFFECTS

Viewing population aging as a silver tsunami Wooldridge 2010 an upcoming catastrophic
burden on the economy and healthcare assigns older adults markedly di erent place roles
and value in society than thinking about population aging as a welcome inﬂux of civic
engagement assets Encore 201

people with education experience free time resources

and desire to participate in political cultural social and perhaps also work life Gjærum 2013
p 2

Furthermore these contrasting ideas about old age also have important health

implications with negative perceptions posing a signiﬁcant risk to health and well being in
the later years Burnes et al 201

p 2 while positive self perceptions contributing to

increased longevity Levy et al 2002 pp 2 1 2 0
Fortunately for all current and future elders there is a cultural shift underway For years within
the ﬁeld of aging research aging was both and interrelatedly over medicalized
terms of disease pathology su ering and treated as a medical problem
tragedy
Gergen

thought of in

and viewed as a

falling under the narrative of inevitable and lengthy decline over the life span
Gergen 200

p

1

Recently however there has been a growing interest in

studying positive development in later life rather than emphasising its problematic aspects
Reynolds 2010 p 13

Surely there are physical cognitive psychological challenges or and

disabilities associated with aging but many of them are natural transitions rather than
pathologies Applewhite 201

p 10

And in opposition to steady decline no growth

narrative research suggests that the brain has potential for growth and learning throughout
the life cycle Cohen et al 200

p 2

and that the mature mind is additionally equipped with

a wealth of knowledge and experience a broad range of interests and cognitive abilities and a
unique vantage point the wisdom acquired with age

Lawton

La Porte 2013 p 310

Importantly too positive aging is increasingly deﬁned not simply by objective measurable
indicators like physical health and longevity but also
1

in agency granting ways

by various

subjective experiences including life satisfaction competence choice generativity personal
growth and reciprocal social relationships Reynolds 2010 p 13

All of these new

empowering IDEAS about old age are beginning to inﬂuence the kinds of ARRANGEMENTS that
both non old society and older adults imagine and create for themselves ARRANGEMENTS
that in turn are leading to positive and exciting wellbeing EFFECTS for elders
Within the long term residential care LTC setting this changing tide in attitudes towards
aging is encapsulated in literal culture change movement a philosophy that eschews medical
top down model of care in favor of a more homelike model Jacobs 201

p 11 focusing on

subjective wellbeing person centered care and holistic wellness comprising of emotional
physical psychological spiritual vocational intellectual and social wellness In some LTC
communities rather than spaces and days be designed to accommodate the needs of an
institution

environments and schedules or lack of schedules are designed to accommodate

the lives of those who live and work there Jacobs 201

p 11 Going further leading geriatric

care ﬁeld researcher Anne Basting is envisioning and advocating for a spatial and attitudinal
transformation

a move away from LTC communities as stigmatized health centers towards

conceptualizing them as simply communities where older people live
decades Basting 201

p 13

sometimes for

and as potential vibrant cultural centers p laces in which

meaning is made and communities built out of rigorous art making projects Basting 201
p 10
Basting s centering of culture and creative activities within the LTC space is in alignment with
recent research Noice

Noice 2013 that reveals the overwhelmingly positive cognitive

a ective and quality of life outcomes of various participatory arts programs for older adults
Moreover some of the apparent advantages of arts participation

such as its intrinsically

pleasurable and self motivating nature the social support inherent in group arts instruction
the multimodal nature of participation and the beneﬁts of stimulating or productive activities
Noice

Noice 2013 p

1

make participatory arts a useful framework for achieving new

model of elder care s goal of holistic wellness

1

Bold thinking about older adults and the arts
In developing the Her Story Press project I drew on ideas inspirations and projects by a wide
range of scholars and practitioners For two of these I have developed case studies based on
in depth interviews and conversations with the women who created them see chapters 2 1
and 2 2 For the remainder I have compiled notes and observations in this chapter Some of
these were practitioner led art programs while others were formal academic research but all
share a set of similar themes
All agree that engagement in the arts has wellbeing beneﬁts for older adults Some researchers
say that this is due to how the arts allow for the reassertion and protection of one s identity
something that is always at risk as one is getting older and perhaps leaving one s community
to move to an institutional setting Other researchers show that art activities lend themselves
well to health and wellbeing in that they create opportunities for socializing and social
engagement By providing opportunities for self understanding and self acceptance art
activities often lead to self empowerment itself a rewarding feeling that creates a positive
feedback loop motivating older adults to continue their engagement Art activities can be a
source of meaning and purpose some studies observe traits that are known to cultivate
vitality
Some studies reshaped how I understood collaboration with older adults helping me to be
aware of how their di erent identities result in di erent experiences of old age I learned how
change and growth remain a central part of human experience throughout life and understood
the importance of giving space to the ongoing current experiences of older adults rather than
seeing them primarily as vessels of knowledge In reading about the Queer Archive Work
project for example I better understood the power of taking up space in public through means
such as publishing which can provide an opportunity to challenge societal assumptions about
older adults I found new perspectives on disabilities such as memory loss and came across
new methodologies for working with people experiencing forms of dementia In reading about
these projects I found the generative potential of letting go of memory and recall in order to
embrace improvisation and imagination in co creation Above all every one of these projects
shares a bold outlook on the e ects and possibilities of older adults engagement with the arts

1

Figure 2 2 Photograph of performance during the Penelope Project by Anne Basting Sojourn Theater
UWM Milwaukee and Luther Manor residential care community

Anne Basting
Basting A 201

Building creative communities of care Arts dementia and hope in the United States Dementia

1
Basting A 201

How We Underestimate the Arts in Long Term Care Caring for the Ages Volume 1

Basting A Towey M

Rose E Eds

201

Issue

10 11

The Penelope Project An arts based odyssey to change elder care

University of Iowa Press

Since 1

Anne Basting gerontologist and professor of theater at the University of

Wisconsin Milwaukee has been thinking about and radically imagining in the ﬁeld of creative
engagement with for older adults experiencing dementia With her world renowned creative
storytelling Time Slips project Basting demonstrated how in letting go of the expectation of
fact and memory and embracing the shared imagination and improvisation the arts can
become a shared language in which all people can communicate The language of arts

born

as much in the body as it is in the brain stemming from emotions senses intuition as well as
from intellectual thinking

is in Basting s view a valuable way of knowing expressing and
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being in relationship with another person Basting 201

that deals away with the centrality

of logical reasoning rational thought or and verbal communication
In The Penelope Project Anne Basting and her many co creators residents and sta of Luther
Manor continuous care retirement community as well as residents families faculty and
students from Wisconsin Milwaukee University and Sojourn Theatre group share their
impressions and understandings on designing facilitating and or participating in a long term
2 year multi disciplinary

theatre performance creative storytelling and art making

project with residents ranging from people in assisted living to those in nursing home and
sta of one residential care community The testimonials powerfully reveal the potential of the
arts to give rise to meaningful relationships a sense of belonging and a community based on
more than proximity Basting 201

p 11

Building on The Penelope Project work with Creative Communities of Care CCC methodology
Basting proposes an ambitious whole care system encompassing model of creative care
Basting 201

This methodology infuses Basting s improvisational co creation principles into

the care system itself and all the relationships within it between the residents aides nurses
and sta

instead of focusing on discrete activities Basting outlines core elements of CCC

open systems all activities are accessible the arts are immersed into the environment of
care projects build on existing assets and rituals projects evolve over long periods of time
and projects have high cultural value capital Basting 201

p

and asserts that such

shift in attitudes and practices can dramatically alter the spaces for older adults
transforming them from stigmatized healthcare centers into vibrant cultural centers
p laces in which meaning is made and communities built out of rigorous art making projects
Basting 201

p 10
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Lynda Barry
Barry L 201

Making Comics Drawn

Quarterly

Barry L 201

Syllabus Notes from an accidental professor Drawn

Quarterly

Lynda Barry is a cartoonist writer and educator who for
professor of interdisciplinary creativity Barry 201

p 3

years has been an assistant
in the Art Department at the

University of Wisconsin Madison The two books contain syllabi lesson plans and educator s
notes from the creativity writing and comics making courses workshops
Mind What It Is Making Comics Write What You See

The Unthinkable

Barry taught over the years at UWM

For Barry memory and imagination are forever intertwined Fiction is autobiographical as it
is always in some form and to some degree based on experiences from a person s life At the
same time no autobiography or memory is ever completely objective total or unchanging
what really happened is never a ﬁxed state The past is in constant motion

Barry 201

p

1 0 Memory this way always contains some amount of ﬁction With this philosophy in mind
Barry suggests accepting stories that come out of us as hybrid creatures
autobiographical ﬁction meets ﬁctional autobiography
as travel machines

and embracing those narratives

tools that allow us to travel to around the past that might or might not

have happened present and future p 1 1
Stories for Barry can be told or written equally through words as well as images An image is
a text, just as a text is an image p 12 Pairing of images and words

as seen in comics

allows the reader to travel choosing the path visual written or both that is most comfortable
or interesting to them
Barry presents a variety of unfreezing activities that allow participants to let go of fear
and doubt about their ability to draw write or in the case of people with memory loss to
recall Among them are timed exercises that allow no space or time for anything other than
moving one s hand doodle and chance drawings that allow to avoid the scariness of an
empty sheet of paper embrace of monsters and scribble creatures that puts the practice in
the realm of imaginary where anything goes ritual like activities that consider getting in the
zone via breathing meditation reading to be essential parts of creation Lynda Barry also
22

full heartedly embraces and embodies the illuminating and liberating power of joy in the
classroom

GO! Arts Program, by Bihl Haus Arts
Cantu A G

Fleuriet K J 201

Making the Ordinary More Extraordinary Exploring Creativity as a Health

Promotion Practice Among Older Adults in a Community Based Professionally Taught Arts Program Journal of
Holistic Nursing 3 2 123 133
Greer N Fleuriet K J

Cantu A G 2012 Acrylic Rx A program evaluation of a professionally taught painting

class among older Americans Arts

Health

3 2 2 2 3

In these two linked studies Adelita Cantu and Jill Fleuriet have joined forces with Bihl Haus
Arts in San Antonio TX to ﬁrst conduct a program evaluation of 2 professionally taught
painting courses for older adults occurring at Bihl Haus Arts gallery on the grounds of a
ﬁxed income senior housing And secondly

years later to conduct another evaluation this

time of an expanded program designed and run by the same team of facilitators that
consisted of 3 courses in

art media painting drawing creative writing and mixed media

at 1 sites throughout the city
Cantu and Fleuriet were building on prior work that links older adults perceived and actual
health improvements with their participation in art programs but
studies out there

unlike the majority of

were prioritizing elders own ideas and explanations about how

creative engagement had a ected their lives and wellbeing Cantu

Fleuriet 201

p 12

Through multiple interviews and observation Cantu and Fleuriet found that the format and
pedagogy of classes where participants were treated as creators and allowed to work
independently with only occasional tutorials and individual critiques no time requirements
were imposed participants attended as many sessions as health desire other life
commitments permitted produced a sense of calm and peace increased social engagement
and a sense of belonging, allowed for altered perspectives of
yourself/others/environment and new modes of family relationships and led to
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self empowerment, through self understanding and self acceptance that creative
process enabled p 131

Older women s participation in the arts
Reynolds F 2010

Colour and communion Exploring the inﬂuences of visual art making as a leisure activity on

older women s subjective well being Journal of aging studies 2 2 13

1 3

Frances Reynolds interviewed 32 retired women who discussed their newly found interest in
the visual arts painting pottery textile arts Reynolds found that creative engagement
enriched older women s mental lives setting new challenges and allowing for the
development of new skills For Reynolds participants embrace of mental stimulation that the
arts o ered and their full immersion in the tactile sensual aspects of their art making
correspond to the experiences of ﬂow

Reynolds 2010 p 1 2

To Reynolds older women also showed instances of Nakamura and Csikszentmihalyi s vital
engagement the experience of being deeply involved in activities that are meaningful to the
self and that promote feelings of aliveness or vitality

p 1 2 This ﬁnding stresses the

importance of meaningful activities to wellbeing, at any stage of life This to me is a
particularly profound revelation especially when applied in the context of long term care In
such spaces where people

due to illness frailty loss of function

have lost given up so

many of meaningful as well as basic daily activities and where often the only social role a
person is left with is one of sick person the nurturing of new and reclaiming of
forgotten unused roles and meaningful activities are critical for people s feeling of aliveness
Another key point was how participation in the arts helped older women to preserve their
identities Identity as a creative maker allowed older women to develop a new sense of self
and feel a part of the community of other female makers as well as asserting their status as
productive members of society and maintaining reciprocal family relationships p 1 1

2

Figure 2 3 Photograph of a page from Anti Memoir zine by Houpt Balkin Broom Roth and Selma

Anti memoir
Houpt K Balkin L A Broom R H Roth A G

Selma 201

narratives through zine making Art Therapy 33 3 12

This paper is co authored by

Anti memoir Creating alternate nursing home

13

people only one of them Katharine Houpt is an art therapist

the other authors are community members of Lieberman Center for Health and Rehabilitation
in Chicago This project asks and embodies how radical collaboration and co creation can
happen between researcher practitioner and residents of a care community Anti memoir is
the name of a zine about current lives and perspectives of older adults living in a nursing
home written and designed by the elders themselves in a series of writing workshops that
Houpt facilitated
I appreciate Houpt s refusal to do research on the senior demographic choosing instead
the alternative

transparent and just production and sharing of knowledge together with

2

older adults putting their interests needs and understandings at the forefront Houpt et al
201

p 12

The decision to focus on the experiences of older adults in the present is equally
impressive It goes against the canon of treating this group of people as frozen information
vessels from whom stories about how life used to be can be extracted p 130 Instead it
manifests that old age is indeed full of life with the attendant new knowledge and opinions
Apart from the friendships and community that arose this project allowed to create a sense of
individual and collective empowerment I am listened to I matter

and via publishing to

amplify the elders voices Furthermore via participation in zine fests that the production of
their own zine allowed the elders themselves were able to take space in public, claim
visibility and form new friendships p 13

Critical feminist gerontology
Freixas A Luque B
Women

Reina A 2012 Critical feminist gerontology In the back room of research Journal of

Aging 2 1

This paper serves as an introduction to the critical feminist gerontology work of frequent
collaborators Anna Freixas Bárbara Luque and Amalia Reina That work lies at the intersection
of critical gerontology which analyses the extent to which political and socioeconomic
factors interact to shape the experience of ageing

Freixas et al 2012 p

and of feminist

gerontology which attempts to document the experiences of elderly women and to promote
new more complete and more complex interpretations of female ageing Freixas et al 2012
p
The process of aging is not the same for a woman as for a man say these scholars p
Freixas Luque and Reina posit that various identity markers
and social class

eg gender ethnic background

shape di ering personal social and professional life trajectories, and as a

result, older adults are not all the same. In particular older low income women of color
face multiple stressors overexertion lack of support invisible unpaid labor and carework and
2

ﬁnancial dependency They are often ignored and devalued as non productive
and lacking reproductive capacities p

non working

3

Contributing to the problem are societal and internalized ageist assumptions about aging
Freixas et al write that the most important deprivations su ered by women as they age
originate in the age related social stereotypes that both restrict them and render them
invisible and in the thinking and ideas that they themselves have about old age p

Creativity and Aging study
Cohen G D Perlstein S Chapline J Kelly J Firth K M

Simmens S 200

The impact of professionally

conducted cultural programs on the physical health mental health and social functioning of older adults The
Gerontologist

2

3

With this seminal 2 year study gerontologist Gene Cohen and his colleagues gave rise to the
philosophy of creative aging which envisions older adults participation in the arts as part of
lifelong learning and general wellness The study recruited 1

demographically similar older

adults placing 0 of them into a professionale taught chorale class while allowing the rest to
continue with their usual activities After 12 months the intervention group showed positive
measurable and perceived health outcomes participants self reports described decreases on
number of doctor visits number of falls and use of medications and increases on overall
health rating morale and number of activities performed These e ects remained albeit in a
less dramatic way after further 12 months
For Cohen et al explanation for these positive health outcomes is twofold Firstly creative
engagement allowed older adult participants the experience self-control aka self mastery
with every new instance of creation they felt a sense of satisfaction and excitement at being
able to do still do something and become better at it that in turn led to increased motivation
to continue contributing to further improvements in self esteem and mood Secondly
participation in the arts as a group provided meaningful social engagement with others

new

opportunities to connect and form friendships decreased loneliness and depression Cohen et
a 200

p 32

2

Most amazingly according to Cohen psychoneuroimmunology
mind on health and resistance to disease

the study of the e ect of the

tells us that whenever self control or social

engagement are experienced the mind immune system pathways activate their protective
functions p 2

It is as if the mind body determines that you want to live and makes

sure to enable you to do so.

Participatory arts for older adults
Noice T Noice H

Kramer A F 201

The Gerontologist

1

Participatory arts for older adults A review of beneﬁts and challenges

3

This work by Helga and Tony Noice o ers a thorough review of studies on health improvement
in older adults through their participation in the arts Their examination of 31 carefully
reviewed studies across the range of participatory art forms visual arts dance music theater
and expressive writing revealed overwhelmingly positive cognitive, physical,
psychosocial and quality of life outcomes

among them improvements in memory

creativity problem solving everyday competence reaction time balance gait Noice
201

p

To Noice

Noice

1
Noice creative engagement as a health kit-option for older adults makes a lot

of sense Art making is inherently pleasurable and consequently of a self motivating nature
meaning that participants will be inclined to keep going Group art making allows much
needed social support for a demographic that many times su ers from social isolation and
depression Art activities can be adjusted for multimodal participation allowing people with
di erent abilities to engage Finally the authors point at well documented empowerment
beneﬁts of productive and mentally stimulating activities p
According to Noice

1

Noice the ﬁeld of health enhancement via arts constitutes an unplowed

ﬁeld in aging research

2

Arts and long term care
Rodrigues L M Smith A P Sheets D J

Hémond J 201

The Meaning of a Visual Arts Program for Older

Adults in Complex Residential Care Canadian Journal on Aging La Revue canadienne du vieillissement 3 2
1 3 1

This qualitative study by Rodrigues et al explored the experiences of older adults
participating in a creative visual art making program at a long term care facility in Victoria
British Columbia
To Lycia Rodrigues and her colleagues the move to residential care is associated with a
series of losses An environment where the majority of the time you are in a receiving
position accepting care support and entertainment from others can cause loss of a sense of
identity, individuality and independence The loss of social networks and meaningful
activities that you were used to at home also have major negative e ects on people s
wellbeing In such a context

and at old age in general

engagements creative and

otherwise that foster a sense of meaning and purpose in life can bring about a stronger
ability to cope with stressful life experiences illness loneliness despair and the fear of
death Rodrigues 201

p 1

The visual art making program

analyzed in the study

was designed to allow participants to

create unique personalized works of art in a medium format of their choice at their own pace
and over an extended period of time Rather than aiming to entertain or distract the sessions
were about experimentation and growth and the facilitator professional artist both
recognized participants skills talents as well as encouraging them to learn new techniques
This pedagogy treatment contributed to older adult participants feeling seen and respected
as individuals and as artists
Rodrigues et al use Lars Tornstam s gerotranscendence

the notion that as individuals age

they change the way in which they view themselves and the world which can lead to new
understandings of one s self and of others p 1

as the theoretical framework for their

work For them the arts can o er older adults space for meaningful reﬂective engagement

2

ie space in which the discovery of the new self can happen as well as the opportunity to
reposition one s identity in the context of residential care

Figure 2 4 Images of Queer Archive Work by Paul Soulellis

Queer.Archive.Work
Soulellis P 201

Urgentcraft Queer Archive Work Volume I Retrieved from

https queer archive work 1 index html

Queer Archive Work a collection of writings in an expansive deﬁnition of this word by
LGBTQIA

BIPOC immigrant disabled and other underserved folks ﬁrst appeared in

September 201

in part as a response to the many racist xenophobic sexist homophobic
30

transphobic and climate denialist policies of the Trump administration as well as it systematic
erasure of erasure of realities of marginalized people In particular this e ort s initiator and
chief gatherer Paul Soulellis understood that his publishing practice could interfere with
normative narratives, by recording and repairing erasure Soulellis 201
For Soulellis the radical thing about publishing
public

p

stemming from Latin publicare to make

is its ability to put urgent messages in public space When through something like

urgentcraft marginalized non artist people use the means available to them to broadcast
their important message they claim visibility and importantly take up space in public with
non normative bodies p
Importantly also Soulellis in line with queer studies scholarship sees various forms of failure
as a boundless form of creative potential
education and community p

fueled by the messiness of collaboration

Failure and queer failure a refusal of conventional ideas

of success, of being good of playing by the rules is something that according to Jack
Halberstam queers do and have always done exceptionally well Halberstam 2011 p 3 This
text made me wonder if old age

and the physical and cognitive limitations that come with it

make us all queer Under such schema can our inability to remember and recall count as queer
failure and embraced as that unlimited form of creative potential
exceptionally well look like for our project

31

And what can failing
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Karen Young:
Older and Bolder

33

Figure 2 5 Image of participants in Karen Young s Older and Bolder project at BCYF Grove Hall Senior Center
Boston

3

I have many inspirations in this work but one of my biggest is called Older and Bolder a project
in Boston by artist Karen Young It s an elder voice project that uses Japanese Taiko drumming
and activism in the process of creating a community of empowered elders Karen tells the
story of Older and Bolder best in her own words excerpts lightly edited for brevity emphasis
mine
Older and Bolder is a program that I developed for my Boston Artist in Residence AIR
project in partnership with the Boston Center for Youth and Families BCYF senior
center Every Tuesday I spend my day there This is a drop in senior center that
services anyone over the age of I think 55 Which to me seems pretty young because
most of the elders there are I would say

0 0

0 and 0

And they have all day

programming from 10am to pm It s drop in Monday through Friday and everything is
free They have over 500 members And at any given day you can have anywhere from
12 to 0 people there
Because it s a city program because it s based in the heart of the black community it s
a place where people really come and bring food bring taxi coupons There are a lot of
services there that people can get information about and have access to

So when I showed up there to run this program I didn t call it Older and Bolder at ﬁrst
because you know I really just wanted to see what the center was all about and who
was there and what they thought I spent a couple of weeks just observing and being
part of things But it s hard to just observe They include you the whole time So next
thing you know someone is giving me a crochet hook and some yarn and then I am line
dancing
So I went in and introduced myself and said I am here from Boston AIR and I m an
artist and I ve been assigned here for the next year and I don t know what this is going
to look like yet but I have an entire year to look at issues around racial equity resilience
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and city policy and I m also a community based artist so I m going to be spending a lot
of time getting to know you
I didn t say that right away like that but I brought the drum in and I played a little bit
and I started out by o ering some classes And so every Tuesday afternoon that s
where I am

teaching Taiko drumming It s really great But I realized it wasn t the only

way I wanted to engage the elders because not everyone felt comfortable with the
Taiko So I had another 2 hour session just called Older and Bolder and that was our
discussion area the place where the discussions would happen where we would
bring in other artists, where we would talk about what deﬁnes your generation,
what is ageism.
We would talk about issues of race, also gender. And because of my emphasis of
wanting to really introduce and make a space for black and Asian conversations I
hosted other events that involved my other Taiko group the Genki Spark I brought
them in I brought in an elder group from California Heiwa Taiko They are
grandma only Taiko group And so they came in and performed and played at the
Cherry Blossom Festival So that really got the elders excited to learn more Taiko
And so the group this last year has really morphed into a place for looking at issues
that they care about, building relationships with each other, using art to further
those conversations. One of the things that they were deeply concerned about is the
fact that their parking lot across the street might be turned into a park and they were
really worried about what would happen to their parking

so many of them use their

own cars So they we started using poetry to express concerns about the parking
about the street and that turned into a spoken word piece

Taiko as an art form and a tool for activism
and to me I was like yes this is all what I want to do This is exactly what I want to
do because there s something about you know when you take a 1

inch stick and you

hit a drum there s something that happens that activates in your body and your mind

3

when you decide you are going to strike that drum And there is a way that you have to
talk about power You have to talk about voice You have to talk about what that
vibration what that power what that sound does to you as an individual and what does
it mean to be intentional

Karen Young

The potential for melding art and activism in through Taiko Japanese drums has become
clear to Karen since she as a 22 year old Chinese and Japanese American student in
California ﬁrst witnessed taiko group Shasta Taiko perform combining drumming with stories
of Japanese American internment That encounter forever changed Karen s sense of who
she is

seeing people like her be so bold and vibrant on stage

and of what she could do

using culture and drums to really speak up and speak out about yourself and your history
And for 2 years now Karen has practiced what to me is arte util useful art using the beauty
physicality and space taking attention grabbing properties of taiko
stories

coupled with personal

to start conversations about identity culture power and to amplify bolster visibilize

voices of marginalized communities youth Asian American women POC and queer women
elders

To speak up and speak out
So what can I do as an artist to really try to bridge and build connections, and begin
conversations, and build relationships So I started Older and Bolder which is a
project that I ve been running now for 2 years which is to really activate elder voice in
the city of Boston And I knew that I was going to use the drum somehow that I was
going to work with elders primarily black and brown And I wanted to talk about
issues around power and voice
Karen used this phrasing at least thrice

Karen Young
and to me it summarizes her twofold social civic

practice philosophy The speak up part is about empowerment on a personal and communal
level

Karen ﬁrst worked with Older and Bolder elders all members of BCYF senior center in

Grove Hall to build a sense of community From Older Bolder weekly cheers to stories of
their names to poems about what deﬁnes their generation to consciousness raising sessions
on what old elder senior means to each of them to what s good about my age a rmations
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to honest conversations about people s issues concerns to feeling and discussing the
physical and symbolic power of hitting a drum with a 1

inch stick

people started developing

a collective identity as age proud and empowered elders having each other and creative
means to then speak out the second part on things that matter to them

Skilled artist organizer
To me Karen is a proactive dreamer

whenever something needed didn t exist Karen

envisioned it and made it happen This explains the multitude of organizations and collectives
that she either founded or co founded Karen channels her organizing skills

her extensive

experience of forming people into artistic political groups and of coordinating their activities
to have a maximum impact

into the work she does with Older and Bolder elders Starting with

trust safety connecting sharing paying attention and belonging she expertly leads people
through activist who what where

What are our concerns hopes How can we best express

them Who do we need to get that message to Where physically and digitally do we need to
say it
One of the ﬁrst things I did was develop these big bold T shirts that say Older and
Bolder with a big superhero like shout burst on their front with neon colors

orange

yellow green pink contrasting with magenta fuschia and neon blue That was very
intentional and Older and Bolder was a phrasing that I actually had learned from
other elder liberation projects And to me that said everything about what I was
trying to do which was to look at issues of age and again intentionally ﬂip it upside
down – not older and relaxing, or older and slower, but more older and bolder What
did that actually mean

Karen Young

Combining her skills as artist organizer she understands the importance both of the
aesthetics visuals
Senior Strong

neon colored t shirts bold Older and Bolder graphics big handmade

Gray hair is Beautiful and Amo mi Edad posters and postcard format

giveaways chanting dancing and Taiko drumming

and of taking up space

rallying on a

busy street and making sure to document and distribute the documentation of the rally on
social media

in attracting attention and getting one s message across A thing Karen said
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that I hope to not forget in my own practice and that is a testament to her nuanced knowledge
of organizing was

when we are organizing as elders

how do we actually tease out and pull

apart what that means for each person How not to ﬂatten the experience

And for Karen it

is about preserving and making space for beautiful di erences in identities experiences as
you build reinforce community and the collective So that you belong to a group not via
assimilation but through the group s embrace of your di erences through collective
understanding of di erences in identities experiences as something that broadens and
enriches the community collective identities

What artist brings to the space of senior services
For Karen presence of arts and artists in the programming for elders is critical The unique
thing that artists bring to a space according to her is creative thinking and ﬂexibility Karen
as an artist and as a human embodies that
responsive

continuously asking How can I be ﬂexible and

and creatively altering the programming activities to ensure that it always is

okay for people to be however they are For example noticing that people didn t
know remember each other s names she designed a workshop around making
name necklaces and sharing stories of people s names Similarly observing that the sharing of
narratives really animates people makes activity relevant and not boring and creates
connection Karen now makes all activities be about that

Why not have the rigor?
A fter a couple of months of working with them it was very clear that one of the issues
that they were concerned most about

was that there was a crosswalk right outside

the senior center And that crosswalk serviced not only the senior center but the
Dearborn Middle School and the Burke High School and Public Library And this tra c
wouldn t stop People would speed through that area So BCYF Age Strong commission
and other groups were interested in ﬁguring out what we could do to slow that area
down and how we could get the attention of City Hall
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So we had a rally laughing We had drums There were di erent partnerships There s
another group called Project Right they are an organizing group in Grove Hall Walk
Boston Livable Streets

all were part of this project and they made signs We marched

up and down the streets We came up with a chant and we took some great footage
that we turned into a 3 minute video to talk about what was happening in Boston And
it turned out that at that point the

pedestrian fatalities that happened in Boston 3

of them involved elders over 0 And a lot of that had to do with

when they get hit

their injuries are much more severe or they take longer to recover And so it became an
issue of elders and street safety
And City Hall responded We had a community meeting

they modiﬁed the crosswalk

they put an island there and some FlexPosts ﬂexible sign posts to make it more visible
It s still not working quite right but we ve managed to ask them to come back and
re evaluate the situation And so there are conversations about putting a blinker some
other things to actually slow down tra c and calm the tra c so that it can t just speed
through

Karen Young

Successfully organizing and campaigning for the city to make a neighborhood crosswalk more
safe was only the ﬁrst Older and Bolder project They have since performed at a number of
events including Boston s Arts Equity summit The group is currently working on a commission
for a Taiko conference in Connecticut

preparing an interesting complicated creative

minute Our Generation anthem that involves self composed spoken word pieces
drumming singing and a ﬂash mob They also are nursing dreams of Going to Hollywood ie
appearing on the Ellen show The space of ambitious projects and plans

requiring weekly

rehearsals and learning honing of skills either under Karen s guidance or through facilitation
by local artists that Karen brings in

is where Karen wants older adults to be in Strong

believer in life long learning and in abilities of elders she wants them to have skills and to be
able to practice things and get better Karen s belief in the potential of older adults also
explains why she ﬁnds some senior programming problematic
is keeping them busy

in many cases the assumption

keeping them entertained versus really pushing And with her why

not have the rigor Karen chooses to push
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Why not go out boldly?
Speculating on how she would go about designing her own senior center Karen said that
mostly it will be about creating a space where elders can really be alive and engaged This
idea of places and programming for older adults being about ﬁlled with life activity as well as
activism empowerment liberation is Karen s antidote to the tragic status quo of old age being
in many cases about just waiting until you get old and you die Thinking of this state of mind
as a terrible way for life to end Karen asks Why not go out boldly And what does that look
like What does engagement and activation look like till the very end

With, not for
I ve noticed that the idea of working with older adults for many people translates to
community service charity helping others Karen doesn t think this way For her Older and
Bolder project is doing with not for Seeing herself as a baby elder she uses we with
nuance

I don t try to be them I m with them in that I m also exploring these topics for

myself As they collectively address challenge negative assumptions about aging Karen also
realizes that as an artist organizer and as a younger more able bodied person she can take
on more duties responsibilities and be an ampliﬁer connector for the group

Learning from and about elders
What Karen didn t expect from her work with older adults is how much fun she was going to
have She talked of people s vitality and sense of joy their wisdom and sense of perspective
They always are amused when I talk about my issues

Karen also made a connection

between disability and age justice thanks to a disability activist friend who said You need to
stop trying to make us ﬁt into your world You need to accept us to be how we are and stop
focusing on us being able to move this way or act this way or ﬁt this way and instead really
celebrate who we are right now in this moment Finally and profoundly Karen s wish for us all
as youngers is to learn that we shouldn t be afraid of what s ahead because the scary part is
the isolation The scary part is being left And so the more we can create these spaces for
community where we can gather together the better
1
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Susan Tacent:
Bold Point Literary Society
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Figure 2

Invitation and reading from Susan Tacent s Bold Point Literary Society project

At Tockwotton an assisted living community in East Providence Susan Tacent the daughter
of one of the residents has been hosting the Bold Point Literary Society and on November 1
2020 I was able to talk to Susan about her practice
In her work Susan rejects the notion of dumbing down content Instead she says let s adapt
the structure It seemed to her that people were tending to forget the stories they read and so
she decided to use micro stories allowing people with di erent abilities to participate Susan
tells the story of the her work best herself in this excerpt of our interview
They named themselves Bold Point Literary Society after the Guernsey Potato
Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Society the name

of that epistolary novel by

Mary Ann Sha er and Annie Barrows but we read that and they decided they wanted
to be a literary society as well And Bold Point is where Tockwotton is located And it
also sounds like a bold ballpoint pen So the name stuck Unfortunately people don t
always know that that s just a book club I ve been doing it for

years I do it once a

month we are allotted an hour but I always take two because we have a lot to talk
about and I absolutely love them
The ﬁrst year I did it I would get a book I would choose it usually a novel I would get
enough copies from the library We would read it a month in advance They would have
the book and then we would talk about it And that was ﬁne but the books sometimes
got lost and then people didn t remember and then they didn t want to read too many
So I adjusted for my audience my participants and now what I do and I m very excited
about it I choose a short story and a poem usually or two poems and one story

I am

looking at length as much as content And it s always literary ﬁction and a poem that is
beautifully written and has intention to language and has something to say And I try
to choose the two pieces so that the pieces speak to each other and interact with each
other in interesting ways and maybe not always obvious ways
Sometimes I don t even know why I m choosing them And I print them out And Rene at
Tockwotton Xeroxes them and puts them in all their mailboxes because if you hand it
to them they also can always ﬁnd it a week before And I bring extra copies and they

are aware that they can just show up Because what I can do with things that are this
short is I can read them out loud And that s what we do
I have a couple of people who are excellent readers and so sometimes they read it But
when I read it I can stop in the middle and point something out

like I can read the ﬁrst

line and then observe Well this is a ﬁrst person narrator who is already telling us we
shouldn t believe her so that s kind of weird What s going on here

And I ll read it more

than once and then we talk about it The beauty is that if they can t see they can still
come If they can t ﬁnd it they can still come If they don t remember it they can still
come
For years it was only women and now we have two men And it s like when you plant
one male plant and a bunch of female plants and they have to do that to get the
female plants to ﬂower My female plants are ﬂowering

they don t stop talking They

usually are kind of quiet and they let me do the talking now they have a lot to say And
the men certainly have a lot to say So it s pretty funny that you can see your group
that way and you get this hormonal surge of energy or something
It s exhausting I have to speak very loudly which I don t normally do I have to make
sure this one isn t sitting next to that one because they don t get along I bring cookies
and co ee because I want them to be awake as much as possible I know there s
something else that I do Oh I ve been very good at parking walkers so I can ﬁnd
everybody s walker because they are all coming in there with walkers
I adore them And we always end up talking about personal stories and memories And
then some of them are just natural literary readers and they have so much to say And
I can explain that a little bit more and am grateful for that It s just wonderful And they
always at the end say We should have this every day and we love you which is nice
to hear But it s exhausting I go home and I have to sleep for a little while and then I
have to recover And picking out the readings takes me a couple of days because I go
back and forth and then I ﬁnally settle on something And they always ask me how I
chose it and why I chose it And sometimes I can answer and sometimes I can t
Sometimes they end up liking something they didn t think they d like which is very

satisfying So it s just been wonderful And I wish I could do it more often but I think it
would kill me
laughing And because they are so diverse in terms of experience and patience for
each other and this is their home and they are stuck there together

I think this gives

them a chance to get out of that But the dynamics are still in play And they know me
at this point and then my mom is there So my mom will come up with crazy stories
about when I was a kid and that s weird but fun too And they know my daughter and I
talk about my husband So we talk about current events

I try to be careful but I m not

ever successful because I have a very strong opinion about how fucked up the country
is And I know they don t all agree and I don t say that usually I have over the years got
complaints from certain people

We want happier endings

which is hard because

literary ﬁction doesn t usually have happy endings So that was a challenge They
resisted poetry like hell for a while and now they re into poetry
My mom is always asking why is that a poem So we talk about structure and forming
content which is kind of interesting and I always end up going home thinking about
other things I can say And when I choose the material it s always with them in mind
And that s kind of exciting because it takes me out of my own head and I try to ﬁgure
out what I want to do And they re reading very contemporary stu
I ll throw in stu

for the most part

but it s published like this month because I m in touch with those

things It s exciting That s what I do there
Both Susan Tacent and Karen Young in real time were giving me so much material to think
about that my response at the time was to keep asking questions either directly and in the
moment prompted by their answers or from my prepared list of questions I loved the
experience of allowing these incredible human beings space time to reﬂect on their equally
wonderful work philosophy and I do think that my spontaneous in the moment questions
were useful in their own way However I wish I could pause the interview and spend time
processing the already given responses slowly and deeply and resume the interview with
another set of questions that really zoom onto the key points themes that have emerged in
the previous part of the interview No regrets

material that I got is loooooong and

fantastically rich and propelling But a lesson for future interviews

next time I want to try

two much shorter interview sessions with a couple of days of reﬂection space in the middle

Agency
Having been involved with the Tockwotton long term care community for more than

years

both as a family member of a resident Susan s mom Selma and as a book club facilitator
Susan clearly knows a lot about the institution and the lives of elders within it Nevertheless
and importantly Susan repeatedly declined to make assumptions about what Tockwotton
elders are thinking or feeling instead proposing asking elders directly
The nothing about elders without elders philosophy is linked for Susan to elders agency
and is something she would like to see more of within the long term care LTC space

get

people together and ask them what they want to be doing what would they like to see more of
what would make them happy what can they bring to it

This brainstorming with people

letting them ﬁgure it out for themselves to Susan is an antidote to ensure that learned
helplessness isn t enabled
While some residents do embody that agency and proactivity

the question is how supported

are they in their action

There is for example a nominal feedback system

suggestion box

and resident meetings

but people who contribute attend those meetings say that it s

always the same complaints and nothing ever changes In cases where instead of as critique
people volunteer to run programs do tasks themselves these resident championed run
activities last only as long as those residents are doing them

it s the kind of thing where if

you don t do it nobody does it Jerry was running TED talks watching and discussion nights
and was supported by sta in this job

now that he is having some health problems this event

is no more Bunny was staging amazing plays with huge resident involvement in acting and
production

those lasted only while Bunny physically and mentally could coordinate them

Selma was going around the whole building getting residents to sign birthday cards for their
fellow residents when she couldn t do it anymore the administration said Don t worry we ll do
it someone will do it but per Susan nobody does it now

It s like having a lousy babysitter
For Susan supporting residents run projects is possible

perhaps Selma could have been

persuaded to continue the birthday cards project if she was teamed up with someone and

enabled to take turns month to month Residents run projects together with residents
involvement in decision making about the programming bringing and trying out new
things new people with passion skills for a subject not be ing scared of process noticing
people s response to activities and being willing to integrate them into core programming
also much needed having the potential to make residents feel empowered

are

heard and

happier
The challenge is administration s and sta s un willingness to do that extra work
to have a support sta

you have

who s going to be able to sit back and listen to everybody ﬁrst of all

and hear and be able to sort it out and then enable it or facilitate it Resident centered
dynamic and responsive programming will require more work and if it is not
standards prescribed is easier not to do Ellen Langer s learned helplessness might sound
bad but is also logistically convenient

if residents don t want anything they re easy

Susan described that condition at Tockwotton LTC as one of having a lousy babysitter
parents might not be satisﬁed but at least your kids are safe Decent LTCs cover the basic
rungs of Maslow s pyramid providing food shelter safety and security however they haven t
much motivation or regulation to keep pushing programming to allow residents to reach the
levels of self actualization and self esteem
And here is a question

how as a child or an outsider to advocate for residents agency for

more residents involvement in decision making at LTC while not putting their quality of life or
the fact of their living in that place at risk as could result from administration sta s
retaliation

Public health approach to LTC programming
There might be individual brilliant programs run by individual wonderful members of sta
residents and people from outside but they run the risk of staying unnoticed not growing
one o

that particular individual dependent initiatives unless there is someone who

public health style

in

is good at looking at the bigger picture and keeping the di erent parts

coordinated That person has to understand If nobody is going to the art room or something
then something is not working and be willing to make changes to that activity That person

also has to see the value of encouraging collaboration between individual much loved
activities

coordinate that

have my book club come out there with Judy s gardening club

and let s do a thing together or have an art project with those an interdisciplinary kind of
thing
Looking at the bigger picture might also translate to year ahead planning Based on her
experience coordinating the yearly auction at Tockwotton a project that involved collecting
and displaying residents superstition stories Susan believes in the power of having durational
theme driven multidisciplinary and multistage whole organization buy in projects She is
interested in exploring more of such projects

being guided by a theme Big Idea and keep

folding in di erent art activities talks lectures movie programs visits and Providence
communities

Modular
When prompted to imagine herself as a Program Director and to reimagine the
space programming of LTC Susan envisioned modular spaces

there would be clear

sections where this was where all the reading and writing was done this is where the art
would be done

and that rather than having ﬁxed hours activities these spaces will always

be open to residents

So if you woke up at 2 in the morning and you needed to do some sort

of collaging you could go downstairs ﬁnd somebody maybe who was on night shift and go in
there and do some glueing and cutting safely While 2am collaging might sound utopian
extreme not really needed costly insensitive to night shift sta

the idea of having dedicated

activity spaces with all the supplies materials instruction at hand and open throughout the
day sounds interesting if nurturing support of residents proactivity independence and
enjoyment are desired Susan s idea also reminded me of the power that spaces and names
can have

in progressive art education there is a Teaching for Artistic Behaviors TAB

methodology Douglas et al 201

that renames and reshapes art classrooms into studios

open spaces with di erent media stations

and as a result giving rise to new roles students

become artists new behaviors problem ﬁnding in addition to problem solving and new
interactions teacher becomes a facilitator observing from the side and delivering individual
just in time help instruction
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It s like bringing in the best cake
When it comes to the content of Susan s book club only the best cake will do
choosing what to bring it s always real deal

very contemporary

when

literary ﬁction

beautifully written with intention to language pieces that complement speak to each
other When I remembered a session I attended and remarked on the ambitiousness of the
chosen texts Susan replied I m not going to dumb it down because the material is too
good What makes Susan is a great facilitator is how deeply she loves and cares about the
material she brings in and the people she brings it to
and there is so much there

usually I can get them to see all that

and then their minds are kind of blown And I love that because

my mind is blown all the time by good writing For Susan reading is both a medium for
communal co creation of meaning
together and we are remembering
for discovery lifelong learning

we are all thinking together and we are all feeling
and that feels so good and so real and a boundless space

Sometimes they end up liking something they didn t think

they d like which is very satisfying

Material leads to conversations and connection
For Susan having that best cake material is important also because it leads to conversations
and connection

if the ﬁrst hour of the book club is dedicated to talking about the pieces the

second hour is all about talking about the thoughts and feelings and memories of the feeling
that the material has brought up Susan observed over and over again that good material
really does beget stories and memories from people

it s suddenly kicking in for everybody

it s triggering it s that connection is made and everybody is individually participating and
individually in touch because of what s going on in the group It s triggering good stu or sad
stu or angry stu

or funny stu

a lot of it

It seems that even in the case of memory loss reading can still create room for connection
and self expression Susan describes one of the Literary Society members who is amazing
she reads for me she says these really insightful wonderful things

and who forgets the

session the next day however Susan remarks that at least for the two hours she s having a
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great time This reminded me of the disability justice politic that Karen Young talked about of
accepting people to be how they are and celebrating who they are in this moment

Power and beneﬁts of accessibility
For the ﬁrst year the book club was reading wonderful novels but then problems with
memory and related problems with the length of the books led Susan to adjust for her
audience

choosing instead a short story and a poem format Allowing for accessibility and

inclusivity for some people s needs enabled beneﬁts for all other kinds of people and their
needs Having a few short very short texts means that Susan other members can read the
pieces out loud for everyone in the room enabling the participation of everybody present

the

beauty is that if people can t see they can still come If they can t ﬁnd it they can still come
If they don t remember it they can still come Making space for elders needs also makes the
practice of facilitating these workshops both more sustainable
just about all I can handle we can handle

this balance seems to be

and more enjoyable for Susan

instead of being

overloaded by the amount of text to unpack she can stay more present and able to pull things
in This all people all age friendly approach reminds me of a classic example of a ramp

how

it is for and beneﬁts people with groceries strollers suitcases wheelchairs and walkers

Reciprocity
Again as with Karen Susan is remarking on how she is both giving and getting from this
project

It s just nice it s warm and it s nurturing for me

I get at least as much as they do if

not more The teaching is kind of like that on a good day And how little
process of iterations

after a diligent

it takes to actually make these kinds of projects happen

it just takes

slowing down and bringing your interest and your expertise to share it with people who want
stu like that
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Families
When Susan leads the workshops her mother Selma who is a Bold Point Literary Society
member gets to see her in a new light

she was fascinated because she has never really

seen me in that capacity before Susan wishes that families would be more involved and
believes that it would make everybody happier This directly applies to our Tockwotton Makes
workshops and the idea of attracting inviting families friends of the participating elders
seems exciting

I can imagine how via making something alongside your elders you could

see them in new capacity role and communicate with them in a di erent way and about
di erent new

things Learning something together means having a new shared experience

and making new shared memories

Room for AIR
I wish I could do it more often but I think it would kill me

Susan adores the group the

material and their book club but she admits that it is exhausting it takes a lot of her energy
and time She doesn t intend to stop but she can only do it once a month for it to be
sustainable She also can t take on the facilitation of any additional programs

she tried doing

writing workshops which attracted a small group of residents To bring in new energy new
projects new more people Susan proposes AIR programs

what I d like to see is guest

writers come in and a program where they could work She stresses that this artistic
involvement

part of their actual profession

shouldn t be a voluntary for free work and

artists should be paid either through a stipend or other means
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Tockwotton Makes

Figure 3 1 Participants creating notebooks during Tockwotton Makes art making workshop

For nearly 2 years now twice a month with a group of co conspirators from RISD and beyond
I have been designing and facilitating Tockwotton Makes a series of making workshops for
residents of Tockwotton long term care community With a tacit and instinctive objective of
never repeating a making activity

now interpreted by me as our counterweight to the

repetitiveness and regimented nature of long term care staples like bingo

our workshops so

far have included the making of clocks plates miniature kites bristlebots zines comics
calendars mobiles fans paper collages of all

kinds sketchbooks surrealist poems night

lights clay pots giant quilts cyanotypes protest banners gelatin prints tote bags as well as
an embrace of the process and unpredictability of making

most recently manifested in

Drawing with your eyes closed workshop where we drew ﬂowers from life guided by touch
rather than sight

Figure 3 2 Tockwotton Makes assisted living community

Forty ﬁve Tockwotton Makes workshops in the thing I treasure the most are the space making
qualities of our making activities Making at Tockwotton has at times created a space for
self expression and for being in a relationship with others a space for fun joy and
community a space for imagination decision making and empowerment the I can

a space

for sharing stories and parts of yourself a space for giving and receiving reciprocity a space
for trying learning new things and discovering new roles a space for intergenerational
commingling and for undoing some of the assumptions about old age and older adults

Inviting people in
A lot of intention goes into our posters through which we invite people to join our upcoming
workshops These posters are printed out and posted in Tockwotton elevators and are our
main communication channel with residents between workshops From the very beginning in
line with our name Tockwotton Makes it was important to reiterate the active productive
and adventurous spirit of our workshops That s why each of our posters begin with the words
Let s make

Figure 3 3 Collection of posters from Tockwotton Makes workshops

Secondly we wanted to assume a very personal tone Ours are not the only posters in the
elevator though the others posters can be relatively formal announcements or even
advertisements We wanted to make an informal appeal

not as clients or patients but as

friends and as makers Every poster is crafted as a letter starting with Dear friends or Dear
makers which emphasize making and doing and intentionally avoided Dear artists as not
many people identiﬁed as such The selection of pictures is also important

I always choose a

bright colorful interesting photograph of whatever we will be doing Each also includes a
personal sign o such as See you soon Aisha or Can t wait

Tockwotton Makes team

Accessibility is key For legibility I use larger font sizes and high contrast colors highlights of
important information and specifying the day of the week as well as the week even though it
is always on Saturday Although these may seem like minor details they are especially
important for this audience

I always want to make this information as obstacle free as

possible I maintain a template for posters to streamline the process and ensure consistency
Finally we also share the posters on Instagram so that these letters also become an invitation
for the broader Providence public to join us in our making

Figure 3 4 Screenshot of digital outreach image for Tockwotton Makes workshops on Instagram com

Workshops
There have been over

individual workshops each with a unique art making activity In this

section I would like to share moments and memories from a selection of workshops that best
encapsulate the spirit and pedagogy of Tockwotton Makes

Figure 3 5 Participants creating a shared Protest Banner during Tockwotton Makes workshop

Protest Banners
The Tockwotton website describes how the cafeteria menu might remind one of New England
cuisine

but I always wondered why must residents be reminded It s as if residents were no

longer in New England but in some other space It signals that people have perhaps moved
somewhere else

to some other place

or that perhaps an assisted living community is a

non place and residents are looking back at the real world from the outside
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By contrast our workshops are all about connecting with the real world for facilitators that
means bringing our whole selves

what we re interested in or obsessing over Each week

participants in the workshops also update us on how their week went Hope attended a
women s hockey game at Brown and brings news of a batch of knitted scarves she donated to
the children s hospital Linda brings news of a holiday in Hawaii with her family
Our workshop to make protest banners illustrates how we bring news from our lives into the
space and how residents can take an active role in the creation of the present and future The
workshop came to be as a result of the arrest of civic activists in Kazakhstan one of whom is
my cousin Kazakhstan has an authoritarian government and we are guaranteed neither the
right to assemble nor free and fair elections

Figure 3

Tockwotton Makes participants and facilitators showing their completed Protest Banner

These activists spread a banner with the words You can t run away from truth in critique of
the rigged presidential election of 201 As part of a widespread protest of their arrest many
Kazakh people took up this slogan with their own banners in this workshop we invited
members of Tockwotton Makes to make a giant banner of our own The photo of this banner
1

posted online became a part of the growing protest movement in Kazakhstan claiming space
for the voices of these older women in current and ongoing political discourse As a Kazakh
citizen this workshop was personally meaningful

my friends at Tockwotton were supporting

me at a di cult moment in my life At the same time several people at Tockwotton asked for
copies of the photo which I understood as a sign of how personally meaningful this moment
was for them as well

Gyotaku
Another big part of our workshops is to make them intentionally weird either through
materials or processes or just doing something that causes a reaction like what is this
allowed

Arts and crafts with older adults can evoke a certain image

perhaps or watercolors

a knitting circle

and we wanted to go beyond those ideas We wanted to be o ering

something that freshmen at RISD might be spending their time on on a Sunday morning
Gyotaku was a good example of that It is a Japanese printmaking technique that translates
literally as ﬁsh rubbing and was used in the 1 th century by Japanese ﬁshermen as a way to
prove the size of the ﬁsh they caught It involves painting a ﬁsh with Sumi ink and pressing
paper directly onto the ﬁsh resulting in an amazingly detailed print of the ﬁsh
We brought an icebox full of ﬁsh that morning and people were stunned they almost couldn t
believe this was happening The process seemed almost magical the smell of raw ﬁsh the
textures the staining black ink all contributed to the sense of mischief and wonder Massaging
the ﬁsh was a strong tactile experience and also a communal one involving several pairs of
hands Revealing a ﬁnished print was an especially magical moment
The backstory of a technique like this one can provide sca olding for the social
a prompt for conversations while people are working with their hands This workshop
embodied playfulness and daring and both the process and the result were enjoyable
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and be

Figure 3
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Gyotaku printmaking at Tockwotton Makes workshop
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Miniature kites
The title for this workshop was Let s make pure beauty and the workshop was about making
a very precious ephemeral object

a miniature kite

and taking delight in ﬂying it Flying kites

is always a magical process but doing it with older adults can be quite a challenge Access to a
safe site to ﬂy the strength needed to hold the string weather conditions and other logistics
prevented us from engaging in this process in an earlier workshop where we had made
full sized kites

Figure 3

Tockwotton Makes participants ﬂying miniature kites

But because these miniature kites are so lightweight as soon as participants raised their
hands the kites would take ﬂight and even the gentlest breeze would make them dance When
participants ﬁnished their kites the room ﬁlled with movement as people tested them out
Then everyone spilled out into the street many with their walkers and a ﬁve year old tagging
along and we simply stood there in delight with the wind carrying our kites
This workshop left me feeling that we could do anything if we adapt it to suit peoples abilities
These are art making workshops but our shared art making is a generator for moments of
beauty and joy spent together

Figure 3 10 3 11 Tockwotton Makes participants with a painted clock face and an in progress Christmas ornament

Figures 3 12 3 13 Cyanotype printing and tote making Tockwotton Makes workshop

Figure 3 14 3 15 Cyanotype printing and tote making Tockwotton Makes workshop

Figure 3 1
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Participants in 2020 Calendar making Tockwotton Makes workshop

Figure 3 1

31

Participants in Tockwotton Makes art making workshop

Figure 3 20 3 21 A participant s dog and their drawing of the dog at Tockwotton Makes workshop
0

Figure 3 22 3 23 Participants in Draw It With Your Eyes Closed and newspaper making workshops
1
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Her Story Press
Preface

3

Building on Tockwotton Makes I was looking at other projects that uplift marginalized voices
and in Providence Paul Soulellis has a project called Queer Archive Work which embodies a
belief that through publishing you are taking up space in public and claiming visibility for
queer bodies
I started thinking about how many older adults are on the margins
invisible to the mainstream

outside the normative

and could perhaps be understood as queer in that way I asked

myself how can we take up space in public in a similar way in our e orts So for our own bold
vision we envisioned Her Story Press which we imagined as a feminist publishing house
within an assisted living community
We had so many goals We wanted it to be a long term collaborative meaningful feminist
intergenerational

all of those nice sounding terms One of the biggest considerations was to

be inclusive in this new initiative because we knew that we wanted to tell stories of women as
told by women themselves But we knew that we were also working in an environment where
twenty ﬁve percent of people have memory loss of some kind So we deﬁnitely needed
storytelling sca olding both for people with memory loss as well as for everyone who is new
to story creation And that is how we chose to start with the idea that stories beget stories We
observed that principle in action

and occurring naturally

during our Tockwotton Makes

sessions Someone telling a story about their manta ray Halloween costume could lead another
person to remember how she swam with stingrays in Hawaii see Chapter
Building on this idea we decided to place the story of an awesome female creator at the core
of our project To tell her story in words and images in the hope that some moments and
milestones from her life might inspire and trigger memories in Her Story Press s members We
imagined that if that didn t work there could still be multiple ways to participate If you didn t
contribute your own story maybe you could work on the story of this female creator and
maybe you could contribute illustrations or book design or something else This was our big
big plan
Here I am reproducing an excerpt from the original Her Story Press proposal in its entirety in
order to demonstrate how we thought about our work from the beginning And yet as you will
learn in subsequent chapters almost all of it would change adapt and transform

Figure 4a 1 Pennants making during Session 3 of Her Story Press

Her Story Press
Proposal

What is it?
HerStory Press will be a long term collaborative art making storytelling project by
Tockwotton residents and sta myself and invited members of the public that tells a story of a
female creator s life and is augmented by related making activities and short stories from the
residents own lives
The project will use Tockwotton as a feminist publishing house a place where research on
and writing of the female creator s life story residents stories gathering publication design
layout and illustration and test printing all happen Work will happen in Tockwotton s public
areas cafe library cafeteria as well as in a dedicated making studio with art supplies at hand
and space to display the growing body of publication pages illustrations artworks The project
will culminate in a print and online publication

Figure 4 1 Conceptual diagram of Her Story Press narrative structure

Goals
Through this
1

2

months Jan

May

2020 pilot project I plan to

Design facilitate and evaluate the e ects of a challenging meaningful
intergenerational long term collaborative art making and storytelling project with
Tockwotton residents and sta as well as some invited members of the public
Design and realize a Providence wider public facing program of activities and
publications to bring attention to the project with the hopes of
a undoing some assumptions about aging and older adults
b claiming visibility and space in public life for older adults especially older
women
c contributing to the reimagining of programming in long term care communities
steering them away from stigmatized health centers towards being vibrant
communities and cultural centers

In general as part of my ongoing academic work I see this pilot project as a way to imagine
and prototype new forms of a making arts augmented long term care programming and b
intergenerational learning and making

Methodology
But what if What if programming in care settings provided avenues for
meaning making that were designed to foster learning over time What if the
programming were so interesting that families wanted to join in and
participate with their loved ones What if it were so compelling that sta
participated as equals alongside people with dementia What if volunteers
competed to partner on projects with nursing homes What if exhibits and
performances weren t considered quaint but sought after tickets
Anne
Basting
The biggest inspiration for HerStory project comes from Anne Basting s Penelope Project a
long term 2 year interdisciplinary including theatre choir making activities discussions
collaborative involving residents and sta of Luther Manor continuous care retirement
community as well as residents families faculty and students from Wisconsin Milwaukee
University and Sojourn Theatre group project to create long term care community that
engages its residents in challenging meaningful art making Basting
I now want to spend some time going over essential elements of HerStory Press project that
were shaped in large part by participatory arts for older adults ﬁeld survey and interviews with

Karen Young Older and Bolder and Susan Tacent Bold Point Literary Society that I
conducted These elements are 1 Long term 2 Collaborative 3 Challenging
Meaningful
Public
Inclusive and Feminist
Long term:
As a potential antidote to long term care communities bingo problem Basting the
challenge of going beyond daily 1 hour activities towards more sustained goals HerStory
Press will take place over a period of months with myself artist in residence spending 2 3
days a week on site in a dedicated making studio and will consist of a series of shorter making
and storytelling projects all contributing to the end goal of creating a publication The
long term format of the project will allow for growth
of the project itself working towards a
completed print publication of co creators skills and of relationships between co creators
Collaborative:
One of HerStory s main goals will be using collaborative and group art making storytelling to
build connections between people and resist segregation The most obvious form of
segregation long term care community s isolation from the wider Providence community will
be addressed by inviting people of diverse ages and backgrounds to either co create with us
or as artists experts people with a passion to share knowledge via facilitating a workshop
giving talks etc Another desired reconnection is the one with the residents families and
friends HerStory Press will intend to reach out to these groups early on in the project
informing them of the project and inviting their participation again as co creators or guest
lecturers Lastly HerStory will strive to address the sad reality of internal segregation between
LTC residents where spatial and programmatic separation exists between residents in di erent
departments assisted living vs nursing home vs memory care unit by designing multimodal
art making projects enabling residents to engage at a level and through an art form that suits
them best Lastly HerStory will try inviting and including LTC community sta
program
facilitators nurses
Challenging:
Why not have the rigor says Karen Young creator of Older and Bolder a project that uses
Taiko and activism to empower and amplify the voices of marginalized older people in the
Grove Hall area of Boston Young imagines a space of ambitious projects and plans as a place
for elders to be within Rather than keeping LTC residents entertained or busy she proposes
really pushing based on her belief in life long learning in the abilities and potential of elders
and the desire for them to have skills and to be able to practice things and get better
Echoing Young s words Susan Tacent creator of Bold Point Literary Society at Tockwotton
assisted living program in Providence believes in adjusting the format of activities to suit the
varying abilities and needs of older people rather than dumbing down content
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HerStory Press intends to build on these philosophies by embedding rigor and learning in all
its activities from art making to storytelling
Meaningful:
People who participated in Anne Basting s Penelope Project have felt that they were part of
something meaningful and they felt a sense of connectedness with others HerStory Press
will similarly engage in co creation of meaning via art making taking as our mission the telling
of one female creator s life story infusing the project with purpose and narrative direction
Public:
Paul Soulellis notes that to publish is to make public and introduces the concepts of radical
publishing and urgentcraft that is people not identifying as artists or designers using
available tools and means to make their urgent message public HerStory Press aspires to take
up space in public to claim visibility for older adults through art publication workshops
outings ﬁeld trips and exhibition building on ideas from Older and Bolder Soulellis
Queer Archive Work and Unity Press The aim is to amplify the story of a female creator but
also and more importantly to make visible the work and lives of older women co creators as
authors of this publication
In trying to change negative assumptions about older adults and aging HerStory Press intends
to provide opportunities for older adults to contribute to public life to the shaping of society
and to be a visibly productive member of society
Taking as inspiration Basting s reframing of assisted living into a performance venue for the
Penelope Project thus enabling new behaviors roles and interactions HerStory Press
explores the power of reframing long term care programming as a publishing house as well as
an explicitly public space that is open to visits by and interactions with the wider Providence
community
Inclusive:
Karen Young has pointed to a link between disability justice and age justice older people and
people with disabilities share the oppression of living in a world shaped by those who are
non old and who are able bodied Honoring the disability justice principle of recognizing
wholeness HerStory Press intends to embody the desire of older adults and of those with
disabilities to be accepted how they are and really celebrated for who they are right now in
this moment Young
To do that HerStory Press will design activities that allow for multi modal participation and
multiple ways to self express It s picture book format provides space to roam speaks in
images as well as words and will consist of both shorter and longer projects that can be joined
1

at any moment People will be invited to participate in ways that they want or are able to
whether by contributing their life story or an illustration for the protagonist s story Taking a
cue from Anne Basting s TimeSlips the focus will be on imagination and spontaneity rather
than the expectation of fact or detailed autobiographical memories
Older adults are often celebrated only for aspects of their past lives through activities like
Reminiscence or biographically Young challenges this life in the past thinking and asks Why
not go out boldly She advocates for places and programming for older adults to be ﬁlled with
life activity as well as activism empowerment and liberation
Feminist:
LTC is a very female space women outnumber men to 1 HerStory Press will embody
principles of critical feminist gerontology a focus on older women s lives experiences and
identities both in their younger years and in old age As Frances Reynolds writes in Colour and
communion Art making protected the women s identities helping them to resist the
stereotypes and exclusions which are commonly encountered in later life HerStory will be a
place for maintaining and developing identities both individual and collective
Why not tell stories about women Why not create opportunities for women to tell stories of
their lives Why not tell stories of women whose lives and work are so often overlooked
silenced erased or written out Moore 201
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Her Story Press
Introduction: session 1

Figure 5 1 Presentation during introductory session of Her Story Press

In this chapter I want to talk about the ﬁrst session of Her Story Press the meeting at
Tockwotton with which we started o this project
A week before that in our last Tockwotton Makes workshop we had worked on an analog Face
Book a specially designed book where you can turn the pages separately for the eyes nose
and mouth mixing and matching them to create unique faces By the end of the session we
ended up with a collectively created shareable and lovely book

a publication in a way As we

were leisurely and with visible and audible enjoyment taking turns exploring and
experimenting with the book s contents it seemed like an opportune moment to remind people
of another cause for celebration and for feeling proud of ourselves

that day s workshop

marked Tockwotton Makes 0th It was also a ﬁtting moment to bring up the question of

what s next

introducing for the ﬁrst time the idea of a collaborative long term publishing

project and distributing invites to the ﬁrst o cial Her Story Press meet up

Figure 5 2 Save the Date handout for Her Story Press introductory session

These invites served two functions On the one hand as a gesture of care they individually
invited each member of Tockwotton Makes to join us for the upcoming session On the other
hand and importantly they

with their bold graphics and Save the Date caption

were

intended as aides memoires physical reminders of important information Making sure that
people will remember about the event
unusual time to boot for our workshops

a new item on the schedule and occuring at an
was a priority here This way as I was saying

goodbye to people I was also suggesting they place their invite somewhere where they could
see it and be reminded of the upcoming meet up its purpose date time location etc

Facilitators
On the day itself Friday January 1 th at around 2 30pm as I was ordering a Lyft to
Tockwotton I got a message from Maria asking me to wait for her Maria our facilitator team
member and RISD alum who had been to the Face Book workshop had heard about this
session So 30 minutes before the workshop she revealed herself mind you being
completely ready to join and help in any way needed This small detail gets at how much
communication there is as well as at the roles identities and duties of our various facilitators
Perhaps because Tockwotton Makes is an informal hobby or side project for most of the
facilitators on our team for sure I am the only one working on a thesis about it people have
only a limited amount of time to dedicate to it Therefore for the majority of facilitators
largely comprised of my friends from RISD and beyond

it is about spontaneously showing up

on the day of a workshop rather than being there at the workshop planning and prototyping
phases
During our workshops any amount of assistance helps so I am always grateful to people
wanting to join in announced or unannounced and at any phase of the workshop However
what this structure also means is that most of the time I have to rely on myself and my
partner Je to get the workshop preparation done Many times we are the only ones who
know about and have tried the art making process that we all will be engaging in during the
workshop What this results in is my having a disproportionately large role and set of tasks to
perform during our workshops

a state of a airs that is draining exhausting and not

sustainable for me while also not providing much room for agency or leadership and
consequently for a sense of ownership for our fellow facilitators As a result they are often left
either to follow the art making instructions alongside Tockwotton residents or asked to
perform supporting tasks The latter is exactly what happened in the ﬁrst Her Story Press
session in which originally having prepared the activities by and for myself alone and not
having had time to brief Maria on them I was able to ask her only to take photographs and to
contribute during the feedback session

Environment
That day s workshop was happening at the Sculler s Pub possibly the most beautiful space in
Tockwotton located on the fourth ﬂoor and featuring a gigantic round window through which

you can see the Providence river the Washington bridge and India Point Park Maria and I
performed our usual place making place marking rituals covering the tables with the red
tablecloths laying out the art supplies pasting Her Story Press posters around the room

Participants
Twelve people joined us on that day which is a lot for our workshops More interesting still was
the participant makeup Alongside our core Tockwotton Makes group Linda Bunny Rita and
Edwina there were people who have seldom or never participated in our art making
workshops We saw Selma

Susan Tacent s mother see Chapter 2 a nightly

movie curator

and poster designer master bracelet maker and perhaps the busiest person in Tockwotton
come saying I wouldn t miss this

Selma hadn t attended any Tockwotton Makes

workshops Similarly Hope was there Hope regularly visits rather than participates in our
workshops Her schedule is full of other events
Brown women s hockey games
old residents of Tockwotton

exhibitions church services knitting circle

to attend or to tell us about Hope

at

one of the oldest

also has a bouquet of objective physical limitations poor

eyesight and arthritis preventing her from engaging in most making activities As time will
show for Selma and Hope that day Her Story Press s ﬁrst meet up would become their only
engagement with the project
Shirley is another person whose attendance and participation I want to highlight I have known
Shirley and her aide Julie since the very ﬁrst Tockwotton Makes workshop Their mode of
participation is curious On most days Shirley citing arthritis refrains from doing any
art making preferring instead to play cards with her friend Anna near where our workshop
tables are located At the same time Shirley encourages Julie an imaginative highly e cient
and eager maker to participate A common dynamic has been for Julie to be excited about
making some art and also anxious about not fully attending to Shirley and Shirley replying
Julie don t worry

you do this and I ll wait for you And then Julie saying OK I ll be quick

And she is extraordinarily fast

often making multiple projects during a single workshop I

vividly remember Julie leaving one session with 3 cyanotype printed tote bags one for Shirley
one for Anna and one for herself
In any case Shirley and Julie decided to join us that day As it turned out Shirley would come
to all seven Her Story Press sessions I will be returning to Shirley and her creative journey in

the upcoming text but it is interesting to note how a person who identiﬁes as someone who
cannot engage in making or in something that is explicitly called making ie Tockwotton
Makes is willing to try participating in storytelling which is itself another form of making

Program
The agenda for the session was going to be a Her Story Press introducing slide presentation
a feedback discussion session and a short making activity creating Her Story Press folders to
house our future work In the end we ran out of time before ever getting to any art making
but let s examine what has happened in order
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1. Her Story Press presentation
In preparing the presentation the di ering memory capabilities of the participants was a key
consideration It was important to supplement the oral presentation with a physical copy of it
This took the form of a handout that was distributed to people so that they could revisit and
remind themselves of the shared information at a later date With this session being akin to
the ﬁrst paragraph of a new chapter in our collectively written story I felt it important for us as
a group to orient ourselves

establishing where we have been so far and in what direction we

were going In order to do that people needed to have access to the same amount and kind of
information be it through storing it in their heads or by consulting an external physical source
This thinking led me to create a set of brochures which I handed out to folks in the beginning
of my presentation My oral slide led presentation mirrored the contents of the brochures It
was nice to know that people could re experience or re discover this presentation in their own
rooms
The narrative of the presentation itself aided by photographs and bits of text unfolded
chronologically First I told the story of myself Aisha and the beginning of my engagement
with Tockwotton Then I moved on to Tockwotton Makes workshops acknowledging some of
the things we ve made and the personally meaningful outcomes our sessions have brought
about Then on a two page spread there was a huge What s next

question followed by a

series of What If questions

Figure 5 3 Slide showing a series of What If questions from presentation during introductory session of Her Story
Press
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These questions were leading up to the bold proposal at the center of Her Story Press which
was
What if Tockwotton had its own publishing house?
Looking back I wonder if I should have ended the presentation with that inspiring provocation
I had already provided a considerable amount of information and at that time I should have
opened it up for discussion and idea generation Instead I proceeded to talk for many more
minutes
I went into details of how Her Story Press would work

it would be based on a life story of a

female creator and augmented by thematically relevant stories from our own lives I reiterated
how long term collaborative and public facing the project would be
I spent time talking about the inspirations behind Her Story Press First I introduced Taller
Leñateros

a papermaking bookbinding and publishing workshop led by a collective of female

Tzotzil Maya artists in Mexico whose merging of making things and telling stories is what I
really wanted Her Story Press to embody
Secondly I spoke about and passed around A Life Made by Hand The Story of Ruth Asawa
illustrated children s book by Andrea D Aquino

an

whose biography of the artist and female

creator Ruth Asawa s life story through images and text in equal parts was the central
inspiration for Her Story Press s format It seemed important by means of these two examples
to ﬂesh out a vision of how Her Story Press could be or could look
I continued talking after that too explaining

by way of Anne Elizabeth Moore s how

infrequently stories of the work of women appear in historical record

why a feminist

storytelling project like Her Story Press is needed Then I showed a slide with the question
Who is Margaret Crane

and a black and white photograph of Crane and ﬁnished my

presentation with a cli hanger
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Figure 5 4 Slide showing Margaret Crane from presentation during introductory session of Her Story Press

2. Feedback/Discussion session
During the discussion that followed we got generous feedback from Tockwotton residents and
potential Her Story Press members Some of it a rmed our ideas and hopes while some led us
to make changes later on Several themes have emerged from this feedback that I will now
address here

Excitement
People became really excited and enthusiastic about the idea of Her Story Press as a whole I
remember announcing Now instead of twice a month we ll be meeting every week Bunny
responded Oh are we

I said Is it too often

and Bunny replied No it s wonderful

New Roles/Identities
When ﬁrst planning Her Story Press I was hoping that bringing new spaces a publishing
house and new activities and engagements storytelling art making into the long term care
community at Tockwotton might lead participants to see themselves di erently and to form
new identities After the Her Story Press introductory session this already had started
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happening As Rita was leaving she said Now when someone asks me what I do I will tell
them

I m an editor at a publishing house

Stories that are both topical and timeless
People immediately started remembering things and coming up with ideas for the kinds of
stories they wanted to tell Shirley started us o
stories

stories about how we came here

by suggesting that we look at our origin

and sharing her family s own quite dramatic

story wherein her mother was born on a ship en route to America Bunny continued the topic
recalling how her parents ﬂed Russia by hiding underneath a fruit cart and wondering how
things would have unfolded if they had had little kids with them at the time The theme of
origins understandably included the topic of immigration In particular Bunny s I think we all
have stories of when the bad guys came was for me a poignant and generative reminder that
the story of being forced to leave one s home country has a long history and myriad
manifestations and applies to many demographics

Personal is political
Together with their topicality and immediate relevance the personal stories told are also
portals into speciﬁc time periods within American history Rita pinned her consciousness
raising experience to the time she saw that the Rhode Island government commission

an

entity making decisions about healthcare daycare education and other crucial services

was

made up entirely of men Witnessing the kinds of damaging and un useful blind spots this
oversight brought about Rita understood at that moment that We women have to be more
important She got herself and other women onto that commission and proceeded to ﬁght for
equal rights in the many years that followed Rita now believes that her e orts and those of
millions of other women have paid o

proudly telling us that her granddaughter is designing

rockets for NASA Rita s story of political awakening and its fruits also neatly maps onto the
hERstory of second wave feminism The intertwined nature of the personal political and
historical makes me wonder how engagement with each can inform and enrich the others
personal stories can shed light on times past while examination of historical events can inspire
related personal memories
loss

which is very useful in working with people experiencing memory

Shared memories
Because some people at Tockwotton have been living there for

or more years I am thinking

of Bunny and Selma another dynamic that occured during our discussion is one of shared
memories Selma half jokingly keeps a kind of score as she and Bunny
forceful personalities and visions of how things should be

both possessing

have a long running playful

rivalry Six years ago for example they were both involved in producing a theatrical play with
Bunny as a director and Selma as one of the actors At one point Bunny
authoritarian creator

apparently quite an

reduced Selma to tears Selma s riposte consisted of gifting Bunny a

sweatshirt emblazoned with a phrase along the lines of The Most Stubborn Boss In listening
to the two of them I felt that this and many other shared moments

in varying interpretations

were still vivid in both of these women s minds It was also beautiful and illuminating to
witness how each woman s remembering prompted more memories and reﬂection from the
other woman In Selma and Bunny s interaction quite clearly stories begot stories

Memories have a color
Di erent memories

insofar as they correspond to life experiences which are always varied

have di erent emotional tinges attached to them People s faces light up and the room
becomes warm and rosy every time someone tells an anecdote In particular I recall Bunny
asking In your book can we tell stories about peeing

and proceeding to tell a story about

her then toddler brother Everett s fountain like peeing once upon a time The joke s punch line
was Bunny s revealing that Now Everett is a physicist
On the other end of the emotional color spectrum I remember one woman asking another
who for a variety of reasons was childless whether given a life do over she would make a
di erent decision The silence and wistfulness in return were palpable And I as a facilitator
and human was brieﬂy lost for words

or at least I found no words with which to o er

comfort Moving forward it will be useful to have facilitation strategies at hand to better
accommodate a variety of stories and experiences

funny joyful and sad

Who has access to memories? Who participates?
Alongside people participating generating ideas and voicing memories there were also folks
who remained quiet Together with her own family s origin story Bunny also remembered that
Linda had an interesting immigration story However when Bunny tried prompting Linda to
share that story Linda smiled and politely declined to do so In this situation there is no way of
knowing whether Linda

who does have mild memory loss

could not or did not want to take

part in that activity For me that interaction is yet another manifestation of the rich variety of
capacities and capabilities that our group possesses It is also a reminder to always be
sensitive and intentional about the question of Who can participate

Who is capable of

sharing moments from di erent times of their life and who is not How are we to make Her
Story Press our storytelling and publishing project be about life stories without alienating
people with memory loss

Storytelling and memory
Before diving into the analysis of participants responses to the proposed Her Story Press
structure and format it is worth summarizing the context and reasoning behind that particular
structure and format
From the beginning of our Tockwotton Makes workshops we knew we were in the company of
charismatic storytellers with decades of wide ranging adventures Without intentionally
planning to our art making and shared time together repeatedly inspired the emergence of
stories new and old This way the urge to incorporate storytelling into our art making
workshops came early and naturally That desire however was positively complicated by
another essential characteristic of our workshops

the fact that we welcome and embrace

participation of people with memory loss Rather than seeing the reality of some Tockwotton
Makes members having limited access to memory as an obstacle we interpreted it as a
generative challenge To us the design brief became
How can we create a structure that allows people, with and without
memory loss, to engage in life-related storytelling?

From that standpoint the approach of bombarding people with questions about their past and
present with the expectation of neat word and image based stories in return would be
improbable and inappropriate for

among other things 2

its heavy reliance on memory Such

an approach might simply alienate or exclude people with memory loss from participating

A branching structure
The idea of having a central story as a base emerged as a possible although untested way
to do away with the centrality and privileging of memory in life related storytelling According
to our thinking placing the life story of a speciﬁc historical female creator at the center of Her
Story Press would provide
a) a foundation for our endeavor: Instead of starting with a blank sheet we would
already have material to work with

the facts from this woman s life and historical

epoch
) multiple entry points for HSP members: People would be able to choose the work
for themselves according to what they ﬁnd interesting and comfortable At di erent
moments some people with or without memory loss might
kind of way

in a stories beget stories

become inspired by the various chapters or areas of the female creator s

life childhood family work etc to share their own thematically related memory based
stories At the same time other people again with or without memory loss might
choose to use their skills of creativity and imagination to help tell

in words and images

the story of the female protagonist
When thinking of a metaphor for this format the image of us collectively drawing a tree came
to mind Various moments in the life of the central female creator taking for example Ruth
Asawa would make up the trunk and main branches of that tree A branch for Asawa s
childhood a branch for Asawa s college years and a branch for Asawa s work But each main
branch would bear many more branches made up of related stories of Her Story Press
members own contributions So on Asawa s childhood branch there would be branches of
Edwina s Bunny s Rita s childhoods What this metaphor got at for me was the variety of work
available and the importance of all of it if we were to get to a full tree
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both the tree s core

Such as the potentially problematic extractive nature of treating older adults as resources
reservoirs of valuable knowledge life experience wisdom with life that happened in the past

the female creator s story and its myriad branches people s own stories would need to be
worked on

Figure 5 5 Conceptual diagram of Her Story Press narrative structure

I understand that it might sound contradictory to claim that we were aiming to do away with
the centrality and privileging of memory in life related storytelling and to then state that
some people with or without memory loss would
female creator s life

having been inspired by stories from the

share stories from their own lives i e engage in memory based

storytelling At the time I saw us challenging the dominance of memory in life based
storytelling in two ways First the variety of jobs available in HSP

where someone could be

in charge of remembering and sharing stories while others could be helping to illustrate those
stories

would allow us to challenge the notion of life storytelling as a memory based or

memory only endeavor revealing it as a multi capacity requiring process where memory
and imagination3 both play leading roles

3

See Chapter on Memory and imagination

Memory “stingrays”
Secondly we were interested in challenging the way recall was happening

rather than

directly asking people to remember, we were hoping to inspire people to remember,
through the aforementioned stories beget stories approach This thinking was informed by a
number of instances beforehand where conversations and stories prompted recall in our
members One time our
ray

year old member Lumen s story of her Halloween costume

a manta

led Linda to remember encountering them while swimming in an ocean in Hawaii When

Linda recalled getting stung by them we deduced that hers were stingrays rather than manta
rays We were curious

What was it about stingrays that kept that memory alive in Linda s

mind Was it the unusualness of the encounter Or its tingling pain its viscerality How could
we increase the likelihood that these “memory stingrays”

stories that trigger other stories

would happen Our hope was that an encounter with the story of a female creator could
provide fertile ground for such memory stingrays

Talking about memory
As you might understand from the above discussion we put a signiﬁcant amount of thought
into accommodating our context and membership a group of people with and without
memory loss coming up with a format that through provision of multiple modes of
engagement would allow more people to participate in life storytelling
What else might or might not be surmised from this summary is that I couldn t share the
reasoning behind the proposed format in full during that ﬁrst Her Story Press session The
main reason apart from its length and level of detail that perhaps makes it useful and
interesting only for facilitators for this was the uneasiness insensitivity inappropriateness
inability I felt in talking about memory loss with people who potentially or certainly have
dementias of some degree or kind I couldn t imagine saying We devised this structure so as
to include people with memory loss like yourself and your friends So I decided not to mention
it emphasizing instead the sca olding beneﬁts of having Margaret Crane s
creator
predict

our female

life at the center of our project And that got a response that I didn t or couldn t

Figure 5

Discussion during introductory session of Her Story Press

3. More feedback from a smaller group
To a small group of people remaining at the very end of the session Rita Bunny Linda and
Selma

the most indefatigable ones I brieﬂy told the story of Margaret Crane Crane is a

graphic designer and inventor of the ﬁrst home pregnancy test at 2 years old and currently
at 2 is a contemporary of many women at Tockwotton I shared how Crane s life so far has
been at once an extraordinary life but has also had many common points with women at
Tockwotton in terms of how things were back then and how they are now for so many women
from sexism in the workplace making choices in regard to marriage children and work the
idea of leaving your mark and so on I suggested that adopting Margaret Crane s life as the
base of our work would provide a foundation and multimodal participation opportunities for
Her Story Press project allowing participants to both add their own life stories to the central
narrative and help tell the story of the central character
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Then after the n th time of my reiterating the Margaret Crane as our base concept Bunny
said "But she is not our base. Why can t we tell stories about Linda and Rita, and
Selma?" It was a powerfully frank and revealing question Telling the stories of Tockwotton
residents was precisely the thing we wanted our group to do from the start We just felt that in
order for more people to engage in that process we needed to have a sca olding structure
around it To me Bunny s question revealed that to her the structure we ve proposed
creator as a base

female

was confusing and unnecessarily complex She was perceiving another

woman s story in the center of the project as something that was standing in the way of telling
Tockwotton residents own stories rather than something that would actually facilitate the
telling of those stories Bunny s question stayed with me and pushed the project in a new
direction as will become clear from the following chapters
The biggest takeaway about the initial Her Story Press format we proposed was that the
central story as a base device was too contrived for people to understand as useful or
generative My intuition is that it had to do with the extra level of abstraction that this format
involved

there was no clear logic as to why that device was needed

Absence of shared language
Another discovery was realizing that shared language is something you build together rather
than a given To my mind Margaret Crane and older women at Tockwotton were all female
creators exercising creativity

which to me meant the ability to produce things and make

things happen throughout their lives To me the value of telling Crane s and Tockwotton
residents life stories was also comparable and evident

they all would capture experiences

of women in a particular epoch and place However some older women in that ﬁrst Her Story
Press meeting had trouble relating to or identifying with the terms female creator and life
story Throughout the session people have said things like We are not female creators
lives are boring and unremarkable
today

Our lives right now

Our

Would the stories of our lives be interesting to people

what is so special about them

These questions and statements made me understand that our group lacked shared deﬁnitions
and understandings on matters of who can be called a creator what actions or attitudes
constitute creativity what makes a life worthy of a story being told about it etc In a sense
we were speaking in di erent tongues and the language I was using in my presentation which
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I perceived as empowering and unifying was in fact alienating some people In the future
perhaps the dialogue should start with a discussion of personal deﬁnitions of terms
sense of where folks are

to get a

and move on to establishing some common understandings

A shared vocabulary of references would have been useful in understanding the publication
format too Hearing that the product of Her Story Press would be a book incorporating both
image and text and seeing Andrea D Aquino s children s book used as an example of such a
book Selma wondered if we were writing a children s book In this situation to build a common
understanding of how a book that tells stories through both images and text could look
to challenge who its audience could be

and

I should have brought more example books such as

visual essay photobooks or graphic novels It is only natural that people s ability to imagine is
a ected by their exposure to references The references an Art

Design educator has in her

head or the references any one of us has in our head are highly subjective In order to be
understood you can t assume any common ground and must share as much of your world of
references as is possible

“Your book” and the importance of leaving space
Beyond its humorous value Bunny s question of In your book can we tell stories about
peeing

is noteworthy for Bunny s choice of words She used the phrase your book which to

me signals that at that moment Bunny saw the Her Story Press project as mine rather than
ours To her I was its author and the person in charge In thinking about what led Bunny to
form such a perception
to be

a perception that is the antithesis of what I wished Her Story Press

I link Bunny s sense of a lack of ownership to my excessive presence in the work Before

we ever met as a group I over envisioned and over planned this whole endeavor leaving little
room for co creation Together with handout brochures and a slide presentation I came to the
ﬁrst Her Story Press session with an end product a book in mind and speciﬁc ways to get to
it Within that plan I ﬁgured out roles for people developed ideas about whose stories we were
going to tell and how I brought in the story of Margaret Crane a stranger as the central
character of the whole project Bunny s assessment of the situation was accurate even
though I wanted us all to be collaboratively working on the production of a book our book Her
Story Press was on the day of that ﬁrst session my book a rigid tight ﬁgured out ﬁnal
product focussed closed structure that required permission to enter
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Unﬁgured-out Space
I am looking back and analyzing this session 4 months after it occured In
the meantime a million things have happened and they now weave
themselves into my analysis
Just last week during an informal micro crit among friends Kay an
educator told us about her latest project

Tiny Town a web page based

collectively created town made of scanned drawings by Kay and
participating kids Kay envisioned the project created its bones
meandering streets trees and shrubs some basic buildings
dynamics

the

and game

kids were invited to add to the map by contributing drawings

of themselves their families houses household items etc Kay enjoyed
how the map was growing but felt self conscious that she left the
central intersection of Tiny Town empty

running the project by herself

meant that she often didn t have time to work through or develop all the
details One day Lumen a 5 year old whom you might remember from
our workshops drew a Rainbow Market and when asked where she
wanted it placed pointed right at the center of the map Unbeknownst to
Kay the unﬁgured-out space of that central intersection was
waiting and allowing for Lumen’s input Kay s comments about the
episode

Some of the best discoveries happen when I don t ﬁnish work

on something or I didn t plan for it to happen
organically

it just happened

further hint or point at the importance of leaving space

intentionally or not
When I ask myself what is that magical property of unﬁgured out space
in a project or structure the words of Irish poet Pádraig Ó Tuama come to
mind
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And poetry for me poetry is a thing that helps me breathe
There’s space on the page for my own imagination to ﬁll in the
bits that I need and poetry makes me slow down in my reading

4 5

So ﬁrstly perhaps the unﬁgured out space provides people room to
breathe And perhaps the neat tight or sorted out structure feels
stiﬂing for imagination and agency precisely because it lacks or has very
little of that breathing space
And secondly perhaps the unﬁgured out space invites and
encourages participation by providing room for people to make the
project or structure theirs

to operationalize their imagination and

agency or to ﬁll in the bits that they need
How can we move Her Story Press from “your book” (ie. my book)
towards co-creation?
I remember discussing that ﬁrst Her Story Press session with Susan
Tacent shortly after it happened One recommendation she gave me was
to “let [the project] be what it wants to be” If Her Story Press is a
collaborative project then our group of older women is who has to
determine its shape, or “what it wants to be” In this case our role as
facilitators, ﬁrstly, becomes designing loose and ﬂexible enough
structure, with plenty of unﬁgured-out space to allow HSP members
to add the things they need or want Secondly our work as
facilitators becomes about being attentive
are saying and noticing how people are reacting

listening to what people
and responsive

developing future programming in accordance with people s feedback
I listened to another podcast recently with conﬂict negotiation facilitator
and author Priya Parker and she said this beautiful thing As a
facilitator how can I create caring and simple enough structures to help

https onbeing org programs a poem in gratitude for health care workers transcript
Can a workshop be designed to do what poetry does Workshop making spending time that helps you
breathe That provides space for your imagination to ﬁll in the bits you need That slows you down
10

the group do its work
herself

That initial question allows her to in turn ask

How tight or loose should it be How controlling or not

controlling How much is she needed And where exactly is the need for
a facilitator
Now back to our ﬁrst session

Format determines participation
In pursuit of the ideal of collaboration during Her Story Press s introductory session I
prioritized transparency which resulted in my presenting a great deal of information However
transparency when understood as information overload

disclose everything you know

far

from allowing participation can in fact discourage it A nearly 2 hour long session was made
up entirely of talking with my presentation occupying the ﬁrst full hour of time Little wonder
then that several people had trickled out by the time the discussion started

0 minutes of

listening is hard work enough for people at any age be it 20 or 0
In inviting and enabling participation it is not only what and how much information you share
but also how you choose to share it The 1 hour lecture format that I used
amount of colorful images or my enthusiasm level

no matter the

led to the loss of some potential

collaborators
Discussion of course did happen and I am grateful to all the people who stayed and
generously gave feedback But I do wonder how discussion and participation would have
looked if they occurred in the ﬁrst 15 minutes or even as the ﬁrst thing we did that day Or if
my presenting of information and people s responding to it unfolded as a conversation rather
than as two sequential monologues Or ﬁnally if information were shared with no words
involved

with people learning about understanding and feeling something by doing it

is already participating in it
participation

that

I wonder in summary how the format of interaction shapes

determining who participates in what roles and how genuinely

Memory and life-related storytelling

No making With all that information and talking there was no time left for any making to happen And
that was true of the ﬁrst two sessions after which we reversed it Instead of announcing how things
were going to be it became that you do make things and gradually discover how things are developing
10

With the initial Her Story Press structure and format brought into question memory would
continue to be an issue to consider The question of How can Her Story Press be about stories
without alienating people who don t have full access to memory

or How can we create a

structure that allows people with and without memory loss to engage in life related
storytelling

came back to the forefront

Plan activities to avoid stress and maximize joy7
Doable should mean possible to do without stress rather than possible to do at any cost I
dropped the Contributors Photowall art making activity to invent and assign ourselves roles
or positions in our newly formed publishing house because with the intro presentation
discussion and distribution of brochures I decided there would be too many things for one
person to facilitate without overexertion and stress At the time I was one day away from the
meeting and still ﬁnishing my brochure content and felt that it might also be too many things
to engage with and process for the older adults at Tockwotton As the ﬁrst meeting it had to
be about the atmosphere about giving a taste of what s to come and about excitement I felt
the need to be careful about getting people exhausted overwhelmed or stressed out whether
thinking of the participants or the facilitators
I decided that I would instead integrate an art making element into the distribution of folders
customize your boring looking beige folders by decorating them with inkblot patterns This
simple and quick process would require a minimum of materials involve a kind of surprise or a
feeling of magic and would be the kind of self directed self explanatory activity which has on
several occasions proven to be a great onboarding activity
With all that information and talking though there was no time left for any making to happen
And unfortunately that was true of the ﬁrst two sessions Ultimately we reversed our order of
activities instead of announcing how things were going to be we shifted to ﬁrst emphasize
doing and making things allowing participants to gradually discover how the session would
evolve

adrienne maree brown writes If it pleases me I will brown 201
decisions on workshop design
10

p1

Why not let joy guide my

As you will learn over the subsequent sessions I would continue to learn about the limitations
of the plan I had so carefully laid out and would begin to adapt and evolve the project format
accordingly

10
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Her Story Press
Reshaping: sessions 2 6

10

Figure

1 Posters for Her Story Press sessions 4
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We had seven sessions in total before Coronavirus paused our work

the pandemic robbed us

of two and a half months of more workshops But this ﬁrst series of Her Story Press meetings
brought with it so many important learnings and new understandings that we had to alter our
workshop methodology and structure almost entirely In this chapter I am documenting
highlights from Her Story Press s Sessions 2

and the transformations that occurred during

that time

Session 2
We started by listening to a 12 minute episode of the Transistor podcast about Margaret Crane
and the invention of the home pregnancy test At the planning stage of this workshop I
thought that this audio story would be a good fun and short introduction to the subject Our
facilitators team gave everyone an 11x1 inch sheet of paper and a pencil and asked people to
listen to the story and jot down any images words or phrases that resonated with them It
transpired however that many aspects of the podcast and the related prompts were ill suited
for our context
The podcast turned out to be too fast paced and to jump between too many topics too quickly
from frogs to rats to test tubes to Crane s life story People had trouble even listening and
following the story let alone doing anything else As soon as the podcast started playing I
could sense how demanding it was on people s capacities

would I have the same feelings if I

was listening to it on my own at home People clearly were overstimulated
Essentially I was asking people to be visual scribes whether I intended it or not It was hard
even for design students like Maria I saw people jotting down dates numbers names words
doing small drawings and then stopping understandably giving up and focusing on listening
to the story By the end of the podcast most pages were hardly half full and many were
barely In our Tockwotton Makes sessions we would have been making with storytelling
happening naturally around it But here we were listening and talking and trying to draw on
top of that

which resulted in an awkward and frankly not very successful session Luckily

we pivoted to a Names activity asking people to describe the history of their names which
saw more success
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Figure

2 Participants attempts at visual scribing during Session 2 of Her Story Press

In Session 1 while people enjoyed and were excited about some parts of my proposal they
were not on board with others In Session 2 I was still trying to convince people of my way of
doing things

of the value of my original proposal I was still hoping that people would get

inspired by Margaret Crane s story From that point forward the sessions I hosted began to
evolve with input from the older adults I was working with and ultimately transformed a great
deal over the next ﬁve sessions

Session 3
Making stories
Rather than as facilitators choosing the storytelling themes for the group in Session 3 we
decided to engage people in brainstorming the topics they themselves wanted to explore in
our future workshops Looking back at the ﬁrst two sessions

that involved no making

activities and where the atmosphere didn t match the one that we always would have in the
making ﬁrst Tockwotton Makes workshops

for Session 3 we also decided to go back to

making with the main activity being the creation of topic pennants
We imagined Her Story Press as a ship in need of ﬂags and pennants to signal where it is
going Each person was to nominate a topic and put it on their paper pennant and they also
had to illustrate it somehow either through drawing or paper collage Rather than talking
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through topics ﬁrst we wanted to get lots of ideas out through hands on activities and then
discuss them together

Figure

3 Mary s Childhood and Lowell s Work topic pennants

Microstories
This was the ﬁrst time we experimented with micronarratives or microstories The way that it
worked was that the topic for example Home Origins or Interests served as a prompt and the
illustration people created became their very short story their micronarrative One resident
Mary chose the theme of Childhood She began by cutting out the letters to spell the word
Childhood Figure

3 She then decided to draw and cut out the silhouette of a girl to

illustrate this theme Once it was on paper she with the help of a facilitator found a way to
turn letters O and D into the girl s balloons Here the topic of Childhood became a prompt for
storytelling And the letters of the word visually informed the way the story was told and the
kind of story that was told
The simple open structure of this two step activity allowed for a variety of expressions and
stories People were really good at it Lowell another resident nominated the topic of Work
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And for him this topic translated to the idea of money and so he spent the rest of the session
diligently cutting out dollar signs Figure

3 Even knowing Lowell that was a very

idiosyncratic view of what Work is or means and was evidence of his lived experience The
combination of a minimal prompt and accessible instructions created a generative space for
self expression

Art-making and storytelling are more than art-making
I want to focus on the two participants Shirley and Bunny P whose presence and engagement
made me realize the beautiful beneﬁts that come from pairing art making and storytelling
In the two years that we ve run our Tockwotton Makes workshops Shirley whom I mentioned in
Chapter

would always be nearby

playing cards or Bingo talking to her friend Anna

but

seldom participating My hands are no good she would say and instead encourage her aide
Julie

herself an enthusiastic highly creative and productive maker

to join us You do it and

I ll wait And on many occasions Julie indeed would participate and emerge from the
workshops with freshly made gifts for Shirley and Anna Overall it can be said that Shirley
appreciated Tockwotton Makes workshops and artifacts that came out of them but didn t see a
place for herself in those art making making only sessions
When through Her Story Press our art making making got expanded to include storytelling
Shirley was there from Session 1 recalling stories from her life and eagerly listening to those of
others And in Session 3 a transformation occurred whereby Shirley embraced both
storytelling and a making In the beginning of the session Shirley was comfortable with her
role as a storyteller readily nominating a topic Home and delegating artist maker role to Julie
asking her to cut out the pennant and title letters out of the colored paper Shirley had
selected Noticing Shirley sitting idly with a pennant and waiting for letters to get made
being curious about bringing her into our making

and

I proposed that in the meantime Shirley

works on the illustration for her topic What building comes to mind when you think of
Home

I asked pushing the pencil box closer to Shirley To my and Julie s surprise Shirley

with light hesitant slow and at the same time real pencil strokes started drawing the
farmhouse she had spent her childhood in Figure

11

Figure

4 Shirley s Home and Bunny P s Hardship topic pennants
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And she continued all through the session adding the trees and the kiddie pool and enlisting
Curtis Tockwotton sta member to draw the cow and the barn Throughout her drawing
process Shirley orally kept sharing more and more memories from that time of her life
Coming to think of it what happened on that day was a blurring of activities roles identities
Shirley really did and still does want to be telling life stories and during Session 3 she became
comfortable with and open to doing it by means of art making making From that workshop
on Shirley didn t miss a single Her Story Press session and engaged fully as storyteller and
artist maker
With Bunny P the story was related but di erent She never attended Tockwotton Makes
workshops but was a regular at Susan Tacent s Bold Point Literary Society and at her
unfortunately short lived writing workshops Susan once described Bunny P to me as an
accomplished writer and seeing Bunny P show up for Session 3 of Her Story Press initially
made me self conscious Was ours the kind of storytelling she was interested in

I haven t

yet got a chance to ask Bunny P about it directly but if her steady attendance and merry
demeanor are any indication she does enjoy what happens in our sessions And as became
clear from Session 3 Bunny P takes adapts our intentionally open and accessible prompts to a
level that is interesting to her she spent time coming up with an apt and poetic metaphor for
her chosen topic of Hardship

a child god blowing northern wind onto a wintry landscape

and perfecting her drawings on a scrap piece of paper before committing them to her pennant
Figure

This way in the design of Her Story Press activities we succeeded in creating a

space for people like Bunny P to bring and express their masterful storytelling through
art making activities

Session 4
Memory and Collaboration
How could Her Story Press be about life stories without alienating people with memory loss
This was the question we were ﬁxed upon With each session we were redeﬁning our answer to
this question and learning something new about it The second question is how do we get
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closer to actually collaborating or how does true collaboration look with older adults who may
be experiencing memory loss
In the remaining workshops I sought to reﬁne my idea of co creation in this project In terms
of collaboration I found that it was all about paying attention looking for input in both verbal
and especially non verbal cues and acting upon this

reshaping the workshop plans to adapt

to the input we heard In Session 2 when people stopped writing that was an important clue
that perhaps the speed content or format wasn t working for them
What I learned in Session 3 was that some people were very interested in telling stories and
that was something that really drew them to Her Story Press These people were not coming to
our art making sessions but were enthusiastic about writing stories and the pennant making
activity in Session 3 really engaged them
In Session

I wanted to continue with basic skills like writing and drawing hitting rewind on

our goals and focusing on building conﬁdence in these activities Not being worried about
what is correct but simply starting to tell stories and draw images It was at that time that I
started discovering the work of Lynda Barry see Chapter 2 and her methodologies of story
creation To her stories are made up equally of words and images and in this way she doesn t
separate art making and storytelling

the mind is cooperating with the hand For her when a

child is learning to write their name they are not writing actual letters so much as drawing
pictures of each letter How could we mix and blur those two categories

Timed activities
The two activities we did during Session

were drawn from introductory activities in Lynda

Barry s book Making Comics Barry works with both art students and non art students With
such mixed groups the biggest thing to overcome is often the fear of a blank page or of not
knowing how to draw

and this is achieved through timed drawing exercises in such short

spans as 10 or 20 seconds I wanted us to be producing a lot of small drawings just as Barry
uses timed drawings to create a space where there is no room for those fears and
uncertainties
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Figure

5 Drawings by participants of Her Story Press self portrait as a vegetable

The ﬁrst activity was drawing a 3 minute self portrait on an index card I had shown the group a
very simple style of drawing by Ivan Brunetti that Barry calls a spaghetti person Barry 201
p 3 The second activity was to draw yourself as a vegetable and in the third as an animal
caveman Finally participants were asked to draw themselves as a caveperson
Here the rhythm and pacing of the workshop with a timer visibly displayed did wonders For
example Mary who usually needs a lot of support and encouragement decided to draw herself
as a cow At one point she said I forget how to draw a cow s legs and later I m not sure how
a caveman looks Here I was able to just tell her to keep her pen moving and to keep going
And she listened

somehow because it was a timed exercise the urgency of the timer and

the emphasis on constant motion rather than accuracy helped her move forward I kept
emphasizing don t worry

keep moving your pen

reminding people of the ticking clock
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something will emerge and I kept

Mary s illustration of a cow s legs is full of tiny gentle lines

evidence that even though she

couldn t remember how to draw a cow s legs she didn t stop moving and ultimately did create
a full drawing of a cow Given a chance to stop it s understandable for someone like Mary to
worry about things like the quality or accuracy of her drawing and to start questioning herself
But a timer ensures that there is no time for these fears and doubts
The timer and the silly or random prompts created a playful urgency and a challenge to never
stop moving your pen And by starting each round with a countdown and a reveal
two one draw yourself as a vegetable

Three

there was a breathless and fun quality that ensured

that everyone was in the moment and even synchronized for the entire two hour session

Simplicity and collaboration
Facilitation was almost unnecessary in fact due to the simplicity of the prompt Each older
adult was able to follow the activity by themselves Moreover for people with aides this shifted
the dynamics whereas the aides are usually in supporting roles here they were able to join in
as full participants That meant that around our table facilitators older adults and aides were
working collectively side by side and equal in our abilities

Figure

Shirley s self portraits as a caveman as herself as a vegetable and as an animal
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Display and sharing
The act of sharing one s work often happens towards the end of a session But here the
dynamic was very di erent every three minutes after ﬁnishing a self portrait we would pass
the drawings around so everyone could see Lynda Barry calls this allowing your drawings to
see each other Barry 201

p

and it is an important way of acknowledging the e ort put

into each drawing During this time there were constantly exclamations of appreciation
compliments and a rmations We repeated this four times once for each drawing and this
also allowed us to take a break between each round At the end each person laid out their four
index cards and each person s unique style of drawing and visual voice shone through in
their collection Bunny drew herself as a bunny of course a pumpkin and a caveperson and
each of them wore her distinctive checkered shirt

Talking scribble creatures
The ﬁrst activity had really good ﬂow and participants were really comfortable with the
process and excited to continue So that day we did one more activity from Barry s Making
Comics book called Monster Jam On an index card we each wrote down four sentences
1

A line from a song

2

A question

3

A to do task
A command from a king or queen

Setting this aside we then each took a letter sized paper drew lines to divide it in four and had
twenty seconds to do a random scribble in each of the four quadrants We then passed the
page to the person on our right The task was to turn each scribble into a creature in four
minutes This was slower paced than the previous activity and we asked people to add lots of
detail Finally we assigned each of the sentences to one of the resulting scribble creatures
Figure
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Life stories, but indirectly
This activity was about not starting with an empty page the scribbles provided a prompt or
sca old upon which to create a story For the ﬁrst time we were also working with Lynda
Barry s conception of blurring the line between ﬁction and autobiography In her work Lynda
Barry doesn t make a distinction between memory and imagination She writes that they are
like twins and they are forever interwoven with each other For her every ﬁction is informed by
one s life experiences so every ﬁction is autobiographical And in the same way recall is never
one hundred percent accurate so it also contains some ﬁction

Figure

Rita s Monster Jam
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Here we could see that the creatures were products of our imagination deﬁnitely not based in
reality but the captions people were assigning them were particular to each person The
prompt of the activity wasn t explicitly about writing stories about our lives But what ended up
happening was that each of the drawings contained a micro life story Participants asked
serious questions like Is my grandson okay

or How long will I live

while others expressed

pragmatic concerns like I need to ﬁle my taxes The combination of image and words
encapsulated a story about participants lives concerns and questions in exactly the way that
we had hoped to in the original Her Story Press proposal The stories truly became richer
through the interaction between image and text
Finally while showing our creatures we read their statements aloud Perhaps because all the
participants were from the same generation they all seemed to know the lyrics to every song
and they began to sing each song aloud in unison from Gene Kelly s Singin in the Rain to Irish
hymns Somehow the pace of this session the playfulness the fun challenge and the
connections that were made while engaging in these game like activities all led to a level of
comfort that brought out something convivial in people Nearby Tockwotton sta were as
amazed as I asking Why don t you sing like that during our scheduled Karaoke sessions

Figure

Spontaneous group singing during Monster Jam activity
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Session 5
Four panel comics
In Session

building on the enormous success of Session

we also warmed our hands and

minds up with 3 minute self portraits this time as a witch
We then began a two part activity where
each participant created a character
Using the Character ID questionnaires
Figure

as a group we drew upon a

list of physical and personality
characteristics to bring each character
to life these included height age
weaknesses strengths dreams fears
and more This process resulted in not
only characters but some minimal back
story for each The second part of the
activity was to pair up often a
participant with a facilitator and to
create a four panel comic on a single
sheet of paper In such a comic the
activity went two of the characters
would encounter a challenge perhaps to
do with one of their fears and using
their mutual strengths and skills they
overcame that obstacle

Figure

Filled in Character ID questionnaire

Both the character creation and the four panel comic activities proved to be really generative
for people providing a minimal amount of sca olding without being prescriptive The process
was very accessible and people enjoyed working in pairs imagining what their story would be
And again the stories were short enough that we could not only easily write them in one
session but could also bring them to life by reading them out loud
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Autobiography and ﬁction
Although the stories were rooted in imaginary characters we again witnessed a blurring
between ﬁctional and autobiographical storytelling Bunny told a story Figure

10 of a tree

whose fear was forgetting where he lived He called to his mother another tree for help she
pointed him to a yellow ﬂower and the tree and the ﬂower fell in love The two lived side by side
and the ﬂower ensured that the tree remembered where his home was
Knowing Bunny this story hinted at some of the concerns that we are aware she has herself
We re left to wonder if the story is about a tree or about Bunny What seemed to be depicted in
many of the stories in this session were inner stories that is people seemed to be writing
autobiographies without necessarily knowing or intending to

Figure

10 Bunny s four panel comic
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Group work, speeds, doubts
One shortcoming of this workshop was choosing to create characters as a group which in
retrospect seemed like collaboration for collaboration s sake What happened was that people
worked at di erent speeds some ﬁnished early and had nothing to do while others struggled
to keep up What I learned from this was that not every activity maps well to group
collaboration the character creation might have worked better as a quiet individual activity

Session 6
Group attunement
Session

began in a novel way Starting with a breathing and attunement activity facilitated

by my friend designer Ayako Maruyama intended to bring all of us onto the same wavelength
It acknowledged that people arrived to this space from di erent places with di erent moods
and attitudes and helped us to create a shared space to work together This activity was based
on the Short and Long Attunement practices described by artist educators Susan Jahoda and
Caroline Woolard and described in their Making and Being book 201

p 1

1

Conversations between two characters
By Session

a pattern and a generative routine was developing We were avoiding starting

with an empty page Again we began with a scribble creature but this time we built on that by
drawing the same creature again at a di erent age We again followed the image making with
text based storytelling by creating an imagined conversation between the creature past and
future selves
We asked that the conversation consist of one character giving advice to the other

and that

prompt had very di erent e ects on people For example Linda felt it to be too rigid saying
that As a psychologist mother and grandmother I would never give a ﬁve year old advice
Instead she chose to create a playful poem told by two characters
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almost a song with

alternating lines By contrast Bunny embraced the prompt but made it completely her own
creating a story infused with her own recurring themes seeing the future talking to a parent
falling in love in complicated ways and trees

Figure

Both Shirley and Mary

11 Linda s and Bunny s Conversations between two characters

sitting next to each other

wrote what were essentially monologues

with one character speaking most of the time However in parallel a dialogue emerged
between Shirley and Mary themselves about their respective
starkly similar

and what turned out to be

childhoods on a farm and careers as nurses in Rhode Island hospitals The

written conversations ended up mirroring their own life experiences as recounted to one
another and should perhaps best be viewed as a pair
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In future workshops I hope to provide di erent more ﬂexible modes of engagement this
session made it clear that some people prefer more structure while others like a more open
framework

Figure

12 Shirley s and Mary s Conversations between two characters

Houston, we’ve got a format?
In this session we continued our practice of presenting our work to one another and again
people took turns reading their dialogues out loud A format was emerging a convening or
attunement activity is followed by an easy warm up to get our hands and minds moving A
main activity involves hands on making and sca olds a story which incorporates both ﬁction
and autobiography images and text Finally we wrap up the session by sharing our work
making space to show o one s own e orts and acknowledge those of others
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Her Story Press
Session 7

12

In this chapter I want to talk about the seventh session of Her Story Press the ﬁnal meeting of
this project due to the Coronavirus pandemic This session is where we stopped but is also
one of the most successful sessions we had building on the understandings we developed
throughout the previous sessions
This was a Saturday in February 2020 and we arrived at Tockwotton see Chapter 3

Je

myself and Maria Jule our friend was there for the ﬁrst time For that day we had the theater
room reserved We all got to the theater room and they had some really nice round tables that
are very easy to move and arrange So we set them up put our trademark red tablecloths on
them and right from the start Jule put on her favorite genre of music contemporary swing
jazz and soon echoes of Duke Ellington ﬁlled the air Linda who I introduced in Chapter
was ﬁrst to arrive Straight away she was greeted by Maria ushering us into a movement
activity

Convening
One thing I ve noticed is that when we work across town at Federal Hill House Senior Center
we come in and people are already singing songs and cheering and it s like people are already
woken up and you add an invitation to do art and

the energy is already there By contrast at

Tockwotton we felt that to begin with some movement was great In Maria s words you want
people to be sticking their tongues out

in the sense that you want people to move and to

loosen up and be silly
So on this day that s what we proceeded to do saying stick your tongue out

pretend you re

changing a light bulb now pretend you re skiing down a mountain slope spinning some
yarn Gradually a group of residents gathered around one of the tables in the Tockwotton
cafe Many took a seat some stood but everyone was included or gently invited to join in this
movement exercise This activity had no distinct beginning or end
the next movement on the spot People said oh this is silly
out

we were coming up with

it s rude to stick your tongue

but then they did And even if some didn t it wasn t a big deal because already we were

moving on to the next gesture
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Drawing boring things
That was a nice activity and what was great was that we were using just one table so
gradually people ﬁlled up all the seats around that table and at a certain point we said OK
we re ready to start We then moved into our ﬁrst exercise which was called Drawing boring
things Everyone had a piece of paper and a Papermate Flair pen a go to for Lynda Barry We
went around in a circle and people would volunteer ideas draw a bicycle for example or
draw a pencil

or even draw a Band Aid In this activity even if they don t know how

participants have to try to draw whatever people come up with Each round goes by so quickly
just 10 or 1 seconds

that participants don t have time to worry even if they aren t sure

they don t have to remain in that state of doubt for long This activity is great because it
pushes people to make lots of drawings without feeling too much stress

Figure 1 Drawings by participants of Her Story Press Drawing boring things
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On this day we went around the table twice and a wonderful array of items emerged including
six carrots

a rocket

a butterﬂy

a witch

a palm tree

a nail

a button and a

shoelace Drawing these everyday objects each person began ﬁlling up their page After some
rounds when the page was full we stopped and passed the pages around the circle Everyone
had written their names on their pages so we could say for example Edwina I like how you
drew the glasses and so on o ering compliments or observations What I found most
impressive was the degree to which everyone had their own particular style We each drew a
corn cob but each person s corn cob was rendered in their own style from the quality of the
line to the amount of detail and the textures Every page was unique and it was fun for
participants to look at how others approached the task of drawing certain objects
We spoke later among the facilitators about how it was the simplest activity we
had ever done It was so straightforward pen paper and a word to draw for
10 15 seconds

so simple The instructions were just Rita give us a word

Bunny give us a word The directness and simplicity meant that anyone could
join in at any moment In retrospect it was a very nice quick simple welcoming
activity which we will certainly be returning to use again in the future
During this activity I was sitting next to Mary who had some doubts and questions She
shared I don t remember how to draw a sheep or a volcano But even though she had
doubts her pen was still moving Her drawing was tentative and a little unsure

she didn t feel

conﬁdent Nevertheless her line continued and she completed the drawing While her mind
may have been ﬁlled with doubts her hand continued moving O ering just a little
encouragement

rather than showing exactly how to draw each thing

helped move things

along and soon everyone had ﬁlled their pages with drawings
Looking back on these drawings I wonder what we could do with them Each has so much
potential they look like wallpaper Perhaps this is an idea to return to in future workshops

Photographs and stories
We then moved on to the main activity of the day Photo Stories In preparation we had
collected photographs from an anthology of women photographers We cut them out and
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spread the photocopies out on the table but face down Each person picked a photograph
from the pile and was given a form with blank spaces which they were encouraged to ﬁll out
This form guided participants in looking at and considering their photograph and prompted
them with a series of questions about it
I read Bunny s She had chosen a black and white portrait of a man and a woman perhaps in
their 30 s or early 0 s It was a closeup where only their faces were illuminated and
everything else was in the dark There was a pensive look on their faces and the woman was
looking down while the man was looking into the camera and resting his chin on his hand
Bunny upon considering the photograph named it A warning story
compose the following text based on the prompts

Figure

2 Bunny s Photo Story
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and proceeded to

The questions on the forms were taken from an exercise by Lynda Barry which is described in
the sidebar of the following page Here we adapted her exercise

these were not scenes from

peoples pasts but imaginary scenes although Rita did decide to draw upon a real memory
But by having a photograph to base their story on they were able to use their imagination to
travel to a place and to become a character in a scene
Participants really seemed to feel what it was to be that person just by describing the scene
they had composed It was ostensibly just answering a series of questions about a photograph
But remarkably although a photo can t show you
how the air smells Bunny wrote that the air
smelled like bacon Each participant was
describing an imaginary place they uniquely were
seeing and experiencing while considering their
photograph Their responses were much more
than just answers to a form

they were the

sca olding for a story to emerge
When considering the whole activity with people
each reading aloud the stories they had written
you realize how well these questions worked as a
framework for a story by providing a rhythm
Bunny wrote To the right a pink cord To the
left

It sounded almost as if people were reciting

poetry It reminds me of what a professor once
said to me if you tell art students in a sculpture
class let s make art they may feel a lot of
pressure thinking how good is my art going to
be or what does my art mean

So the professor

recommended calling it research

saying

instead go do some research on this topic This
helped the students to forget that they were
doing art and with the freedom that brought
helped them to actually do art Similarly here
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the prompt of looking at a photograph reduced the pressure to come up with a story or to
retrieve one s own memories
This activity was a miniature and much more successful version of the idea of a base
story of a female creator from the original Her Story Press proposal decentering reliance on
memory and providing sca olding to help tell stories

Figure

3 Rita s Photo Story

Fiction and autobiography
In fact Lynda Barry doesn t draw a distinction between ﬁction and autobiography

to her all

auto biography is subjective and incorporates a lot of ﬁction Bunny probably drew the image
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of a pink cord from somewhere possibly from her own experiences But what happened for
Rita on the other hand was distinct Rita picked up a picture of a skinny young woman in a
green swimsuit on a beach She said This is me How did you ﬁnd this picture of me This
really happened to me As she was describing this scene in the activity she was literally
drawing upon memories of a place she had actually been during her childhood She called her
story Beach in Rhode Island because it evoked a speciﬁc place she knew and wrote the story
incorporating details from her own memories This was like a memory stingray for her see
Chapter

except that here it was an artifact not someone else s life story that triggered

memories

Sound and storytelling
At this workshop we heard many interesting stories and each person had their own approach
to the prompts The key part of the process was for each person to read their story out loud
which was how we concluded the activity Doing so proved to be vital because that s when the
stories really came to life they became so much richer when they were read with expression
This was true of many sessions we had before such as in Session
read their stories out loud for example to narrate a

and

getting people to

panel comic has always been a

rewarding activity elevating and animating the stories In our sessions we often dealt with
images and words but noticing how much richer and more alive stories were when read aloud
I m now curious to further explore how sound can be an essential part of making stories
perhaps through audio plays or other sound based narratives

Collaboration
While reading their stories aloud people also began helping each other hold the photographs
For example Rita began telling her story and Maria one of our facilitators held Rita s photo for
the listeners to see Then as Maria began telling her story Rita in turn held Maria s photo This
continued naturally with each pair as we went around the table

demonstrating a kind of

mutual aid where we as di erently aged creators were helping each other and being helped
those roles alternating with each story
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One other thing we do together
Laughter

of which Session

and we facilitators work hard to allow for

saw a lot of

is have fun

became an essential part of our workshops both

signalling the mood in the room and serving as a means of appreciating what each person has
done

Figure 4 Maria our facilitator and Rita collaborating
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Figure

5 Linda and Jule comparing their drawn boring things

Keep talking and stories will come
Finally after having spent time with each photograph and having created entire imagined
worlds around each one it was time to come back full circle and to read the original caption
for each of the pictures as printed in the book they came from This was an opportunity to
learn more about the female photographer who took each photograph the context and
concept of the picture and to think beyond what we had imagined it to be It was also a
generative moment For example we learned that Bunny s photo was taken before World War II
and although there was no information about the woman in the photo we learned that the
man pictured had years later ﬂed Germany in the 1 30s So although it was quite an ominous
photo in that respect we learned that it was taken somewhere in East Germany and as Jule
was born near Leipzig the photo prompted her to recount memories of growing up And this in
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turn prompted Bunny to tell how she had hosted professors from Germany years ago and had
later visited them in Germany As Jule was visiting for the ﬁrst time she was able to introduce
herself at this time and that in turn invited other people to introduce themselves as well Our
workshops are based around both art making and storytelling and this was an excellent
example of how hearing someone telling a story often leads to new stories from other people
reading the captions initiated a round of memory stingrays

Wrap-up
To close the session we did an activity where we took some deep breaths and appreciated and
recapped the things we had done during that session

remembering how we had started with

a movement activity then ﬁlled a page with drawings of boring things and then ﬁnally brought
a photograph to life with a story And that s the story of our ﬁnal workshop
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Goodbye
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Figure

1 Lowell with his Upset Stomach collage during a Tockwotton Makes workshop

This work began with the New Old attitude

a positive view of aging grounded in fullness

and the idea of old age as years full of life From there Tockwotton Makes followed as an
attempt to explore what it means to bring life into the space of a community of older adults
This involved meeting new people mixing of ages learning and trying new things taking risks
going on adventures and ﬁnding surprises and strange new experiences It involved making
and creating things and even being a producer or a creator or a maker It included having fun
laughing and being in touch with and present in the world The work drew on all of these
themes and led from the question How do we make our workshops be all about life and
about celebrating life

Gradually we became very comfortable with this set of themes and

goals and the sessions really began to work people showed up the time we spent together
was exciting and fulﬁlling

1 2

Encountering the work of Karen Young and Anne Basting I saw that they worked longer term
with such rigor taking on challenging projects with broader audiences than our one o
workshops Inspired by their and others work and aware of how we were working with a
community of powerful storytellers already I started thinking about how to attempt a bigger
project ourselves at Tockwotton I felt that we could surely engage the broader Providence
public in such a project and that as a public project it might serve as a message to an
audience outside of Tockwotton about the powerful anti ageist ideas we were exploring That
this group of older women could be running a publishing house in an assisted living
community was a very exciting idea for me and I felt that their work would be inspiring and
persuasive to the public

Figure

2 Participants in the Draw It With Your Eyes Closed Tockwotton Makes workshop
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Anne Basting has written criticizing the common desire in residential care communities to
avoid longer term projects because community members may pass away over the course of
the project Basting 201

p

Such communities may gravitate towards 30 minute

repeatable activities with this framework in mind By contrast starting a long term project
with someone means that you want and need them to be there You are believing that they will
be there to ﬁnish the project and that the project can grow over time and so can its creators
Longer term projects with older adults suggests that growth can happen that late in life and
that there is time for growth This idea can be rejuvenative for older adults So for me the idea
of doing a longer term project was a response to the usual short term types of programming
and everything they represent at a place like Tockwotton

Figure

3 Lenore and Rita collaborating during the Draw As You Move Tockwotton Makes workshop

The other ideas that grounded Her Story Press were also important to me such as
collaboration involving active two way relationships where we are all editors and we are all
authors To take on meaningful projects with a purpose

telling stories of women s lives or the

story of a particular inventor would also enliven the work
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And a big change was to begin to include storytelling in our work The women we work with
have such rich life stories and are such fun narrators of their lives I was enamored with the
idea of women telling their own stories Through self publishing to have control over all
aspects of the production as older women would be very empowering
I had imagined and proposed a lot of characteristics and tenets and had ﬁgured out the
structure of the Her Story Press project in my mind without having done any testing or asking
for any feedback But as soon as I presented the idea on day one I began to hear input that
immediately began to reshape the project The project was received with enthusiasm but as
community members learned more about the structure I had planned out they had questions
Because I had over thought and over planned the project they couldn t see any space
available for them to bring parts of themselves or their own ideas into the project On day one
it appeared to them to be a closed project
Bunny s request about your book

an understanding perfectly encapsulated by

see Chapter

Instead of discussing ideas with people I

had laid out a framework for the project that proved to be too rigid
By the end of Session 2 I had begun to understand that rather than being part of some
overarching narrative structure we could approach this work through a series of stand alone
workshops of making and storytelling which could later be compiled into a larger document
And the project began to change in many other ways In Session 3 we began with making
rather than storytelling We asked people to propose or nominate topics which we could create
stories around
By Session

I had begun to incorporate ideas from Lynda Barry and others hybridizing

drawing and storytelling and moving into more autobiographical storytelling techniques The
early sessions began to seem like they were simply preparation for what had grown into a more
direct making and storytelling approach based on drawing exercises which help participants to
get past the fear and insecurities of whether they could draw well or whether they could
remember their own biographies These in the moment microstory techniques incorporated
such lively prompts as draw yourself as a caveman or draw yourself as a fruit and resulted
in unique and rich stories from each person
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By the time we had to stop running Her Story Press workshops we had begun the hard work to
explore caring and simple ways to engage the memories identities and imaginations of
residents in the work of co creating joyful and expressive narrative art making activities

1

Figure

4 Participants making topic pennants during Session 3 of Her Story Press
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1

Learnings and and and
and redeﬁnitions
1

Memory and Imagination
One of my biggest learnings is about memory and imagination We learned that our
whole approach of centering the work on a female creator didn t exactly work out
Although there were people who were able to nominate di erent storytelling topics and
share stories from throughout their lives there was another half of the group who were
sitting silently Even though some of them would participate with some nudging and
questioning and would remember some things it felt very unfair that we had this room
that was half active and half inactive We began to see that it was an extra bonus if
stories beget stories But to have it as a working principle of our work our project was
unfair Memory came to the forefront and we began to think about how we were going
to work with memory loss How could we encourage storytelling despite this set of
issues
Our understanding of memory and imagination interplay changed over time In the
beginning it was external

memory here imagination there someone remembering a

story while another worked on illustrations We also felt instinctually that memory and
imagination were both needed

I remember my partner Je suggesting we talk about

life stories but also make up whimsical roles or positions within the publishing house
for ourselves Later as we built on work by Lynda Barry the interplay became internal
memory contains imagination and imagination contains memory Asking a person to
draw a house and its inhabitants is as much an exercise in memory as it is in
imagination Nothing comes from emptiness Nothing is new If you draw a house you
draw upon your life experiences Thus you are sharing a memory

1 0

Figure

1 Rita during Session 2 of Her Story Press
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Figure

1 2

2 Bunny P s Photo Story

Meaningful work
Another key learning and redeﬁnition was ﬁguring out what constitutes meaningful
work It could be about centering the programming around the telling of stories from
our participants lives or about doing something that one feels has a purpose or about
being useful in one way or another in society But more speciﬁcally we began to better
understand that meaningful work can be about having an encounter where people are
enjoying themselves This was something that we knew before but perhaps forgot
about it while realizing our ambitious project So we resolved to maximize the
enjoyability of our workshops We got comfortable with the idea of for example
drawing a silly self portrait as a vegetable or with singing or doing a show and tell
And we recognized that it s all about the quality of an encounter

about being in the

moment and feeling good

A term my Advisor Paul Sproll used in one of our workshops debrief meetings
1 3

Long term
Redeﬁning what long term means in the context of an assisted living community was
another important learning During the visioning and planning stages of Her Story
Press I was intrigued by the idea of people working on a single project for

months

continuously growing and evolving it To my mind this long term approach would be in
marked and much desired contrast to the kind of programming Tockwotton s older
adults were used to such as 30 minute Bingo sessions A long term group
engagement in a project was a chance for participants to build skills to establish or
strengthen relationships and to improve the quality and depth of our collective output
In time though I began to question

for whom exactly is the idea of long term

meaningful Or even perceptible The concept process timeframe of a long term
project can only be experienced and appreciated by someone who has access to
memory

that is by someone who can remember a journey from A to B and everything

around and beyond it I came to understand that for many older adults in our
workshops it did not matter whether our project lasted for

months or for 30 minutes

What mattered was what we did during those 30 minutes and what was the quality of
our encounter This was when I started thinking about long term as the work of us
the facilitators

as non old people with access to memory and with the responsibility

of designing and leading these workshops
It was on us to spend the time getting to know people forming friendships noticing
how people are how they show up learning what each person likes needs wants and
then iteratively adapting our program to maximize enjoyment for older adults with
wide ranging abilities interests and preferences
I learned that this type of long term work is inevitably and necessarily a slow process
For our group of facilitators forming relationships and building trust with older adults at
Tockwotton alone took 2 years of weekly art workshops When with Her Story Press
storytelling was added to the program we soon realized that there too we had to move
slowly We would help our older adult participants tell stories of their long and
fascinating lives But we collectively had to start by loosening up and learning the
basics

we had to start with 2 minute self portraits with exploring how much an image
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could tell a story and with ﬁguring out what was the minimum that a story needed to
exist In sum we had to spend time being and doing things together
From where I am at the end of this work the idea of long term seems more useful and
generative with regard to long term relationships rather than long term projects
Spending time with Tockwotton s residents allowed us to develop relationships with
them which in turn enabled us to craft artmaking experiences in which older adults
could participate with joy as their full selves
I ve learned that the beauty of long term engagement often comes through in the
in the moment richness of workshops rather than in keeping records of long term
projects and insisting on participants remembering the breadth and span of a project
over time Through the long term relationships our facilitator team had with this
community

through 0 workshops we ran there

people with and without memory

loss came to trust us and felt that they knew us People showed up they engaged
enjoyed themselves and smiled in the process changing the meaning of long term
for us

Figure

3 Je

our facilitator and Bunny spending time meaningfully
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Figure

4 Linda and Aisha s collaboration a four panel comic
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Collaboration: space for agency, attentiveness
In the course of our work collaboration too got redeﬁned in my mind I had imagined
that this was going to be a collective e ort But collaboration is hard When in Session 1
after my long introductory presentation Bunnie asked for permission to participate in
my book it was a big indicator to me about whose project it really was and that we
were very far away from co creation From then on we started thinking hard about
what we should do to create space for agency and ownership and authorship We began
to understand that leaving space is just as important as creating an overall plan
One of the ways we started creating this space for agency was something that we
started calling terrariums Terrariums are a kind of self su cient self contained
activity which may last only ﬁfteen minutes In one for example we set out a task for
ﬁfteen minutes we would just draw boring things

See Chapter

Within such an

activity with simple instructions such as these there is so much space for imagination
We embraced that and people really took control and ownership
Another thing that I discovered about cooperation is how it can look when the people in
your group are in their nineties It can look very di erent from what we re used to within
the context of our classroom at Rhode Island School of Design for example You really
have to be careful and notice instances of collaboration For example Bunnie o ering
me her your book feedback

is a form of collaboration If I am there to notice and hear

that feedback I will notice that collaboration is actually happening She s giving me
ideas She s telling me what to do She s collaborating
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What s next and what s the use?
This work was about fumbling around and exploring and creating workshops grounded
in the ideas of New Old a positive view of aging In the coming months I hope to
develop and reﬁne a more concrete set of ideas for a New Old pedagogy through my
work both at Tockwotton and Federal Hill House I hope to build on and develop these
ideas through further prototyping and collaboration once the COVID 1 pandemic is
over
In thinking about some of the new ways to think about old age especially for
artists educators I see old age as an area of such possibility and excitement You can
do really innovative art making with a community and you can also do art education in
a community setting Artists are needed within the spaces for older adults because we
can ask brave

and strange

questions and really reimagine how these spaces work

For me in my own new ways of thinking about old age I m so grateful for the
opportunity to spend time with these people who are full of life who are full of richness
and diversity and fullness I have been learning so much and for my growth as an
educator I feel that this has been such a gift
These 2 years have been the most humbling experiences of my life as an artist
designer educator and human and as an able bodied 33 year old with no memory loss
I came to this space with so many assumptions and theories and imaginings and over
and over they were shattered or altered I never stopped learning thanks to the
generous feedback of my workshop participants In my approach as an educator I
learned about my own propensity for overplanning and rigidity in program design And
as I did I moved towards Priya Parker s simple caring structures creating open
structures and leaving plenty of space for co creation
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A lot of my work was grounded in principles of disability justice most notably the tenet
of meeting people where they are If in the beginning of my practice I thought this
involved only the abilities or disabilities of older adults I later learned that meeting
people where they are includes myself as well From working with older adults I learned
that we all have our di culties

be it memory loss or my own fear of writing

but by

adapting the format of an activity we can make sure that we all can participate

Figure

5 Aisha and Bunny during Notan collages Tockwotton Makes workshop
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Interview with Karen Young:
“Why not go out boldly?”
November

201

Aisha 00 00 0 Karen can you tell us a little bit about yourself and your journey so far What
are you thinking and doing right now
Karen Young 00 00 21 Yeah sure Well as I said my name is Karen Young I call myself a
social practice artist or cultural organizer in Boston My primary art is the Japanese drums
called Taiko I ve been playing for about 2 years now
00 00
I ﬁrst was interested in it when I saw a Taiko group come to my college in California
There was a group called Shasta Taiko and I m Chinese and Japanese American I am third
generation And it was the ﬁrst time I had really seen Asians that look like me
Japanese Americans that look like me be so bold and vibrant on stage but also talk about the
history of the Japanese internment and what the incarceration did to the Japanese American
community And that forever changed my sense of who I am and what I could do I was really
raised as a woman as well as a girl to really be quiet and stand behind the scenes and not
make too many waves and being exposed at the age of 22 to an arts activist s viewpoint
using culture and drums to really speak up and speak out about yourself and your history
made a big di erence to me
00 01 1 So I ve been in Boston now for 2 years I helped start the ﬁrst Taiko group here in
the Boston area called Odaiko New England The woman Elaine Fong who founded it was
wanting to start a group in the mid 0s I played with them for 1 years and at the same time
the North American Taiko community was really developing I went to some of the ﬁrst
conferences and really stayed engaged with the idea that we could really stay connected and
we can be a community as Taiko artists that were practicing this art
00 02 32 And then when I turned 0 it s always a good time to look at what you re doing in
your life For work I was an organizer I was youth organizer I had founded an organization
called Youth on Board which really looked at how we could empower and provide structures
for young people to speak up and speak out on issues that concern them This was for young
people teens And when I turned 0 I realized I really wanted to focus on my art
00 03 0 So how could I combine what I knew and loved and how I grew as a Taiko artist with
these ideas that I had been working on around empowerment, organizing, voice, advocacy
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etc And so I started a new group called The Genki Spark genki means happy healthy full
of life and energetic which is a Pan Asian multigenerational women s group that was using
not only Taiko, but personal stories and creativity to build community and develop
leadership and advocate respect for all. So I spent close to 10 years now developing that
ensemble and that group that is well known all over the Taiko community right now But it
really made me think a little bit about what s next and what else particularly the 201
presidential election when that happened
00 0 10 Myself you know as an artist really I was concerned about what I could do I have to
actually say at that point I didn t call myself an artist I was a Taiko player And so I applied for
the Boston Artists in Residence program And that program sponsored by the Mayor s O ce
of Arts and Culture was about civic engagement and social practice And those words weren t
really familiar to me you know Now looking back it s like of course civic engagement is
everything that I was doing but I didn t have that language I organized the Japanese Cherry
Blossom Festival I organized my group to speak out and speak up in di erent settings But I
didn t really understand cultural organizing and I didn t really understand arts activism so
applying for Boston AIR was such an important process for me
00 0 10 The ﬁrst time I didn t make it through but the second time I reapplied and this time
it was through a lens of racial equity and resilience And so the city was looking not only for
artists to engage in community but speciﬁcally to look at racial equity resilience and public
policy
00 0 32 And to me I was like yes this is all what I want to do This is exactly what I want to
do because there s something about you know when you take a 1 inch stick and you hit a
drum there s something that happens that activates in your body and your mind when you
decide you are going to strike that drum And there is a way that you have to talk about power
You have to talk about voice You have to talk about what that vibration what that power what
that sound does to you as an individual and what does it mean to be intentional
00 0 10 So I decided that I wanted to work with elders and I purposely decided I wanted to
be based in not the Asian community where I d been working but in the black and brown
community, because Boston is so segregated in many ways Running the Cherry Blossom
Festival for years I could see that there were barely any black or brown faces there
00 0 3 So what can I do as an artist to really try to bridge and build connections, and
begin conversations, and build relationships So I started Older and Bolder which is a
project that I ve been running now for 2 years which is to really activate elder voice in the
city of Boston And I knew that I was going to use the drum somehow that I was going to
work with elders primarily black and brown And I wanted to talk about issues around power
and voice
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00 0 03 And so that was 2 years ago now It ended up being an incredible project One of the
ﬁrst things I did was develop these big bold T shirts that say Older and Bolder with a big
superhero like shout burst on their front with neon colors orange yellow green pink
contrasting with magenta fuscia and neon blue That was very intentional and Older and
Bolder was a phrasing that I actually had learned from other elder liberation projects And
to me that said everything about what I was trying to do which was to look at issues of age
and again intentionally ﬂip it upside down not older and relaxing, or older and slower,
but more older and bolder What did that actually mean
00 0 1 And I taught them Taiko And that led to having conversations about like I said voice
and what it felt like to drum And I used photography and video also quite a bit in my work
because this was all about elevating their voice.
00 0 3 And after a couple of months of working with them it was very clear that one of
the issues that they were concerned most about and I have to say this was a partnership with
the Boston Center for Youth and Families BCYF senior center in Grove Hall That s where my
home was Boston AIR placed us in partnership with BCYF centers And so one of the main
concerns that they were working on when speaking with them and building relationships
was that there was a crosswalk right outside the senior center And that crosswalk serviced
not only the senior center but the Dearborn Middle School and the Burke High School and
Public Library And this tra c wouldn t stop People would speed through that area So BCYF
Age Strong commission and other groups were interested in ﬁguring out what we could do to
slow that area down and how could we get the attention of City Hall
00 0
So we had a rally laughing We had drums There were di erent partnerships
There s another group called Project Right they are an organizing group in Grove Hall Walk
Boston Livable Streets all were part of this project and they made signs We marched up and
down the streets We came up with a chant and we took some great footage that we turned
into a 3 minute video to talk about what was happening in Boston And it turned out that at
that point the pedestrian fatalities that happened in Boston 3 of them involved elders over
0 And a lot of that had to do with when they get hit their injuries are much more severe or
they take longer to recover And so it became an issue of elders and street safety
00 10
And City Hall responded We had a community meeting they modiﬁed the
crosswalk they put an island there and some FlexPosts ﬂexible sign posts to make it more
visible It s still not working quite right but we ve managed to ask them to come back and
re evaluate the situation And so there are conversations about putting a blinker some other
things to actually slow down tra c and calm the tra c so that it can t just speed through
00 11 2

So that s a lot But that s what I m doing now

Aisha 00 11 2 Karen can you talk about what is Older and Bolder with whom where how
does it happen For whom About who And maybe describe a typical session also
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Karen Young 00 12 03 Older and Bolder is a program that I developed for my Boston AIR
project in partnership with the Boston Center for Youth and Families BCYF senior center
Every Tuesday I spend my day there This is a drop in senior center that services anyone over
the age of I think
Which to me seems pretty young because most of the elders there are I
would say 0 0 0 and 0 There are a good handful of elders in their early 0s as well And
it s really to serve the community it s a city funded program And it s only one of a handful of
public senior centers in Boston There are other centers that have senior programs but this is
one that s exclusively for elders And they have all day programing from 10am to pm It s
drop in Monday through Friday and everything is free They have over 00 members And at
any given day you can have anywhere from 12 to 0 people there Most of the activities
happen in one room I can t wait for you to see it So the kinds of program that they have
everything from chair yoga to movie to bingo Spanish class quilting line dancing They have
a lot of educational programs too
00 13 2 Because it s a city program because it s based in the heart of the black community
it s a place where people really come and bring food bring taxi coupons There are a lot of
services there that people can get information about and have access to
00 1 20 The 2 sta members that run it there really care a lot and really understand what it
means to really engage and make a space for seniors to be happy to learn new things to work
at a pace that works for them One of the ﬁrst things that I had suggested when I was
assigned to be a Boston AIR artist there was maybe we should do something
multigenerational And I remember the center director saying at ﬁrst that well they really
like having their space They love young people and they like that it is their space And they
know it is their space And the main culture the tone that you see there is one of caring and
watching out for each other So whether it s making sure Miss Eileen has her seat or that Miss
Eleanor has her seat or so and so has their co ee or their lunch It s all around making sure
everyone is taken care of which is super cool
00 1
So when I showed up there to run this program and I didn t call it Older and Bolder
at ﬁrst because you know I really just wanted to see what the center was all about and who
was there and what they thought And so I spent a couple of weeks just observing and being
part of things But it s hard to just observe They include you the whole time So next thing you
know someone is giving me a crochet hook and some yarn and then I am line dancing So I
went in and introduced myself and said I am here from Boston AIR and I m an artist and I ve
been assigned here for the next year and I don t know what this is going to look like yet but I
have an entire year to look at issues around racial equity resilience and city policy and I m also
a community based artist so I m going to be spending a lot of time getting to know you
00 1
I didn t say that right away like that but I brought the drum in and I played a little bit
and I started out by o ering some classes And so every Tuesday afternoon that s where I am
teaching Taiko drumming It s really great But I realized it wasn t the only way I wanted to
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engage the elders because not everyone felt comfortable with the Taiko So I had another
2 hour session just called Older and Bolder and that was our discussion area the place
where the discussions would happen where we would bring in other artists, where we
would talk about what deﬁnes your generation, what is ageism. We would talk about
issues of race, also gender. And because of my emphasis of wanting to really introduce and
make a space for black and Asian conversations I hosted other events that involved my other
Taiko group the Genki Spark I brought them in I brought in an elder group from California
Heiwa Taiko They are grandma only Taiko group And so they came in and performed and
played at the Cherry Blossom Festival So that really got the elders excited to learn more Taiko
00 1 0 And so the group this last year has really morphed into a place for looking at
issues that they care about, building relationships with each other, using art to further
those conversations. One of the things that they were deeply concerned about is the fact
that their parking lot across the street might be turned into a park and they were really
worried about what would happen to their parking so many of them use their own cars So
they we started using poetry to express concerns about the parking about the street and
that turned into a spoken word piece
00 1 02 And then the Boston Foundation has given us a grant to develop an Older and Bolder
anthem So this is a performance piece that actually involves some spoken word some
chanting some Taiko and some singing That was our big project this year And my whole goal
is to be able to develop artistic pieces that could actually be performed in di erent places in
the city to again provide them a platform for their voice Early on one of them came up with
this really funny phrase that is still very alive today One of the elders after performing at the
Cherry Blossom Festival got back on the bus and she s like All right ladies we re going to
Hollywood we re going to Hollywood we re going to Hollywood next And so that has become
like their mantra before they get on stage or like Hey where are we going ladies and they
say To Hollywood They want to be on the Ellen Show So ultimately I would love to see that
happen It might take me a few years but I m going to try
00 20 2 And the result has just been so exciting because with the phrase Older and Bolder
it doesn t specify elders So they ve brought their families to these events their
grandchildren their little ones wearing an Older and Bolder T shirt that comes down to their
knees saying I m Older and Bolder because I m 11 and I was before you know and that s
really great
00 20 2 And the work has really evolved to look at issues of How do we as a society really
embrace aging instead of it being this terrible thing that we are going to lose our functioning
and we re not going to be able to do this and that how do we actually really embrace and
destigmatize aging So there s a lot to this project
Aisha 00 21 2 So we talked about the name and you mentioned that you borrowed it from an
elder liberation project And this idea of things you borrow and take and learn What are some
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of the things that you re learning from older adults or just from this project and the
interactions it is enabling
Karen Young 00 21
So many things I didn t expect One was to have so much fun because
my grandmother she passed away several years ago now but I just felt like places for elders
were really discouraging And the thing that s been great about this project and about the
center is they are so eager to appreciate life and who they are right now This project expanded
and the City the Age Strong commission asked me to put together a week program that I
could do in di erent parts of Boston So that project is called Say Your Age the Say Your Age
campaign And that was really about not being afraid to say your age out loud And I
understand culturally there are a lot of folks that are told not to say your age and never ask a
lady her age it s impolite And so I m pushing people to say your age proudly And I remember
Evelyn she is 1 and very clear saying that she is 1 and a half because she wants everyone
to know she is going to be 2 She talks very eloquently about you know you can t focus on
what you can t do if you focus on what you can t do and how your legs are not working now or
you can t do this you can t do that you re mentally going to just spiral down and you have to
focus on what you can do and what you love to do And so that has always stuck with me
00 23 33 Older and Bolder always starts out every meeting with a cheer When I say older you
say bolder older bolder older bolder and it gets people really excited And we re all rallying
around being older and bolder But then it goes next into What is great about being an elder or
what is great about being older and bolder today And so the whole ﬁrst 1 minutes of the
meeting 20 minutes of the meeting are about how exciting life is
00 23

laughing

00 23
I did not expect that every day I went in there I would come out feeling so excited
about life from working with elders you know And so it s everything from I m so grateful
and they use God a lot that he is giving me a chance to wake up this morning It s very much
like church I feel that church feeling But it s also that I can get dressed and come here and
that I can make new friends and I can be here with other people and learn something new
And that s a very basic human enthusiasm that I feel we lose when we re ground down by work
and society and our daily life And that s so exciting I did not expect that And I always joke
that I m the baby elder in the group because I m 2 this year And most of the women are 0
0 early 0s They always are amused when I talk about my issues
00 2 1

laughing

00 2 1 So borrow their attitude take their sense of inspiration and use it to propel me
forward You know I ve had other artists come in and be part of the project and they leave
always so enthusiastic And I think there s something that we need to learn as youngers that
we shouldn t be afraid of what s ahead because the scary part is the isolation Right The
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scary part is being left And so the more we can create these spaces for community where we
can gather together the better
00 2 10 I think one of the other things that I learned very quickly was that this actually
comes from a disabilities advocate a liberation speaker she was saying You need to stop
trying to make us ﬁt into your world You need to accept us to be how we are and stop focusing
on us being able to move this way or act this way or ﬁt this way and instead really celebrate
who we are right now in this moment And I think that s really true with working with this
group and that s what we are really trying to push forward We have folks battling cancer we
have dialysis we have mobility issues we ve got families handling homicide there s all kinds
of issues with this particular group that s faced so much and is so resilient in so many ways
And so we have every right to be proud to be alive right this moment And in community with
each other
Aisha 00 2 3 When I was watching the Older and Bolder Taiko drumming video it s such a
physical thing It s a whole body experience Could you talk about that and also working with
di erent bodies and di erent abilities and disabilities And this idea of working with overall
Karen Young 00 2
Well as an American these are questions I ask a lot of myself
practicing a Japanese art form how am I using this instrument You know my grandfather is
from Japan He was Japanese and Chinese during World War II in California He had to hide
that he was Japanese because of the establishment of the camps He and my grandmother
and their two my father and my uncle were supposed to be interned incarcerated And so my
grandfather in order to survive hid that hid his identity and moved to another town and hid in
Chinatown in Portland Oregon from San Francisco And opened up a mah jong parlor and sold
lottery tickets in order to survive and make a space for his family to not be sent to the camps
And so I grew up with the narrative that my grandfather was Japanese but that it was a big
secret And I never understood the larger context of that story until I started working on the
Tule Lake Pilgrimage and Tule Lake was one of the 10 camps where Japanese and
Japanese Americans were sent during World War II So if you were one sixteenth Japanese
you were required to go to the camp And you didn t go to camp for just a couple months you
went to camp for years So you lost your businesses and homes and farms and all those
kinds of things And so when I started working on that project and started understanding what
was at stake I understood the sacriﬁce that my grandfather made And so as I was being
introduced to Taiko I got to explore that story of mine And through that story I also got
reconnected to my relatives Roy and PJ who actually started the third Taiko group in North
America called Santa Jose Taiko They were activists civil rights activists peace activists in
the early 0s and also fought for Asian American studies they were part of the Buddhist
youth movement And so to them this was really a reclamation of identity and culture And
having seen their families go through the camp experience this was about using the art and
claiming it as their own But they were also American So they were listening to Motown and
they were using a tambourine at times And they were really experimenting with who they
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were both as Japanese and American So a lot of my models of this art form are based in what
I ve seen in North America particularly around Asian American activism
00 31 0 And that has sometimes felt di erent interesting and in conﬂict with Japanese
Taiko So already you have this di erence Taiko in Japan as an art form Taiko in North
America as an art form And then now you re jumping to what I m actually doing with the
drum And given that I ve played for so long and that my relatives started the ﬁrst groups I feel
an obligation to teach in a way that really communicates what I know that it s not just a
drum you hit with a stick that it comes with this incredible history of culture and of
community in both the United States and in Japan And in Japan Taiko was used culturally in
many ways Like percussion and drums in many cultures it was used for spiritual reasons to
communicate to the gods it was used during farming times to help plant rice and keep the
beat while you re harvesting it was used in kabuki theater as background instruments to
communicate what was happening on stage Taiko simply means drum But what we re playing
now is called wadaiko or kumi daiko which is an ensemble format where you are actually
upfront with choreography and that is a fairly new art In the 0s and the 0s is when it
started to develop both in Japan as well as in North America And the story goes that there
was a man named Daihachi Oguchi and he had a jazz background so he wanted to play
around and see OK instead of just hitting this rhythm over and over and over and over and
over and over and over again for the dancers what happens if we play around with higher
pitches and di erent kinds of drums and we jazz it up a little bit And apparently they were
also trying to impress girls So they added some fancy choreography which you didn t see
before then because it was a background instrument There s been all kinds of organic
transformation of the art in the last bit of time Primarily when we see Taiko it s a stage
performance here outside Japan In Japan it s in schools and community centers there is
senior Taiko there There are a lot of di erent ways that Taiko has been infused into the culture
00 3 13 So for me the essence of Taiko really is about that spirit and that energy and that
power And I think I always feel like there s a lot of heart and love in this art form And so it
being used in this context really mobilize elders
Aisha 00 3
You can see it in the video You were breezing with people you were making
sounds you were teaching people to make sounds in the right way or some way There were a
lot of things happening Taiko appears to be inherently multidimensional multicomponent
Karen Young 00 3 13 Yeah You asked me to talk about mobility There is rhythm There is
your body there is the shouting the kiai there is spirit there is connection because you have
to listen to each other I have my own particular element of positivity and there were a lot of
things initially that I had to modify for movement You asked about working with elders in
my other groups we sit in a circle and we start by bowing to each other here we do that
standing Some of the movements I ve had to modify But the practice there s an element of
community in how you practice the art form you all put the drums away you all set up
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together you all start by greeting each other together you end practice together you put
things away together And so I feel like that s all part of the art as well
00 3 30 And with this age group and it being a drop in center that s one of the hardest
things because I m used to working with a group that is advancing bit by bit sometimes
someone is there and sometimes they are not Sometimes they ve all forgotten what I taught
them last week Sometimes they re getting a cup of co ee when you re trying to explain
something So there s a bit of what I call dojo etiquette that I try to communicate that I think
sometimes gets a little bit lost But I bring them back And there s a good chance that we re
attending the East Coast Taiko conference in February which is going to be in Connecticut so I
said All right ladies you want to go to Hollywood but we re going to start with Connecticut
And they are so excited about it So I have a lot to teach them before we get there because
there s a lot they need to know about being culturally sensitive and understanding the art
form
Aisha 00 3 0 You already mentioned but I would like to maybe focus on some of the
essential components of Older and Bolder practice doing something as a collective
groupwork gathering in one space and then also performing part of it
Karen Young 00 3 21 Let s see We performed at the Brookline Cherry Blossom Festival we
performed at Dorchester National Night Out which is this big public safety event that
happens all over the country They performed at the Arts Equity Summit that was so exciting
for them to be part of to be part of a larger conversation about equity in the arts in Boston
And of course they were so completely loved And the thing is with these neon shirts and
with so many of them Part of it is also that they have big poster size picket signs that say
things like Senior Strong and Love is the answer and Listen to seniors and just positive
signs And so people who can t drum are involved in art through other ways And that was
something that concerned me early You asked about mobility not everybody can play the
drum or has interest in playing the drum and I was like How can I still create a piece and a
practice that involves everybody So they love being on stage all wearing these neon colors
that say Older and Bolder T shirts and baseball caps and carrying signs that say Love is the
answer They come up on stage marching on stage and the drum carries things And now
they are using singing and voice and chanting
00 0 03 So part of what s developed over this last year is our practices The Arts Equity
Summit was a place that you can imagine there are a lot of artists of color a lot of young
people and for them to see these elders get up there and play these drums and be bold They
couldn t help it everybody was cheering on their feet giving them a standing ovation And it s
exciting it s so exciting So the idea that we re intentionally taking up this space through color
through the design of the performance piece that is inclusive through there is a part of
audience engagement where we get them to also kiai with us So the audience is actually in
it After Older and Bolder performed at the Arts Equity Summit I had audience members come
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up and try the drum as well And it s just super exciting and incredibly energetic It energizes
the space So all of that is intentional
00 1 2 One of the other things I did right away was that I found ways to create colorful
postcards with their images with quotes about how they view being older I did some
banner making and poster making sessions where we thought through what s good about
being that age but also what deﬁnes them and their generation We did reﬂective writing So a
lot of this work has been about sharing narratives looking at similarities around experiences
and really having a sense of themselves as elders And that s what I wanted I know through my
organizing practice that the ﬁrst thing you do is look at who is your community What
community are we talking about here How do we make space for there not to just be one kind
of elder but we acknowledge that there are all kinds of ways to be
and your way to be
is
di erent than someone else s
And that s all okay One of the ﬁrst things we had to do was
explore people s feelings and thoughts about the words elder senior old aging And people
have all kinds of experiences and thoughts and feelings about what those words mean And
so I think one of my practices right away is how do you not ﬂatten the experience We are
organizing as elders how do we actually tease out and pull apart what that means for each
person which will be di erent And there will be some similarities and there will be beautiful
di erences And you know whenever you are organizing or building a group you are wanting
to not ﬂatten identities but actually broaden them so that people have a bigger fuller picture
of this constituency this community So that s done through video and through messaging
and through these bright postcards and through them having their own sign that they get to
make and which is going to say something di erent than someone else s sign
Aisha 00
01 This whole idea of how not to ﬂatten the experience This is something that I
see happening in the assisted living where you have such a broad age range and abilities
range and somehow many times it happens that activities are dumbed down And this idea
of instead of accommodating to exactly what you were saying what we have how we are
instead of working around how we are in the world it s kind of Oh no They try to include but
that just means having very simpliﬁed boring activities So how do you work around di erent
identities di erent bodies di erent abilities and also di erent interests because art or Taiko
drumming are not for everyone
Karen Young 00
11 I mean I ll say with Taiko it is di cult because it s rhythm right So
sometimes we play something and I am like That s terrible And they all know it There was
one particular performance that we did we took a video and I said Okay part of being a
performing artist And I really have an expectation that they want to get better that they want
to be good when they are on stage But I don t want to do this in an oppressive way I mean of
course we want to do the best thing best that we can But that can also be really hard on
people like Okay you re not good enough and you re not good enough and that really is
terrible So I m always trying to encourage people s best And so we were videotaping this one
particular performance where we were debuting this piece and parts of it were terrible but
parts of it were mostly amazing And I d maybe take that back terrible But when we looked at
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the video together they were like Oh that was terrible we can do much better And really we
put together a vision for a really interesting complicated creative piece it is an minute
piece that ﬂows from spoken word with main speakers that actually operates like a ﬂash
mob So they all come up and say their piece of the poem but then there is audience members
that respond back And it s so cool It has worked a little bit when we ﬁrst tried it But when we
get enough of us and we have a large enough audience I hope it is going to be really great But
it moves from a spoken word piece into a chanting that you get the audience involved in that
moves into Taiko and then from there moves into a song So there s a lot maybe it was overly
ambitious we ll see There is a lot in it and it needs people to be stage hands and take the
poems away and give them signs But I wanted them to try and I wanted them to reach for
something
00
30 So we were looking at the video and noting where the transitions were not as clean
as we wanted and where things were great And so part of that structure had to do with
inclusivity not only were we dealing with people who had di erent mobility abilities but we
were also dealing with people who could remember or not Like some people could remember
the piece and some people couldn t And then also because it is a drop in center somebody
could show up that week and be like I want to be in it So I was like Okay how can I be ﬂexible
and responsive You can hold the sign and this is when you come up on stage And so I think
as an artist you are always trying to think about how do you work a piece so that everybody
can be involved in the moment Right So I think it really makes it much more di cult but the
more ﬂexible you can be And people understand as well Like there s one person that has to
give a main signal for when the song starts That has to be somebody that remembers There
are or di erent transitions in this minute piece and one of the key transitions is between
the spoken word piece and the chanting into Taiko and the person was always forgetting
Always always always We would say Our Generation and everybody would end the poem
and then everybody would clap and then it would go silent And she s like Oh yeah I
supposed to say something So she would tell her friends Kick me kick me will you And I
said She is kicking you She ll get Oh no I m being kicked and I can t even remember So
that kind of thing is happening but at the same time there is some way to still have
expectation So I told her person X You have got to get this Do you think you can do it What
do you need to actually make sure you nail it She is like Okay I ll do it I ll do it So we all
were laughing about it because it happened every single time But on the day of the
performance she nailed it So just like anybody you re trying to ﬁgure out what people have
skills to do and how you can expand to incorporate di erent levels of engagement and ability
00 0 2 That s with the performance on the performance piece Something like
poster making that involves paints and acrylic markers And sometimes people in this
particular grouping are self conscious about their handwriting or their spelling and they want
you to help them And that s ﬁne And they still get to pick the color and what it looks like And
so with each activity How do you have it not be boring How do you make it relevant Those
are all things that I m always thinking about And the way I think about that it s like it s always
connected to their narrative somehow For instance these are two very simple examples
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we re planning our end of year celebration So one part of it of course is going to involve food
we re going to have a potluck But then people were so excited to talk about food that we
spent twenty minutes talking about food There was 10 minutes alone on what kind of meats
people had tried I tried monkey I tried alligator I tried iguana I tried squirrel These are people
who lived in the rural south where squirrels are eaten These are people who lived in di erent
countries and island communities where di erent kinds of meats were being eaten And it was
all animated stories of home and experience and growing up and connection So part of it is
being a real active facilitator It s like OK Glenda said she s eaten ostrich Anyone else ate
ostrich Raise your hand if you ve eaten an ostrich And you get people to pull their stories
Again this is about building community connection relationship That s not just about
planning a potluck So you can make even something like poster making or chant making or
one time we were making nametags because we realized that people didn t know each
other s names and they couldn t remember them And then there s a big joke about not
remembering things and age So we used wooden disks and people got to write their names
on them and make beads But the whole conversation was about names What did your name
mean Where did it come from Who gave you that name What s that nickname Where did
you get that nickname What s the story And so every activity no matter what it is is about
connection And you can make any activity to be about that
Aisha 00 3

Your role in that space

you already said it is about being a facilitator

Karen Young 00 3
Very much so Facilitator connector ampliﬁer A lot of times it s about
ampliﬁcation in that particular space I mean again these are elders that have faced multiple
identities and oppressions And so people come in you don t know what they re coming in the
room with And some people are more outspoken some people are shyer It always has to be
okay for people to be however they are But I had someone who didn t want to write their
name down because they said I don t know who you are and I don t know if you re going to call
the police They were kind of joking about it but kind of not Like I don t want to be a witness
to anything They were referencing spaces where it s dangerous for people to know your
name You don t know what is going to happen in that space And if someone knows your
name you may be called in for something So that s a reality And I remember when I ﬁrst
encountered that experience and later she was like I m kidding but that came from
somewhere that kind of sense of I don t know you You don t know me I m going to stay
anonymous
00
10 So ﬁrst how do you create just a sense of safety you know How do you create a
sense of safety for people to share And BCYF Eddie and Ayana are the sta members there
they ve done a great job All the foundation is there food and a sense of belonging And they
bring in great people that echo the values of the center and connection People give each
other hugs it s Hello it s remembering their names which when you are part of a drop in
senior center and you have 0 people in the room can be hard I m pretty good at
remembering people s names but I remember at ﬁrst having a hard time And then saying their
name and also being really conscious and aware of who likes to be called Ms Eileen I worked
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with a younger person that was kind of trying to be hip but called Mr Dexter Dex
All right
Dex How are you doing there Dex And I m like you don t know if that s o ensive or not And
he s 2 Oh my gosh He told me the funniest story He was a lingerie salesperson Oh my
gosh He quit Anyway that s a whole another story So it s being sensitive to all of that And I
deﬁnitely stepped on some toes But for the most part I ve been there for two years now so
people know who I am
Aisha 00
From what you are describing it is pretty much you are doing with not for
But you are not an old person So how has this dynamic been
Karen Young 00
0 Sometimes it s hard Because I ll say we but I mean you I say our
experience but your experience and I acknowledge that And I think mostly this group is
super forgiving or I make enough jokes that they forgive me I didn t expect this but elders
they really understand life They talk about giving up resentments giving up negative feelings
about things like you just need to let it go And so being a baby elder at 2 I ll just say I
know we don t know anything yet you know So I m doing it with them but it s interesting
because we are all getting older So this concept of aging and Older and Bolder applies to all of
us And I think that s pretty much how I approached it I m not
but I m 2 which is di erent
than when I was 32 and I m at one point going to be 2 And so I speak from my experience I
don t try to be them I m with them in that I m also exploring these topics for myself And
again my role I feel is ampliﬁer connector
Aisha 00

0

How do co creation and agency work

Karen Young 00
11 So for instance the poem that they came up with is called Our
Generation I showed them a video we love Soul Pancake that was like what deﬁnes your
generation
Aisha 00

2

What is Soul Pancake

Karen Young 00
31 From what I can tell they produce a lot of videos that are just about
people and around eight di erent ages So white screen person talking age 1 What deﬁnes
your generation Person talking
What deﬁnes your generation And it is a minute video
with di erent people expressing their opinions about their age And What was it like when you
grew up You know When you grew up technology was the key thing When I grew up we
wrote letters to each other So Soul Pancake puts out these di erent kinds of videos But I
have all kinds of media that I like to share about aging And then I ll get them to do a writing
prompt and get them writing and then sharing and then we ll have a big conversation about
What deﬁnes your generation and then we ll develop the peace Mostly I did all the
facilitation and then I said okay who wants to keep working on this And here are the six
people Okay here are some artistic ideas around how this could turn into a piece you go with
it And next week I come back and Karen this is what we came up with and I am like Oh my
gosh
1

01 00
But that s also because I brought in di erent poets that did writing workshops and
talked a little bit about their process So I m not the only person for sure I brought in probably
or guest artists that have done 2 hour workshops sharing their story performing a little
bit and doing an exercise that would get elders engaged because I really want them to have
skills and to be able to practice things and get better I think there is something that we just
assume that we just need to keep them busy And that bothers me the most about some of
the approach to senior programing it s about keeping them entertained versus really pushing
And I deﬁnitely feel like I push and sometimes people have said you push too much you
should just let them enjoy it I don t know Like yes that s true And I haven t had people
complain really too much about that It s mostly been other kind of people from the outside
looking in thinking I don t know I don t know Like rehearsal goes rehearsal Let s do it again
Let s do it again Okay how you are doing You need a break You need to sit down Let s bring
a chair and you can do the poem sitting down But why not have the rigor You know why
not
Aisha 01 02 30 Can we talk a little bit about this what if tomorrow you would become a
Program Director at a space like this or at some long term care community How would Karen
Young s program look
Karen Young 01 02
Oh my goodness What a job You know it s funny because I have the
privilege of going in once a week Which is so di erent than the long term commitment and
dedication of someone that spends day after day there I get to come in and do my thing and I
get to go home and take a break you know So I think what would be key is bringing in people
that really could help vitalize the space There s many di erent roles when you re putting
together a facility people need to eat and food and they have all di erent kinds of needs
But I think mostly it s about creating a space where they can really be alive and engaged
And you know you do need senior tai chi and yoga and movement So I think it s really about
collaboration and making sure you have di erent kinds of folks that bring di erent skill set
And there s also we haven t had any losses yet but there s going to be And that s one of the
ﬁrst things I needed to come to terms with I remember speaking with the sta because I just
fell in love with people so quickly and she was like You know some of the things we talk about
people sometimes stop coming because they pass away or something happens and they can
no longer get to the center
01 0
Just a little bit more about the programing I think that arts are critical Of course
I m speaking as an artist But something I really came to understand that as an artist it s about
creative thinking and ﬂexibility And there is something that you bring as an artist to a space
that s really unique in that you have this Obviously not everybody is the same But you could
be A to B to C to E to F but a lot of the times it doesn t work like that And so I think
programing should involve artists and that kind of creative thinking And for me it s so
important to not just think about that but really think about call it activism call it liberation
work call it empowerment There has to be an element of that particularly when we re talking
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about working with elders because so much of it is about like you re just waiting until you get
old and you die And that s a terrible way for life to end Why not go out boldly And what does
that look like What does engagement and activation look like till the very end
Aisha 01 0 3

Thank you Karen Yeaaaaaaaaaaaaaah

Karen Young 01 0 02 Art and activism together Activism activating What can we say
What do you want to say What needs to change The other day I said what are issues that are
most pressing Housing Okay what about housing Rent control Okay let s talk about that
A ordable housing No not a ordable housing Because it s not a ordable subsidized
housing in Boston anyway It s so expensive Okay so if you care about that what do we want
to say about it And where do we need to say it
Aisha 01 0 3 In one of your videos you said that it s a visibility campaign and it s
interesting how you were working on literal visibility because the people were not seen by
the cars but then there is metaphorical and symbolical visibility of older people
decision making power voice And in your project you are coming into the community and
then you are actually elevating and amplifying and providing a platform
Karen Young 01 0 1 Bolstering That was a word that Boston AIR was saying how can you
bolster what s already happening So part of what I had to also do is sit down with a center
director and the sta and just say What are your goals What are you trying to achieve here
They said making sure seniors have a good life I think I pushed it because I was looking at
policy and advocacy But how do they create a good life for seniors in the city And so I
needed to make sure that I wasn t in conﬂict with anything that they were trying to do
Aisha 01 0 0

Yeah but just giving it a bit of an edge

Karen Young 01 0 0
laughing

Yes Push a little Push a little

1

Interview with Susan Tacent:
“The outcome is – time well spent.”
November 1 201
Aisha 00 00 32 Susan can you describe what do you do
Susan Tacent 00 00 3
drink co ee

So I teach and I write and I read

that s pretty much what I do And I

00 00
laughing So I wanted to be a teacher ever since 3rd grade I have a feeling that
teachers are born not made and some of us just should be teaching and some of us deﬁnitely
should not be teaching I enjoy it always have and I think it is super important So I write and I
read and I love doing both I write mostly ﬁction And there s nothing more satisfying than
ﬁguring out what a story is supposed to say and getting it to say that I just love language
Aisha 00 01 2

When you teach who do you teach

Susan Tacent 00 01 31 I ve taught pretty much every grade over the years and now I teach
at a public library in Bristol Rhode Island I teach creative writing the art and craft of
storytelling And I teach an Urban Wildlife workshop with my friend Dr Lucy Spelman who does
Creature Conserve So we look at the intersection between science and art as a way of
teaching people how to save species basically So it s an animal based but human based
workshop as well And I facilitate three book clubs two at the public library in Bristol and one
at Tockwotton on the Waterfront an assisted living residence where my mom has been for
quite some time now That s my teaching now I ve taught at college I ve taught high school
di erent grades but now I mostly do this
Aisha 00 02 3

Can you tell us about the project you do at the assisted living

Susan Tacent 00 02 0 Yes They named themselves Bold Point Literary Society after the
Guernsey Potato Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Society novel by Mary Ann Sha er and
Annie Barrows the name I can never remember of that epistolary novel but we read that
and they decided they wanted to be a literary society as well And Bold Point is where
Tockwotton is located And it also sounds like a bold ballpoint pen So the name stuck
Unfortunately people don t always know that that s just a book club I ve been doing it for
years I do it once a month we are allotted an hour but I always take two because we have a
lot to talk about and I absolutely love them
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00 03 2 The ﬁrst year I did it I would get a book I would choose it usually a novel I would
get enough copies from the library We would read it a month in advance They would have the
book and then we would talk about it And that was ﬁne but the books sometimes got lost and
then people didn t remember and then they didn t want to read too many So I adjusted for my
audience my participants and now what I do and I m very excited about it I choose a short
story and a poem usually or two poems and one story I am looking at length as much as
content And it s always literary ﬁction and a poem that is beautifully written and has intention
to language and has something to say And I try to choose the two pieces so that the pieces
speak to each other and interact with each other in interesting ways and maybe not always
obvious ways Sometimes I don t even know why I m choosing them And I print them out And
Rene at Tockwotton xeroxes them and puts them in all their mailboxes because if you hand it
to them they also can always ﬁnd it a week before And I bring extra copies and they are
aware that they can just show up Because what I can do with things that are this short is I
can read them out loud And that s what we do And I have a couple of people who are
excellent readers and so sometimes they read it But when I read it I can stop in the middle
and point something out like I can read the ﬁrst line and then observe Well this is a ﬁrst
person narrator who is already telling us we shouldn t believe her so that s kind of weird
What s going on here And I ll read it more than once and then we talk about it The beauty is
that if they can t see they can still come If they can t ﬁnd it they can still come If they don t
remember it they can still come
00 0 3 For years it was only women and now we have two men And it s like when you
plant one male plant and a bunch of female plants and they have to do that to get the female
plants to ﬂower My female plants are ﬂowering they don t stop talking They usually are kind
of quiet and they let me do the talking now they have a lot to say And the men certainly have
a lot to say So it s pretty funny that you can see your group that way and you get this
hormonal surge of energy or something
00 0 12 It s exhausting I have to speak very loudly which I don t normally do I have to make
sure this one isn t sitting next to that one because they don t get along I bring cookies and
co ee because I want them awake as much as possible I know there s something else that I
do Oh I ve been very good at parking walkers so I can ﬁnd everybody s walker because they
are all coming in there with walkers
00 0 0 I adore them And we always end up talking about personal stories and memories
And then some of them are just natural literary readers and they have so much to say And I
can explain that a little bit more and am grateful for that It s just wonderful And they always
at the end say We should have this every day and we love you which is nice to hear But it s
exhausting I go home and I have to sleep for a little while and then I have to recover And
picking out the readings takes me a couple of days because I go back and forth and then I
ﬁnally settle on something And they always ask me how I chose it and why I chose it And
sometimes I can answer and sometimes I can t Sometimes they end up liking something they
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didn t think they d like which is very satisfying So it s just been wonderful And I wish I could
do it more often but I think it would kill me
00 0 0 laughing And because they are so diverse in terms of experience and patience for
each other and this is their home and they are stuck there together I think this gives them a
chance to get out of that But the dynamics are still in play And they know me at this point
and then my mom is there So my mom will come up with crazy stories about when I was a kid
and that s weird but fun too And they know my daughter and I talk about my husband So we
talk about current events I try to be careful but I m not ever successful because I have a
very strong opinion about how fucked up the country is And I know they don t all agree and I
don t say that usually I have over the years got complaints from certain people We want
happier endings
which is hard because literary ﬁction doesn t usually have happy endings
So that was a challenge They resisted poetry like hell for awhile and now they re into poetry
00 0
My mom is always asking why is that a poem So we talk about structure and
forming content which is kind of interesting and I always end up going home thinking about
other things I can say And when I choose the material it s always with them in mind And
that s kind of exciting because it takes me out of my own head and I try to ﬁgure out what I
want to do And they re reading very contemporary stu for the most part I ll throw in stu
but it s published like this month because I m in touch with those things It s exciting That s
what I do there
Aisha 00 0 3 It s incredible I only attended once it was summer or late spring and you
brought watermelon cold cubes of watermelon and cookies We were sitting around a table
and it felt so great there was this communal feeling I remember loving how ambitious it was
that it was for grown ups
Susan Tacent 00 10 22 Oh absolutely I mean I would teach kids like that too I wouldn t do it
any di erently than in a college course because the material is too good I m not going to
dumb it down I just have to be louder And I have to be a little patient with them and I have to
pour everybody iced tea or whatever So they need a little bit more care than a college course
maybe But I m so glad to hear that it felt communal because it does feel that These are
self selecting people so they come and they make sure to be there And some of them have
read it before so they ll tell me right away We love this or I didn t understand that And by
the end of the session we are getting to the point where they see things that I didn t even
see which is so exciting because then it is a communal experience and everybody is bringing
their own take to it In some ways it s easy I just go in there and we read it which is easier
than me preparing a whole thing
00 11 2 And I ﬁnd often once I ve made my selections I just read it the morning of again
Because if I try to do too much then I m doing too much And I m not listening and I m not
pulling things in So that comes with experience and that comes with luck There was one
meeting where they were just sullen And I don t know if it was the material or me or them but
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that s 1 time out of years So that s not so bad And sometimes they don t feel well or they
hated lunch And I ve had people visit my sister has come Curtis one of assisted living
program facilitators comes sometimes People bring their daughters which is really really
great because then I have another person who can repeat something that somebody didn t
hear or pour tea or something like that and it s fun And sometimes people bring their aids
which is really fun and then I m talking to them as well and that changes the level because
it s not just families
00 12
And I wish that families would come Everybody s welcome and I m trying to ﬁgure
out ways Because when they see Bold Point Literary Society on the calendar they don t
know what it is and I ve asked Mike to say book club in the daily schedule printouts So I
gave out a note recently with my bio and saying You are always welcome But we didn t get
any new Although now because they go to dinner after eating all the cookies and they sit at
the tables and they continue to talk about it And I know this because if I go into the dining
room to get something I hear them there Oh that was wonderful That was the best And
every time it s the best one ever My mother always That was the best one ever I say That s
what you said last time But that s great With it being once a month you forget that the other
one was also the best So I don t mind hearing that I can hear that all day But I know they re
talking about it after which is so exciting to me because it means it speaks to them
00 13
Two women last week said to me We want to come to your class I don t call it a
class we want to come and we didn t know what it was And I said Well I ll make sure you
get copies And so I m hoping that they will do that It s not for everyone not everybody
wants to read literary ﬁction but it s the real deal We re talking about love and death And I
try not to do too much old people death stu I try not to do too much sex stu but they can
handle some and you know we have a collective age of like 00 or something But some of
them are a little quieter than others One time Bunny went home with my glasses so for the
weekend I had no reading glasses I don t let that happen again I keep my glasses away from
her but it s not even that you know Nobody has fallen some people have died over the years
obviously and that s hard But they are still coming in there They do fall asleep sometimes Or
one woman is amazing and then forgets the next day But while she s there she s amazing
she reads for me she says these really insightful wonderful things And then it goes away
which is heartbreaking but at least for the two hours she s having a great time
Aisha 00 1

1 When did you start thinking about this idea project and how and why

Susan Tacent 00 1
Okay pretty straightforward I forgot about this already they were
in the old building and somebody was doing the book club with them I don t know how often
they were meeting They were doing it and then they moved and they were still doing it My
mom was telling me what they were selecting and complaining about it And then the person
didn t really want to do it anymore and shouldn t have been doing it because it just wasn t a
good ﬁt but at least was trying And then I said You know what I ll do it I must have had a
lot of co ee that day I said How about if I do it I talked to Tim he was Activities Director
1 0

there And he s like Well let s try it And I had just read all of Flannery O Connor s letters
which was an amazing experience My Flannery O Connor was very fresh in my head so I went
through that with them for the ﬁrst meeting We met in the library which we didn t ever do
again because it s too dark and there s no table in there But a lot of people came and so that s
when we started And then they were asking for every other week and Tim said Let s start
with once a month which was actually the right decision So basically I didn t want them to
not have it and it was too tempting for me when I heard there s this opening and I knew that
the other person it wasn t a good ﬁt I wanted to give it a try and we didn t know it was an
experiment And like I said for that ﬁrst year we read wonderful novels But the books and
memory and there s probably still a missing book somewhere in Bunny s apartment and it
wasn t worth it it was too complicated So then I tried poetry and then I lost some people
because they said We don t like poetry but I ve converted them But now this balance seems
to be just about all I can handle we can handle and it seems to be working So I have a giant
stack of xeroxes with staples in them They give it back to me Sometimes Can we keep this
I d like Please keep it But mostly they give it back So I recycle the paper but I do have the
originals and I have the ﬁles some of them because some of them I print directly from the PDF
or I xerox them But it s been good stu
Aisha 00 1 1

How does a typical session look

Susan Tacent 00 1 1 I come in and we spend about 10 1 minutes distributing food and
getting everybody seated And then somebody comes in late so everybody has to move over
and there s grumbling about that But eventually we settle down It s like kindergarten it takes
a little while to settle down or any classroom where everybody is not functional in the same
way It s a group and to turn individuals into a group takes a little time and they have extra
challenges because of the walkers and because of vision and because of not wanting to sit
next to somebody and resenting somebody else And then either somebody will say I loved
the poem or Now what I do is I write a note all the time so Dear Bold Point Literary
Society members And I try to make it seasonal because in big big big writing I put the day
of the meeting and the time on there I m trying to make it as plain as possible and I ve ﬁnally
learned that the bigger the text the better and that the more times you repeat it the better
It s not a big deal to do that you just do it and I have a template now that I just do
00 1 0 So now I read them the note and one of them last time said I like your note better
than I like the poem and I was like Okay good that s a start What didn t you like So I read
that and then we read the ﬁrst piece and we talk about it And the ﬁrst hour I would say is
talking about the material And the second hour is talking about the thoughts and feelings and
memories of the feeling that the material has brought up which is great
Aisha 00 20 21 How does it go the reminiscence
Susan Tacent 00 20 2 Some of them are appropriate to the conversation some of them
seem a little out of left ﬁeld And I have to repeat some because not everybody can hear and
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somebody has a quiet voice But they become thoughtful about it and then they remember
things And that s exciting to see how it prompts It s kind of like that Anne Basting s
TimeSlips improvisatory storytelling video it s suddenly kicking in for everybody it s
triggering it s that connection is made and everybody is individually participating and
individually in touch because of what s going on in the group It s triggering good stu or sad
stu or angry stu Or funny stu a lot of it there is a lot of laughter Mostly because
between me and my mother that s our default And it s nice to have somebody who looks like
your grandmother or whatever I m catching up but slowly look at you and just tell you how
wonderful you are and how she hadn t thought about how she was named after somebody It s
just nice it s warm and it s nurturing for me I get at least as much as they do if not more The
teaching is kind of like that on a good day
Aisha 00 22 1 How do you see your role in there How do you think people see you and how
do you see yourself in that space
Susan Tacent 00 22 22 It would be interesting to ask them how they see me You have to
catch them right after so they remember Some of them will remember anyway My mom for
instance loves watching my hands apparently I do a lot of teaching with my hands which I
do but she stopped pointing that out because even she realized that I heard her But she was
fascinated because she has never really seen me in that capacity before and so there she is
sitting there and watching me So that s kind of neat for her to see And I kind of forget she s
there for the most part And sometimes she leaves early so then we can all talk about her But
don t tell her that she ll laugh laughing So I don t know how they see me They seem to be
grateful which is embarrassing or sad in a way because I m as I said getting as much as they
are And it just takes slowing down and bringing your interest and your expertise to share it
with people who want stu like that
00 23 30 How do I see them They are wonderful They are interesting and they come from
every di erent way They bring such di erent things to it and I always will try to get everybody
to at least weigh in on how they liked it or not Did it make them happy Elaine recently said
I m just glad to be back because she s having health problems Or Elsie says It made me
happy or Daphne Daphne takes notes which is fun to see and she underlines everything
They are people and it takes them a little bit out of the day to day It s just wonderful In some
ways I wish more people would come they are happy with their small size they don t really
want anyone else Every once in a while I asked You know maybe more people come
No
we don t want anybody else But any group has a sort of proprietary air about itself
00 2 22 I also because some of them asked me did a couple of writing workshops there
And then the main person who asked me for that got sick and had to have surgery and then
came back so we dropped that for a while Five women came and they did an amazing writing
That would be so much work for me and I m not sure I can add and I feel bad about that So
there is room for that And what I d like to see is guest writers come in and a program where
they could work But it s a small group who want to do that so it s hard to know where you
1 2

want to put your time and energy But they were terriﬁc and they were into it and they were
handwriting and they were writing stories and they read them after and they were good
stories
Aisha 00 2 1

Were there prompts

Susan Tacent 00 2 1 Yes I used a prompt and I gave a little bit of a craft talk about I don t
even remember point of view and voice probably And we probably read something ﬁrst
which is what I would always do a very very short piece to look at how it was working and
then a prompt and they went for it Honestly I was a little relieved when it didn t continue
because as I said it s a lot of work And the book club is one thing but to add writing
workshops might have been not good for me
Aisha 00 2

I mean one person really can t do all of it

Susan Tacent 00 2 00 No And I did want to We ve read pieces by friends of mine so I did
what we talked about having them come in and talk But it just never happened And I d like to
see that happen And maybe Tockwotton do a little stipend or something because writers are
hungry the ones I know anyway And you just feel that this is your profession so I volunteer
because my mom is there and I want to give back and it s easy for me to do that and I can do
that
Aisha 00 2 33 I was just thinking right now you are reading so that falls under reﬂection
and relating and maybe connecting to people through sharing stories and similarities And
then the writing adds an element of creation
Susan Tacent 00 2
It does add but the reading does as well because we re trying to
unpack and understand and make our own reading
Aisha 00 2 10 True

you are creating meaning

Susan Tacent 00 2 11 You are You are creating meaning for sure That s why I like doing it
because you re looking at the language you re looking at the word choices you re looking at
the verb tenses you re looking at what the writer chose for setting for details for everything
from word repetition to tense is it in the present times is it told in the past tense And
usually I can get them to see all that and there is so much there and then their minds are
kind of blown And I love that because my mind is blown all the time by good writing I mean I
get so excited that s why my hands start going my feet start going I get goosebumps We
have Goosebumps Test When somebody says I love this line or something and we ll read it
and I get goosebumps from head to toe And I can show the people next to me that I m
covered with goosebumps because it s so amazing it s beautiful it s sad it s apt Because I m
picking stu that s top of the line writing You can t go wrong with that
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00 2 2 I mean we could ﬁx the schools here if they just had smaller classes and good
material all the time and teachers who cared about teaching The bad teachers everybody
knows who they are should just go feed birds or do something else anything else It s pretty
straightforward The classes have to be smaller and the material has to be good and that will
take care of school stu And that s what I m trying to do there and it s a recipe for success It
would be pretty hard to screw it up because it s so good It s like bringing in the best cake in
the world and having everybody happy because we re all eating this amazing cake and it s got
all these ﬂavors in it and all these ingredients and it looks pretty and we feel good except the
reading is healthier than the best cake
Aisha 00 30 2 But I do feel that it s not just the content but the presentation of that cake
There is the material the content but there is also the pedagogy And in that workshop that I
attended I felt cared for And you actually on your Web site have this really beautiful bio of
yourself where you describe how you have all those diplomas and all those degrees but that
your th grade teacher leaves the greatest impression I want to read because I think it really
relates You said If asked I would say th was my favorite grade I wrote long stories in pencil
and I felt invincible No not invincible I felt welcomed felt that potential we sometimes get to
feel if we re lucky enough to have a great teacher
The importance of potential and feeling
welcomed
Susan Tacent 00 32 0 Yeah it speaks to everything it speaks to the immigrant situation
for lack of a better word it speaks to the political scene I mean this is it we are all we ve got
Aisha 00 32 21 How does it manifest in Bold Point Literary Society
Susan Tacent 00 32 2 I m happy to see everybody coming in because it makes me feel like
I ve done a good job they want to come back They re all just really sweet people And they
are not all my mother so I don t have history with them and I don t have to argue with them
about things So that makes me see that other side of it And it gives my mom a break too
she s super proud obviously And she likes that part which is nice I can give her that It
doesn t cost me anything and doesn t cost her anything And we are all thinking together and
we are all feeling together and we are remembering and that feels so good and so real Every
class should be like that on some level Because if we can t get to that then what are we
doing We can go shopping and get more stu or we can make mess on the planet even more
But this step it feels real I get so excited and I think my enthusiasm is contagious But I
can t not do it it s like saying to me Don t breathe For me it s like how could you not be
excited about this stu
it s so amazing Like that word is there if that word weren t there
the whole story would fall apart That one word is such a brilliant touch And so when we
contemplate that for a minute and everyone is taking that in in their own way but we are all
contemplating the same word And it s like Wow that s amazing
Aisha 00 3 2 You are enthusiastic about the material you have a passion for it so
whatever activity you do that s related to that material it just becomes that by extension
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And this is where you might be somehow di erent from someone who is tasked to facilitate
this activity and this is what they do from till 11
Susan Tacent 00 3
Absolutely Because I think the goal in our lives in as much as it s
possible would be to ﬁnd a way to do at least some of the time the thing that makes you that
happy or makes you forget that we are all going to die one day or that people you love are sick
or that the world is losing I can t even look at a polar bear it causes so much sheer pain and
frustration and helplessness And I do I ll end up talking about the crazy world and I second
guess myself after but I do it anyway
Aisha 00 3 3 I mean those are your fears you re just having a conversation I want to talk
about potential and relatedly a study Ellen Langer did in 1
She did this in a nursing home
where she gave all residents a plan She then told the intervention group to take care of this
plant and also she arranged for that group to have more say in the programming of the day
what activities suggestions feedback And to control group she said You have a plant but
don t worry the sta will take care of it That group also didn t have any say in their daily
schedules And the big ﬁnding of that study was what she called learned helplessness And
she s saying that once you start questioning someone s competence that person becomes
helpless and passive and becomes dependent What are your thoughts about this
Susan Tacent 00 3
Well the ﬁrst thing it reminded me is when my grandmother my
mom s mom I got her you could never get her anything because she always gave it back so I
used to make a joke I m going to get you a necklace with my name on it and I ll give it to you
and then you can give it back to me
but I got her some potted plants to put on her
windowsill with cucumber seeds and parsley or something and she had the best time
because that was something she loved And I was like I wish I d thought of this decades ago
because that s what she should be doing It was so simple And there wasn t much time she
died soon
00 3

3 part of answer is missing

recording accidentaly stopped for a few moments

Aisha 00 3 0 What I m getting from your workshop is instead of dumbing down you ﬁnd a
way to adapt the facilitation It feels di erent from some other activities in places like that
Susan Tacent 00 3 3 Well I d like to think not I don t know There are amazing activity
directors and there are people who are just going through the motions And they don t get it
and they never will get it and it s really kind of a drag And like you said the dumbing down it
pulls everything down when that is going on people don t want to go or they go but they
don t know why they re there or maybe some of them love it And Tockwotton was smaller
when it was on the other side of the river and it got big And it s that same thing with big
classrooms you can t do a good job with 30 students you are going to lose some students
It s too big it s not a good group dynamic There are studies about good group size for a really
productive group and there s literally to 12 or something Who s going to fund that Who s
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going to oversee that Who s going to facilitate that So you do the best you can you break
the groups up into smaller groups and hope for the best but you re going to lose people and
you re going to lose that dynamic
00 3
My th grade teacher had too many students but I was happy so I didn t worry
about the others I can remember being in 3rd grade and thinking I don t know why I was
thinking about this those kids over there don t get it at all those kids over there are bored
and those kids get it and if the teacher would just teach it this way we would all get it So I
wanted to be a 3rd grade teacher and I wanted to be a th grade teacher And my sister is 3
years younger and I used to love reading and teaching with her and I still love I can still
picture her when I write How is she going to take it
00 0 2 Again if you get a musician who comes in there and loves music and works with
people who want to be there you re going to get a good workshop And then the agency thing
get people together and ask them what they want to be doing what would they like to see
more of what would make them happy what can they bring to it For instance Jerry at
Tockwotton he doesn t feel well right now he is very frustrated and probably scared that he
doesn t feel well
Aisha 00 1 00 Is he a resident
Susan Tacent 00 1 02 He is a resident and he s brilliant He s wonderful and he s cranky He s
a cranky old man in a lot of ways but he can be brought around But he did some stu with
PowerPoint presentations and TED talks and he got really into it And because he has some
supportive friends there there was an audience for him And it got a little too long but then it
got shorter And I went to one and it was wonderful Had to keep waking my mom but that s
her time for sleeping
Aisha 00 1 33 Actual TED talks

wow

Susan Tacent 00 1 3 He sorted them out and he had selections of them and he talked in
between each one He also did a presentation about how to shop online And I went to that just
to be supportive I already know all too well how to shop online but he was talking about the
beneﬁts of it And there were a couple of people there and they were asking questions and he
had his computer and he did the PowerPoint Curtis helped him and he had a microphone
00 2 0 So let them do the programming let them ﬁgure out But you have to have a
support sta who s going to be able to do that who s going to be able to sit back and listen to
everybody ﬁrst of all and hear and be able to sort it out and then enable it or facilitate it
that s not going to take care of itself And I don t know if they would be forthcoming but maybe
they would

1

00 2 32 So the Tockwotton auction that my mom makes all the auction calls for the silent
auction I was on the committee for that It s a once a year program and the money from it goes
to scholarship funds which is enabling my mom to be there Part of that auction is a wishing
jar residents put wishes in the jar Years ago there was a woman Marian Babcock who was
very cranky but she liked me and my mom And her wish was to go out to dinner a wine and
dine dinner with Kevin McKay the CEO of Tockwotton long term care facility And he took her
out to dinner they got all dressed up and he took her out to dinner And that was a
beautiful beautiful thing And whenever I ask for money for that from people that s the story I
tell and they always say yes
00 3 31 So the auction was going to be on Friday the 13th so superstition was the theme a
little bit right So I said Let s do something I did the book club night where we read
superstitious kind of stu and we talked about that And then I made up a questionnaire
What do you remember learning about superstitions What are your superstitions
and gave
it to everybody in the dining room And I had to hand feed it to everybody and talk to them
about it They were so excited Oh you should ask our mothers Oh well you are 0 I can t
ask your mother But they remembered things and they got really into it And then at the
auction the auction committee had put some of what they wrote on little placards and so they
were going around looking for their superstitions which was that s buy in right They said
It was so much fun We sat and we thought about them and I called my brother
that s
engagement And I was having the best time running around the dining room talking to
everybody And then I walk out of there and I m in a daze and I wonder why but it s because
I ve just spoken to 0 old people about what they remember about superstitions It was funny
because everybody was like Step on a crack break your mother s back
that was the one
superstition that kept coming up I was like Poor mom Black cat ladder some weird things
like If you sew an article of clothing on a person their brain is going to fall out Some really
weird stu
Aisha 00
0 I love this because it shows the beauty of a good prompt
up this well of collective knowledge

how it can open

Susan Tacent 00
3 That s what the Anne Basting video you sent me the improv does
too This is what the humanities bring to the world This is what we do My husband is an
engineer he always says Well if an engineer doesn t do it right the bridge falls down If you
don t do a literary interpretation right nothing bad happens And maybe that s not true Maybe
worse things than bridges I don t want the bridge to fall down but I also don t want people to
lose our souls altogether and not be able to communicate and feel good about ourselves
Aisha 00

03 How about a bad classroom session

Susan Tacent 00

0

It causes all sorts of damage

1

what kind of souls does that break

Aisha 00
1 What are your success outcomes
out of those workshops

2 3 things you want people to be getting

Susan Tacent 00
1 I want them to fall in love with the writing Maybe be inspired a little
bit because some of them want to write So I will always make a comment This is a writer s
trick and I ll point out something the writer is doing that is a known trick a craft trick And I
know that s helping them So I guess I want them to come out of there feeling happy satisﬁed
stimulated maybe frustrated a little a little overstimulated and feeling good about themselves
and our time together that this was time well spent Because that s all we have and they have
a lot of it and yet very little of it We don t know when we re going to go but they know they
don t have 0 years left
Aisha 00
3 It s interesting how the outcomes are both di erent from and similar to
school teaching
Susan Tacent 00
Right They re not taking a test They don t have to go to the next
grade They don t have to get credit for a course so there are no extrinsic rewards They don t
have to show up even they don t have to have the paper with them Their cell phones ring
some that makes me crazy but whatever So the outcome is time well spent Just feeling a
little bit better about your day feeling a little bit happier remembering some things I brought a
book to Rita because she remembered that she was named after a woman her aunt who died
in the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory ﬁre She says Who tells an year old that you were named
after a woman who died in a ﬁre And my sister says The Jews because Rita is Jewish we
are Jewish But I had this wonderful non ﬁction book about it so I brought it to her to read
So I may never see it again but it s okay She s pretty good at giving books back so that was a
nice way to follow up on that
Aisha 00
1 If you are all of a sudden Program Director at a place like this how would the
activities or programming and spaces look in long term care Any wildest dreams any budget
Susan Tacent 00
0 That would be something huh If we didn t change the building I
think we would have it sort of modular there would be clear sections where this was where
all the reading and writing was done this is where the art would be done Always So if you
woke up at 2 in the morning and you needed to do some sort of collaging you could go
downstairs ﬁnd somebody maybe who was on night shift and go in there and do some
glueing and cutting safely If you needed to order a book or ﬁnd a book or have a book read to
you online by an audio thing you d be able to go into this sort of literary room So I guess I
would have spaces that were dedicated to that If you wanted to try a new recipe safely you
could go and bake cookies with somebody who was going to help you do that or sign up to do
that pick a time if it can t be the middle of the night And I would try to hire people who
could at least part time do those things those particular skills And maybe not have full time
sta except Like public health in the bigger world is a way of connecting the dots So that if
a dentist or a doctor is seeing a manifestation of a certain illness and doesn t know that
1

doctors in 3 other counties or states are seeing that same thing and so there s something
going on that needs to be addressed immediately it s not going to get addressed until it s an
outburst everywhere So public health is sort of looking at the bigger picture So in an
organization like this you need someone looking at the bigger picture and that s full time
But those people should be good at looking at the bigger picture and keeping the di erent
parts coordinated
Aisha 00 1
Could you give an example of how this could look within long term care
Would it be gauging what people are feeling or something that people are having trouble with
Susan Tacent 00 2 01 Yeah I guess so If nobody is going to the art room or something
then something is not working So you have to show up there and go If a person goes and is
just throwing it out there And this is what we do now I know that there was somebody doing
chair yoga and I heard that people said Don t go because it sucks But did they change it I
don t think so So if it sucks then why are you doing it this guy keeps coming Maybe you
should ﬁnd somebody else to do it
Aisha 00 2

Is there a feedback system there at all

Susan Tacent 00 2 1 There is there is a suggestion box and stu I can tell you that they
have complained because everybody complains to my mother who occasionally puts petitions
together And I know that Kevin said to her No more petitions She types because she
doesn t like her handwriting so you can always tell if something comes typed it s from
Selma And she was the secretary for 3 years so of course she types If they would give her
a typewriter she would be so happy Not that I haven t given her a typewriter So they say that
when they go to the resident meetings it s always the same complaints and nothing ever
changes They have these meetings once a month I think That s not good So do they feel
empowered Do they feel heard No I would say not And I think there is a small group of
people who do I think they are more highly functioning so they can leave they can drive
away they can come back and they can be the in crowd
Aisha 00
0 Can you talk a little bit about your mother Because I still remember meeting
Selma for the ﬁrst time and her being very busy She said If you want to talk to me we have to
talk and walk because I have all those movie ﬂyers to distribute before dinner time
Susan Tacent 00
30 I could talk about her a little bit She is getting older her feet hurt
And she s doing the movies for seven years and she s going to stop doing it They gave her
more movies instead of fewer and I think that was a mistake And they didn t ask her they
told her And this is Mike I am naming names now And I think she is kind of done so right
now she s going to stop doing it Every time there was a birthday she would collect signatures
on birthday cards So she d go all around and make people sign and then she said I can t do it
anymore And they said Don t worry we ll do it someone will do it Nobody does it now And it
was kind of nice Is it necessary No Was it a lot of work for my mom A ton People wrote
1

really nice notes I thought it was charming Nobody is doing it because she didn t do it So it s
the kind of thing where if you don t do it nobody does it And that place if they had their
ﬁnger really on the pulse they would realize Let s ﬁnd two people to do it and we ll team them
up so you get November and you get December and we ll take turns But somebody has got
to coordinate them and it s easier not to And you know people die people leave And I d like to
see families more involved too it s not so easy Even the auction is hard People feel like
they re paying a lot of money for our mother to be here we are not going to give more money
But they are missing out too
Aisha 00
10 With families it s not just ﬁnancial help It s not even in terms of help it s just
being there and communicating with your parents
Susan Tacent 00
1 It s priceless I know so much about some of these people which I
don t know if their kids even know Probably they do I don t know how you change that
atmosphere You can t make it mandatory My daughter went to Child s Play which is a
preschool and nursery on the east side They are thirty something years old now And it was a
parent teacher child cooperative And we had to be in the classroom once or twice a year and
I would have been there like once a month once a week I remember the teacher said We ve
never had so many ﬁeld trips before because I kept ﬁnding all these things to do And we were
part of it and if Tockwotton could ﬁnd a way to involve the families more it would make
everybody happier I think But it s not easy and that takes somebody to reach out to them and
ﬁnd out what they maybe could o er And maybe the could come in and do a class on
whatever or a little talk on something
Aisha 00
3 Do you believe in long term care in this way that it can ever be that
ambitious creative place Because there is this idea of aging in place aging in community
Susan Tacent 00
2 There is nothing in Providence I just saw in the paper they want to
make it statewide right now And Rhode Island is so small there is no reason not to
Aisha 00

2

Is it the problem of institutions then

Susan Tacent 00
2 Well Tockwotton is one of the better ones When Judy Brown was
full time activity director it had a di erent feel When it was on the other side it was smaller
so everything had to be smooshed together and there were fewer people they did plays
Bunny one of the residents who frequents both Susan s book club and Tockwotton Makes
workshops did plays I would go to these plays My mom was in it the residents were in it They
were amazing Bunny can t do them anymore she can t physically and mentally do that
anymore But that period of time was unbelievable there was such talent My mom had a big
ﬁght with her because Bunny was the bossiest director made my mother cry I mean it was
hideous But we got her a sweatshirt that said I m the director I m in charge
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00
0 So there is a balance and you can ﬁnd it And I think Tockwotton tries really hard to
ﬁnd that balance Like the gardening Judy had to ﬁght for that it s wonderful They didn t
want it And she said I m telling you it s good But coordinate that have my book club
come out there with her gardening club and let s do a thing together or have an art project
with those an interdisciplinary kind of thing But again you need somebody looking at the
bigger picture And maybe you need a year ahead planning just like the auction So this year
the theme is going to be because then you have an organizing thread trees So we re going
to invite a scientist there to talk about trees we re going to ﬁnd an ethnobotanist to come in
we re going to have the Brown s Urban Environmental Lab person come in to talk about Rhode
Island trees we re going to have RISD students come in to talk about drawing trees In my book
club we re going to do a nature theme every reading for the night I m going to have my friend
Lucy come in and talk about wildlife that lives in trees And then everybody gets to put ideas
into the Big Idea thing in the middle of the cafeteria or whatever And maybe that s the way to
do And when one of the CNAs Certiﬁed Nursing Assistant goes home she thinks Oh I just
got hit in the head by an acorn I m going to bring the acorn in Because I saw that with the
superstition And next year is the 20th anniversary of the auction and it s the year 2020 so
when I told that to them they were like Oh that will be interesting So they already started
planning Maybe that s the way to do it have it be the whole Tockwotton thing like when they
do their summer Olympics They do it in the backyard there and they have sta and residents
participating in Tockwotton Olympics so tug of war and Eric is the MC and they have
splashing and water things and they have bowling and they help them and it s a whole long
week of activities But this would be a year long project that everything would tie in to So
Marjorie who does the arts and crafts thing once a month she would be doing tree projects
or botany projects for the year The person who comes in and does the lectures could do the
history of Audubon They could do a movie program It could expand to Brown RISD Johnson
Wales RISD Museum
Aisha 01 02 3 There are so many resources around our city actually around any city I m
reading a lot about intergenerational projects and you could organize intergenerational
projects in almost every city wherever there is a school or university
Susan Tacent 01 03 1 When they were on Fox Point side they were right next door to
have to clarify the name school So the kids would come for Sundays with Auntie Evelyn She
lived to 103 and they d walk over and they d have ice cream with them And she was delightful
and they of course were delightful
Aisha 01 03 0 It s interesting from what I m reading many times when kids are brought
over it s in terms of community service you know Go help the old Or for example there are
intergenerational spaces where it s a nursing home and a nursery so you have very very
young kids And with young kids I know from my own life it s just rejuvenating to be with But I
was thinking about college age kids or high schoolers or middleschoolers those are people
who already can think for themselves and you can have conversations with them And the
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activities can be truly multigenerational
level

not in terms of again dumbing down to preschool

Susan Tacent 01 0
And if you had a theme because I m thinking sometimes middle
school kids might not really want to engage they would have to think in their classroom of
what they wanted to bring and then they middleschoolers had to teach or they had to learn
01 0 00 When we interviewed this 0 year old woman who lived in Fox Point oh I think our
theme was the waterfront and she remembered the hurricane of 1 3 So they were
interviewing her and we would prepare them teach them about oral history and how you do
an interview what kind of questions you ask to get the most information And they would
write a script with their questions and we would practice And then Hilda would come in or
whoever we were interviewing would come in And one little boy he was 3rd or th grade he
was a tough little kid he said that was the best day of his life when he interviewed Hilda And
that was an amazing thing And then another one told a story a woman in the interview said
when she was little her parents gave her a dime which was a lot of money at the time and she
got a new bicycle and she s riding on the bicycle and she fell over because it was her ﬁrst
time riding up and the dime rolled away and she never found it and she felt really sad And at
the end of the interview with her when they thanked her and they read all their scripts one of
the little girls came up to her and gave her a dime This is for you because you lost that dime
That was so amazing so even at that age too they care a lot about what they were learning
and what their responsibilities were and the interactions between them And then people kept
saying We never locked our doors and one little boy raises up I know why you didn t lock
your door you didn t have anything worth stealing You didn t have an iPhone you didn t have
an iPod you didn t have an iMac It was kind of funny
Aisha 01 0

What was that project

Susan Tacent 01 0
It was funded by RISCA Rhode Island State Council on the Arts and
RICH Rhode Island Council for the Humanities and BSA Brown Student Agencies Inspire and
it was two friends of mine who put the grantwriting together It was called I Was There and it
was an oral history project with Public Humanities grad students at Brown And every year we
had a di erent theme The year we had jewelry making in Rhode Island was great because
Rhode Island used to be the capital of custom jewelry and so we had great stories And the
waterfront was cool too We interviewed longshoremen I had to learn about longshoremen
and we did the environment as well They had a great Principal he would cut through all the
red tape You want to go to the RISD Museum You are supposed to get permission from
Downtown we just went
Aisha 01 0 22 Where were you ﬁnding people
Susan Tacent 01 0 2
yes

You call around you ask around for the theme and you hope they say
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Aisha 01 0 31 Did you interview people at the assisted living
Susan Tacent 01 0 3 Only if there was somebody who either was Portuguese who grew up
here or remembered working in jewelry But even having Tockwotton interview each other
They have the Get to Know You thing where they do that and that supposedly is pretty good
Aisha 01 0

Does that event happen communally or with sta members

Susan Tacent 01 0
Communally So for new people supposedly My mom goes once in a
while but she doesn t really like talking about herself But you learn about other people I don t
know how good it is
Aisha 01 0 1

How much of a community do you think there is

Susan Tacent 01 0 20 There probably could be more I think that it is up to them I think
they should be asked what they want I don t know what they want I only know that some of
them want to come to the book club 10 sometimes 20 people
Aisha 01 10 00 To close what are the e ects of bringing arts humanities programs to
long term care based on your own experience
Susan Tacent 01 10 1 They trust me more they trust that the material is going to be good
they kind of jump into it more They feel a little more conﬁdent about reading and
understanding things I know when they re confused they can t wait to hear me clarify it
which I m not going to do I m just going to read it with them and we are going to talk about
it
Aisha 01 10 3

For example in relation to bingo

bingo versus book club

Susan Tacent 01 10 0 There are some people who love bingo
Aisha 01 10

Is there a di erence

Susan Tacent 01 10
The di erence is it s like playing chess versus checkers You just
don t have to think too much And sometimes that s a really good thing where you just look for
the numbers and see if they match And you don t have to think And it s like watching bad
television sometimes it s the only thing you can do And then other times you need a little bit
more stimulation So I think both I mean it would be easy to be judgmental about bingo
Aisha 01 11 1
bingo

I guess it is the diversity of the program The harm can happen when it s only
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Susan Tacent 01 11 2 Right And if you go to other places in Rhode Island like we did when
we were looking for a place for my mom it s pretty sad I mean we walked into Tockwotton at
lunchtime and everybody was laughing and the sta was there and it was noisy and it was
happy And then we went to another place and it was silent They all looked kind of the same a
bunch of old white people with white hair and they were just eating and no conversation no
laughing It s not subtle
Aisha 01 11

What is it in Tockwotton that makes it so

Susan Tacent 01 11
I think there s still enough really good people I think Kevin cares Judy
Brown is amazing Rene is great Tim the activities director before he was fabulous He stayed
for years and then was done he s young and he was just kind of done with that and moved
on
Aisha 01 12 2

Do you know where he is now

Susan Tacent 01 12 2 Yeah he s got his own business he does Reiki and music And he was
a musician and his mother was a musician and a writer And so you bring that kind of
creativity Eric is wonderful wonderful wonderful wonderful and he should be in charge of
more things I think he could do it He s talented he s an amazing singer His band is amazing
they come and play there And he is just smart and funny and compassionate Curtis is
amazing So Tockwotton still has enough good people
Aisha 01 13 0 And ﬁnal question Your mom is just such a force But I also think of Bunny I
think of Rita I am wondering about proactivity and remaining active Can you encourage that
or is it a personality thing For example your mom she acts like she s her own program
director
Susan Tacent 01 13 3 She is And I wish she was more open to coming to you Tockwotton
Makes workshops maybe she will now that she s not going to do the movies I think again
agency Let them ﬁgure out what they want like checking in with them having small group
meetings and saying Okay so what s up Just brainstorming with them and letting them
ﬁgure it out for themselves and so that that helplessness isn t enabled Because if they don t
want anything they re easy Then you go home you get your salary you lock the door They re
safe They re eating Hopefully they re not going to fall they re not going to get too sick It s like
having a lousy babysitter at least your kids are safe right But you kind of want them to
make something or do something or learn something or have fun playing bingo or whatever or
just have Play Doh day Let everybody play with Play Doh I mean I would come maybe they
want things like that I don t know
Aisha 01 1 3 You re just trying like you said when you were starting your book club
an experiment Bring a new thing see how it goes
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it s

Susan Tacent 01 1 0 Right And be willing to let that be OK not be scared of process
because you don t know It s hard That s hard it would be great if we valued creativity and
spontaneity and apology and honesty and things like that
Aisha 01 1 3

What do you think people misunderstand about old age

Susan Tacent 01 1 3 You know I always liked old people even when I was a little kid Now
I m catching up to them and I will be that person But I ll always like old people We all get there
it s amazing I ve always liked old people They re just interesting to me I like the wrinkles
They re just beautiful like their skin is soft I thought my grandmother s wrinkles were so
cool but when I started getting wrinkles I was like Holy shit you get them one at a time and
they don t go away And it s like I didn t know that I thought she just looked like that What is
that on my neck And then you are like Yeah whatever Who cares But those ﬁrst couple of
changes are like Oh my God But you know every change is like that I remember telling my
daughter All right so this is what your period is because I had cramps and she didn t know
why I was cranky And I ﬁnally said This is what it is and this is how it goes And she s like Do
I have to do that And I said It s OK honey it s just 30 years or so It would be ﬁne once a
month And she s like Fuck And I said Yeah What can I tell you So old people they re
people They re just people And they have all their life experience in them And they are not
valued they get invisible
01 1
Lucy did these stickers I thought they were cool She is at RISD So she s my
friend who s a zoo wildlife veterinarian She started Creature Conserve because all her
patients are going extinct And she s a scientist And she felt like if you combine art and
science you will have a better chance at communicating with people who are either and
learning how to be better stewards of the planet And it s really taken o She did the ﬁrst
workshop There is one coming up and I m going to that one because I m teaching the writing
one in December So I went to the ﬁrst I wanted to see what they were doing it was
fabulous And it s former students RISD students who went through this program And she
was the ﬁrst woman and the youngest person to head the National Zoo for 10 years And then
she was in Rwanda with the mangroves for three years And now she s back at RISD
Aisha 01 1 23 Susan I really had so much pleasure you gave me so many wonderful things
to transcribe and think about and be inspired by We just had our 3 th workshop and I feel that
we can deﬁnitely do more And we can be more ambitious And when you started talking about
that big multidisciplinary project
Susan Tacent 01 1 3 It s kind of interesting I mean I didn t think of that before you asked
me and you forced my brain to think What would I do And that might be a kind of cool thing
to get buy in from everybody across the board Like this is the theme and you don t have to
participate but you can and it might be fun
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Aisha 01 1
And when you started talking about the modular part You know with Anne
Basting s project they basically turned long term care into performance venue And this
created new dynamics so suddenly people are actors there are people coming in from
outside also people from assisted living going to nursing home because that s where acting
also happens So there is all this movement back and forth There are ﬂows And in
progressive art education there is this What if you start treating classroom as a studio and
treating students as artists And just this shift changing it from one place to another it
creates whole di erent atmospheres and behaviors and relationships
Susan Tacent 01 20
What if we were in a science class where we all are lab partners now
we are experimenters we have a research book we have our research questions and our
hypotheses we are scientists now And in Tockwotton they need to do that too
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Her Story Press HSP : Sessions Outline
HSP 1
Date; place: January 1 Fri at Sculler s pub
Program:
Her Story Press presentation by Aisha
handing out informational brochures
Presentation discussion

HSP 2
Date; place: January 2 Sat at Cafe
Program:
HSP Newsletter handing out copies and reading aloud
Margaret Crane home pregnancy test podcast listening
note taking scribing while listening
Podcast discussion
Names activity telling your name and the story of your name

HSP 3
Date; place: January 31 Fri at Sculler s pub
Program:
RISD Feminists zine looking reading
Topics pennants making thematic paper pennants
Sharing hanging and displaying pennants on a garland

HSP 4
Date; place: February Tue at Theater
Program:
Self portraits drawing four 3 min self portraits as yourself vegetable animal and
caveman woman
Sharing passing around the circle
Monster Jam drawing four min scribble creatures and writing captions question
command song to do task for each
Sharing each person showing and telling their work
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HSP 5
Date; place: February 1 Sat at Cafe
Program:
Self portraits drawing one 2 min self portrait as witch
Sharing passing around the circle
Character ID questionnaire characters creation activity all round robin style
4 panel comics drawing and writing a panel comics where the two characters meet
and overcome a challenge in pairs most by themselves some
Sharing each pair showing and telling their work
Exquisite corpse and portraits drawing some people who ﬁnished quicker

HSP 6
Date; place: February 22 Sat at Theater
Program:
Breathing and attunement activity with Ayako
Whereby I Tell My Past Self Future Things by Mira Jacob reading out loud Maria and
Aisha
Younger and older selves drawing min scribble creature at two di erent ages
Sharing each person showing and telling
Conversation creating a dialogue between the two characters with older one giving
advice to the younger one many working in pairs with facilitators
Sharing each pair showing and telling their work

HSP 7
Date; place: February 2 Sat at Theater
Program:
Playtest at home facilitators
Music and movement activity with Maria
Drawing Boring Things 20 sec drawings of everyday objects
Sharing passing around the circle
Photo Stories using a photograph and prompts to write a story
Sharing each person showing and telling
Reading photographs captions information on photographer and story of the
photo
extended Francesca Woodman biography reading East Germany memories
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This book documents my journey in designing and
facilitating a series of artmaking and storytelling
workshops for older adults, grounded in a positive
view of aging. Building on Tockwotton Makes, a series
of 40+ artmaking sessions conducted over a period
of two years, I envisioned and hosted a new project
called Her Story Press, which consisted of 7 sessions
of artmaking and storytelling workshops. This book
collects stories and lessons from both of these
programs, which took place at Tockwotton on the
Waterfront, an assisted living community in
Providence, Rhode Island. Additionally, it includes
references to some bold and important work by other
programming for seniors.
The workshops described here strive to embrace the
idea and philosophy of NEW OLD: re-imagining old
age as a place of abundance rather than lack, as
years full of life, potential and growth; and viewing
older adults as valuable workshop co-creators,
contributing to a more enjoyable and more
accessible experience for all. The purpose of this
book is to inspire others to join in this kind of work,
work that allows you to engage in exciting artmaking
in a community setting, and that would surely
transform you as an artist, educator and human.

